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FOREWORD

When the Founders of The Theosophical Society came

to India fifty-six years ago, they had occasion specially

to note the value of the JIVAN-MUKTI-VIVEKA of S'rl

* Vidyaraijya to the Modern world, and this was, indeed,

one of the books which they selected for translation,

for the benefit alike of the East and the West. The

English rendering of the work by Prof. Ma:Qi-lal

Dvi-vedI was published in 1897 by the Theosophical

Publication Fund. Now that The Theosophical Society

is celebrating its Diamond Jubilee this year, the Publica-

tion as a Commemoration volume, of the Text of the

JiVAN-MUKTI-VIVEKA with a practically new English

Translation by the Theosophical Publishing House, seems

very appropriate ;
and the work carries to the world at

its present crisis a message of Hope, conducive to clarity

of vision of the problems of its life.

Bhagavan Buddha laid special stress on “ Samyag-

df^U ”j which means RIGHT UNDEESTANDING, and popu-

larized, with a fervour all His own. His teachings on
“ Anatma-laksaija ”, or indications of the Non-SelF,

which more or less, formed the basis of His morality

with its strong appeal to the imagination of the masses,

who could not comprehend His high metaphysical
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teachings on the Nidanas and Nirvana. S'rl S'amkara-

carya, the celebrated founder of the monistic cult of the

VedajSTTA School of Philosophy, who came immediately

after Him, proclaimed the reality of the J^tman {Self

)

as a complement to the Buddha’s teachings and confirmed

the unreality of everything else.

Nowadays, when in every branch of Science progress

is made, new ideals have come to sway the minds of

thinkers, new standards of value been adopted, new lines

of approach devised, new hypotheses promulgated with

courage and insight, nay, new visions have been raised

and new dreams dreamt.

Signs are not wanting that the great thinkers the

world over have taken the initiative in right earnest and

are within an ace of pointing to a satisfactory solution

of the problem of “ Life here and hereafter

J. Krspa-mtlrti has already blazoned forth a message

of Liberation to everyone, while in this very life, if one

could but set up before oneself the PURPOSE of LIFE and

work at it one-pointedly towards its fulfilment. This is

really a synthesis of the teachings of the Buddha and

S'arhkara based on the positive affirmation of “ Let

Understanding be the Law ”, and “ Life the Goal

The work of editing the Saihskyt Text and revising

the English rendering was undertaken by me at the

request of the Theosophical Publishing House, Adyar.

The Sarirskrt Text has been carefully edited and the

English Translation thoroughly revised. Feeling that I

could better attain the end in view I had to requisi-

tion the aid of my life-long ^help-mate Mr. T. R.

S'rlnivasa Ayyahgar, B.A., L.T., Retired Head-master,

Ealyaija-sundaram High School, Tanjore, who had



collaborated with me many a time in similar work,

to help me in the thorough revision of the English

rendering, and his services were invaluable. To
add to the usefulness of the Saihsk?t Text, as far

as possible, references to the names of the Scriptural

or other authority as well as the chapter and verse

have been enclosed within brackets at the end of

the quotations with which the work is replete.

Mr. R. Krspa-svami S'astrin, B.A., Joint Sub-Regis-

trar of Tanjore, a scholar well-versed in Vedic and

S'astraic lore, rendered considerable help in the matter

of locating the Sarhskrt quotations and reading through

the Saihskyt MS. prepared for the Press. The large

number of quotations from the YOG-A-VASISTHA have

been carefully edited on the basis of the readings of the

LAGHU-YOGA-VASISTHA. Dr. Besant’s inimitable ren-

dering of the BHAGAVAD GiTA has been adopted almost

verbatim for the rendering of quotations from that book.

PAirpiT S. SUBEAHMA?fYA SASTRI





INTRODUCTION

The Jivan-mukti-viveka or “The 'Pa.^ to Liberation-

in4his-life ”, is a well-known book, unique in the favour

it finds with the SamnyHsins of India and a compilation

from several Scriptural works, by the great scholar

Vidyaraqya. He is .known to have written on almost

every important branch of literature, in his time, with

such grasp and finish as would surprise the most accurate

writer of the present day. He lived in the fourteenth

century. He was the Prime Minister of the King of

Vijaya-nagara—Bukka Raya—to whom he has dedicated

his best work, the Veda-bha^ya—the elaborate scholia

of the Veda. Sayana, the Minister became, in after life,

Vidyarapya, the jSaTOn«/3sm. He apparently compiled

this work after he renounced all concern with the world.

His life, spent in the midst of varied activity at the court

of Bukka Raya, had its culmination in the quiet Bliss of

Supreme Spiritual exaltation. Vidyaraqya is indeed

an illustrious, example of the true Brdhma'tia and his

very life nobly illustrates the truth of his teaching.

Verily it may be said of him that he found “ Liberation-

in-this-life ”, and “ The Path ” he points to us in this work

is, no doubt, the surest road to eternal peace and

happiness, while yet in the world.

Though in the body of the work will be found some

of the richest gems of purest, ray serene gathered from
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several authentic works on which ancient Hindu Philo-

sophy and culture is based, they would be simply lifeless

without the living nexm supplied by the sage, Vidya-

rapya. The author, himself a Safhnycisin, begins and

ends his book with the technical inquiry—^whether

Renunciation (SamnySsa) is the szwe gwa non of Libera-

tion or not? The Path to Liberation, according to

Vidyarapya, is indicated in one word—Renunciation.

Though this word has received- a number of different

shades of meaning from several writers, old and new,

Vidyarapya would not understand it in any but the

formal orthodox sense in which the Rsis of yore (Hindu

,
Seers) principally employed it. Have no concern, bodily

I or mental, direct or indirect, with the world, live in

entire isolation, so to speak, and wear the orthodox

insignia of the Order—this is Samnyasa, according to

Vidyarapya. He divides Renunciation into two kinds.

|The one he calls the Renunciation-of-the-Seeker, the

i other, the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened. The first is,

jin fact, a preliminary stage to the second. One may
i apply himself to the Study, Reflection, and Assimila-

tion of the Vedanta, with or without the first kind of

Renunciation. But with the dawning of the Light,

Renunciation of the second kind must surely follow. The
first, if at all it comes about, must be sought after in the

orthodox fashion ; the second is bound by no “ Injunction

or Prohibition ”.

This, in short, is the substance of his argument.

The cosmopolitan nature of his inquiry may best be

judged from a side-issue he raises at the beginning, as to

the eligibility of women to the formal kind of Renuncia-

tion. He decides in favour of the other sex, supporting
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his argument by examples from ancient Scriptures. The

question, however, remains, how a life of entire Isolation

and Indifference can ever be identified with Liberation

;

can ever, in fact, be the end and object of existence ? ^

Would it not be more adequate, in this age of humani-

tarian ideals, to say with Lord Kfipa “ Sages have

known as Renunciation the renouncing of works with

desire.” Apparently Vidyarapya does not understand

Renunciation as signifying pure Indifference or Isolation.

He does, no doubt, imply “ Renouncing of desire-impelled^

actions ”, but he would have none of “ action ” or even the

sense of duty, which “ action,” though it be without

desire, implies, to remain after Renunciation or Libera-

tion to which Renunciation leads. If the Liberated is

ever oppressed with any the least sense of duty, “he is«

just so many removes away from Gnosis."
“
Injunctions

or Prohibitions” exist not for him, he is relieved of all

obligations, temporal or Spiritual. He himself is all

Good, all Bliss, all Purity, all Holiness ; his very being,

his very breath is the efflorescence of everything good

and great. His sphere of doing good is so far widened

as to put him in possession of a power, which accom-

plishes its results without the coi'relation of means and

ends, by which mankind is known to work. He, in fact,

is a magnet, so to speak, of all that is best and sublime

;

he, that feels the force of his attraction, is charged with

as much of his power as he can imbibe. He is, not un-

often, likened to the Sun who, though he illumines all

spots equally, is reflected more clearly and even intensely

on a mirror than on a piece of earth. He is the

Atman, the Brahman, the Soul and Substance of the

Universe.
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While speaking of Renunciation and Liberation, we
may conveniently take occasion to correct an error into

which some of the best informed minds are often mislead.

Since the spiritual re-awakeniUg of the last six decades

which synchronizes with the founding of The Theosophical

Society, application to ancient Scriptures has been known
in many instances to create very perverted notions of

true Liberation and Renunciation. Minds saturated with

materialistic learning fail to appreciate the work of every-

thing not put to them in terms of chernical combinations

and mechanical foot-pounds. The idea of power, a power

beyond the ken of ordinary Chemistry or Mechanics,

comes almost imperceptibly to be associated with spiritual

exaltation; and “hankering after (occult) powers” is,

in ninety-nine cases out of hundred, the true reason

for a man to sit at the feet of some holy saint or

join some society for the promotion of spiritual good.

That such applicants often come to grief goes with-

out saying. Vidyaraq.ya does not deny the possibility

of “powers” such as these, but he expressly describes

them as mere curiosities, for which the Liberated feel

j

no interest. They have lost all interest in everything,

?and absence of interest is the true Renunciation which
leads to Liberation. The good that is in Liberation

is not through or in virtue of any powers whatever.

Nor. is possession of powers a sign of that condition.

Whatever is known as the highest and best in Holiness,

Purity, Charity, Sacrifice and Morals, is fully implied

in the sense of Liberation. “ The acquisition of powers ”,

says Vidyaranya “ helps not a jot towards nearing the

highest condition of Beatitude.” The Liberated is the

flower of humanity, whose fragrance is wafted on by



every breesse that passes. The exhilarating but soothing

power of its invisible essence imperceptibly mollifies

many a heart-burning and much weariness of the flesh.

Power, such as we understand it, is entirely out of the

question. The Liberated works without the correlation

of means and ends ; he works, as it were, with the very

breath of Nature, in the rain that nourishes, in the Sun

that scorches, in the storm that annihilates. He is the

All. Power and desire for’ power has to be entirely

renounced before even a glimpse of the spiritual exalta-

tion called Liberation can dawn upon one’s intelligence.

Liberation means Freedom. Freedom^ neither bodily

nor mental, but the true freedom of the Spirit—the

Spirit that is the All. That this Freedom might not be

understood in the sense of that abuse of freedom, which

often passes for Freedom, Vidyarapya has, in the Fifth

Chapter of his book, laidparticular stress upon Asceticism

as the most essential requisite of a true Parama-hamaa
(the Liberated). That this Asceticism does not consist

in physical exercises or formal observances, he has defin-

itely shown several times in the body of the work.

Vidyarap.ya variously explains the view of Liberation

and Renunciation here set forth, in his Characteristically

lucid, analytic manner. He touches upon several minor
points of importance as ways and means to the realization

of this noble object. A brief analysis of his treatise will

help us to understand these things much better.

The First Chapter' opens with a discussion on the

nature Of Renunciation; and the two divisions,we have

already touched upon, are described and justified by
scriptural texts and ancient examples. Then is explained

the. nature of Jimn-mukti, Liberation in-this-life. It is

f



described as Freedom from bondage, “ Bondage to a

living being consiste in those functions of the mind which

are characterized by feelings of pleasure and pain,

concomitant with action and enjoyment.” It is not

necessary that “ action ” should entirely be suspended.

The impressions (FSsana), which “ action and enjoy-

ment” create and leave behind as fruitful sources of

future “ action ”, should be neutralized in their effect.

The question, whether the accomplishment of such

Freedom is within human possibility, leads the author

into a discussion of the nature of Necessity and Free-

will. He decides in favour of the latter and points the

way to this Freedom, requisitioning a dialogue between

Bama and Vasi^tha to bear him out. The discourse on

the nature of Jivan-mMfcfi closes with the following

:

“ For him, though ever moving about in the world of
experience, the whole of it exists not—all-pervading, ether-

like consciousness alone subsists. Such a one is called

Jtvan-mukta.”

. Discussion as to the nature of Jlvan-mukti leads to

a description of the nature of Videha-mukti, Liberation-

after-death. The Chapter ends with illustrative quotations

from several Scriptural texts to bear out the author in

his arguments on the nature of these two degrees of

Liberation.

The Second Chapter deals with the means to

acquire the condition of Jlvan-mukti. These are

three in number : Onosis, Obliteration of Latent

Desire {Vasana) and Dissolution of the Mind, The
whole question of Liberation is easily solved, if

we once acquire a true perspective of the nature

lof Vclsanci and clearly understand the means to destroy
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ii This Chapter gives a masterly exposition of f

this most important question in a thoroughly practical

manner, and the earnest student is sure to find here

what he may elsewhere seek in vain. The aim and

object of all methods of spiritual exaltation, is the Life*

of-the-Higher-Self, which is the ideal they invariably

point to. Purification and enlargement of the heart

is inculcated as the most important practical step

towards its Realization. How this could be done is thus

set forth: “The Mind, severed from all connection with '

sensual objects and prev^ehted from functioning out,!

awakes into the light of the heart and finds the highest

Condition.” “ Latent Desire ” denies this light, often

quenches it or stifles it, due to an impulse of extreme

narrowness. Conquer this Latent Desire and Jlvan-mukti

is within easy reach. Act without being engrossed by

the action and find this place of Peace beyond the pale

of the disturbing influence of mind and desire. Latent

Desire is described in all its various bearings; as also

methods as to how one desire may be set to destroy

another and thus pave the way for the light of the

Self ultimately to dissolve even the last remnant of

desire. The whole of this subject is best read with

sufficient clearness in the original. Life, Learning, the

world, all are set down as due to VasanS and as things

one should try to extricate himself from ; thus, “ giving

up all attachment from within ”, one should acquire that
“ limitless expansion of the heart ”, which is the royal

road to Jlvan-muMi. The minor question, “ whether /

‘ intercourse ’ of any kind is possible after Vosana, the

active cause of all intercourse, has been suspended ”—is

very clearly discussed in this oonnection and the Chapter
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closes with a brief analysis of the characteristic' marks
of great souls who have been remarkable

known to ancient history.

The other path to Liberation is the Dissolution of

the Mind. Tlie Third Chapter fully deals with this

subject. The Mind is made up of latent desires of various

kinds. These two, Mind and desires, act and react

upon each other and Obliteration of Fasawa.is .never con-

firmed without the Dissolution of the Mind. The two

methods of dissolving the Mind, the physical and the

mental, are then described, preference being given to

the latter. Several modes are very clearly and fully

pointed' out for the prevention of all mental activity.

Then are discussed the obstacles in the way of

Ecstatic Trance, the true condition of the Liberated-

in-this-life.

All this, ’ however, need not create the impression

that Liberation is a condition of Mindlessness, akin to

that of material objects. For, the word “ Mind ” is here

used in a sense different from the one attached to it in

the text. The Mind is only that function of inner

activity which correlates the doer With the thing done,

through the sense of egoism, and creates the iliusion of

meum and tuum which makes Up the world. This sense

of separateness being merged in the vastness of that

inconceivable whole, which has no parts, whatever, the

Mind is said to be dissolved for ever and the condition

of Sublime Bliss realized for all eternity.

The Fourth Chapter aptly opens with the question

of what is the aim or use of Jlvan-mukti. It is five-fold ‘

(1) the Preservation -Of Qmsis, (2) the Practice of

Penance, (3) Universal Love, (4) Destruction of Pain and
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Misery, (5) Experience of Supreme Bliss. These are

severally described and discussed in the Chapter.

The Fifth Chapter concludes the original inquiry

into the nature of Renunciation, the true Path. The
Renunciation described in this Chapter is, however, the

Renuneiation-of-the-Enlightened. Renunciation, which

is an optional condition preceding the Realization of

Jlvan-mukti, ripens into that true Renunciation which is

known as the condition of the Parama-hamsa. “ Parama ”

means Great and “ Hamsa ” as interpreted by the Lord

Sariikara, means the destroyer of all AvidyS., viz., the

Atman, the Self. Whence Parama-hamsa is the Great

Self, the Great Being, the Being that is the All. The

Chapter closes with a description of the condition of

such a Being, and concludes the inquiry about The Path

to Liberation-in-this-life.

Such sober study on the nature of Liberation and

the means to realize it, is indeed refreshing, in these days

of quack prescriptions of kinds for the acquisition of

Spiritual Bliss. Living the Higher Life of Universal

Peace and Love is a notion not within the grasp of any

prescription, such as Regulation of Breath or acquiring

any skill in the working of Mesmeric or Spiritual pheno-

mena. The Higher Life is all the work of internal

thinking with a view to purify the Mind and melt it

away in the Great Self. The use of the word, “ Self
”

suggests a diflSculty, which appears, in certain quarters,

to have created a misunderstanding as to the nature of

Liberation as propounded by the Advaita School of

Philosophy. It is no exaltation of individual selfishness,

that is aimed at in this Philosophy ;
the self, in the sense

of individual, is rather the thing principally aimed at for

o



entire suppression and dissolution. The Self that is the

living centre or Source of Consciousness in all individuals,

is the same throughout, in its transcendent character and

what is inculcated as worth striving after, is that Life

which, realizing this universal nature of the Self, rests

in the Peace and Love which are, or ought to be, its

characteristics.
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THE JlVAN-MUKTI-VIVEKA
OR

THE PATH TO LIBERATION-IH-THIS-LIFE

CHAPTER I

AUTHORITY BEARING TESTIMONY TO

JIVAN-MUKTI OR LIBERATION-IN-

THIS-LIFE

I. I bow to the Supreme, Vidya-tlrtha, whose very

breath the Vedas are and who evolved the whole Cosmos

from the Vedas.

II. I describe henceforth the Renunciation-of-the-

Seeker (Vivi(M§a-samnyd,sa) and the Renunciation-of-the-

Enlightened ( Vidvat-samnyd,sa), distinguishing the one

from the other, the former being the cause of “ Liberation

following the Dissolution of the Body ”
( Videha-mukti),

and the latter, of “ Liberation-in-this-life ” (Jlvan-mukti).

III. The cause of Renunciation (in general) is

Detachment. Even as the &rvti enjoins, “ One must

renoimce (the world), the very moment he feels complete
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Detachment.” The stages ' and divisions of this

Eenunciation, are all matters dealt with by the PurU.na3

(popular exposition of esoteric truths).

IV-V. Detachment is of two kinds: sharp and

sharper. The former leads to the Renunciation appro-

priate to the condition of the Kutlcaka, which, being

ripened, develops (the 5a?ranyasm) into the Bahudaka.

Sharper Detachment makes the Samnyasin a Hamsa,

and this ripens into the condition of the Parama-hamsa,

the real path to direct Self-Realization.^

' VI. Dull Detachment is the form of disgust

generated, for the time being, for the world and its

goods, occasioned by the loss of child, wife or wealth.

VII. Sharp Detachment is the firm resolve of

the Intellect, not to have child, wife or wealth, any more

in this life.

VIIL Sharper Detachment is the strong disgust

to the effect :
“ For me the whole of this world, whirling

through the cycle of rebirths shall never be.” In dull

Detachment no Renunciation is possible.

IX. In sharp Detachment two kinds of Renun-

ciation are possible, according as the power of locomotion

subsists in full strength or not. The former pertains to

the Bahudaka and the latter to the Kutlcaka. Both of

them are Tri-da'ndins.^

^ This is said, keeping in mind the well-known four periods (As^ramas)
of life, according to which Renunciation comes fourth and last and thus
obviously comes io be postponed to old age.

kinds of Samnyasins are known to the sacred books. The four
enumerated here^ are defined and described in IX and X infra. The
Kutlcaka resides in a secluded hermitage, the Bahudaka goes from one
sacred place to another, the Eamsa fiies like a swan to the seventh heaven,
and the Parama-hamsa enjoys Liberation in this very life.

^Holding three long thin bamboo-sticks knotted together, emblematic
of the triple Renunciation, of every thing connected with body, mind and
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X. In the sharper kind of Detachment are pos-

sible two other kinds of Renunciation, according as it

leads to Brahma-loka,' or to Final and Absolute Libera-

tion. The former condition is that of the Hamsa, who
knows the essence of Truth in that world, the latter that

of the Parama-hamsa, who knows it in this very world.

XI. The various duties and actions of these are

described by us, in the Commentary on the ParSs'ara-

ismrti. We are here concerned only with the Parama-

hamsa.
' XII. The Parama-hamsa is again, either the Seeker

after knowledge (JijMsu), or the Enlightened (J'Mmn).

The Vcijasaneyins ordain Renunciation to such Seeker,

for the attainment of knowledge.®

XIII. Samnyasins renounce (the world) desiring

“ such Loka ” (sphere). An explanation of this is added

in prose for the enlightenment of those who are not

sharp-witted."*

1. VIVIDISA-SAMNYASA: THE RENUNCIATION-

of-the-Seeker

Loka is of two kinds : the Atma-loka, the world

of the Self and the ArMma-loka, the world of the Xot-

self. The first is described, in its triple nature, in the

Third Chapter of the Brhad-cira'/pyaka

:

“Here then are

indeed the Three Worlds-—the World of men, the World

speech and being therefore constantly immersed in *'That*% which is

beyond these three.

^ One of the seven Lokas : Bhur-, Bhuvar-, Suvar-^ Makar Jana-,
Tapas-, and Satya- or Brahma4oka,

- This is with reference to the first division of Parama-hamsas, for the
question is likely to suggest itself, why a Seeker should renounce.

^ In Verse XIII the first half is an adaptation o he Upani§adic Text.
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of the Pitfs and the World of the gods ; the world of men
can be conquered by begetting a son and by no other act

;

that of the Pitrs, by religious rites ; and that of the gods, by

gnosis.” (5 , 16.) The Atma-loka is also mentioned there

:

“ Whosoever passes away from here, without knowing

his own world—^the Atma-loka, him such world, being un-

known, does not protect (4, 15.) and “ He should devote

himself to the world which is only the Atman
j his acts

never fail him, who so devotes himself.” (4, 15 .) In other

words, whosoever, bound up in this material body of flesh

and blood, passes out of it, without knowing his own proper

world—the ParamStman, i.e,, without realizing his identi-

ty with the Supreme Self (“ I am the Brahman ”), is de- j;!

prived of the benefit of that world ; that is to say, that

world, the ParamStman, does not ever free him from

sorrow, delusion and other evils, as the knowledge of that

world is held back from him by the intervening veil of

AvidyS (Ignorance). Again the acts of one devoted to

such world (of the Atman) never fail him and (unlike

ordinary acts of devotion, which bring about this or that

particular result), lead him to that Self-Realization,

which is the sum of all that can be desired. Also in the

Sixth Chapter of the same: “Why should we study?
For what object should we worship ?

' Of what avail is

offspring to us, to whom this world, this Atman, is the

supreme place ? ” (4, 22.) Desire for offspring leads to the

crematory; non-desire for such things leads to Im-
mortality/

Hence it appears that the words, “ such Loka ”
(in

Verse XIII) refer clearly to the Atma-loka in quest

^ The first two.sentences are not found in the Brhad-aranyaka,
^ Of* A:pastamha Brama II, Khaitda 22,
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of which Samni/nsins renounce; for the word “ such
”

refers to “ the Atman,” occurring as it does in a section

dealing with the Atman, opening with the words :
“ This

Atman is unconditioned and unborn.” (4, 22.) That which

is s^n, realized, is Loka; the Atman. The text in question

(which is a quotation from the S'ruti) plainly implies

that Samnydsins renounce the world for the purpose of

Self-Eealization {AtmUnubhava). The Smrti too bears

this out

:

^
“ The one styled a Parama-haihsa should, for the at-

ta^ment of Brahma-jnana, have in him all the requisite

means, viz., peace of mind, control of body, and the like.”

As this Samnyasa comes about by the strong desire

for knowledge generated in the proper manner, in conse-

quence of the study, etc.,’ of the Veda, either in this or

in some previous incarnation, it is called the Renuncia-

tion-of-the-Seeker (Vividisa-samnyasa). This, which is

the cause of knowledge, is again of two kinds
; (1) the

Renunciation of desire-impelled acts and others of the kind,
|

which lead to rebirth and (2) the going, by the renouncer, i

into the Order, by assuming all its emblems, such as the

Danda, etc., after having been initiated into it, with

the PraisocccLrana;^ which “ ensures to the mother and

the wife of the renouncer, rebirth in the form of a male

and to the renouncer, the Realization of the Brahman,

an austere life and the knowledge of the Self in

consequence.”

^ In etc., are included the performance of religious duties, certain

austerities and the like, enjoined by the Veda.

^ That is, saying the Praisa, which is a formula, meaning, I renounce
the Bhur4oka, the Bhuvar-loka and the Suvar~loka/' In these words the
renouncer declares himself free from all desires and all conditions belong-

ing to this world or the next,
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Renunciation is mentioned in the Taittirlya- and

other Upanieads: “Some have attained Immortality,

not by acts, nor by offspring, nor by wealth, but by

Renunciation alone.” (4, 12, 3.) Females also are entitled to

this kind of Renunciation. The Caturdharl-tikU of the

Moksa-dharma, by using the word “ Bhik^ki ” (female beg-

gar) with reference to the lady in question, when dealing

with the controversy between Sulabha and Janaka, indi-

cates that females may renounce before marriage, or after

the death of their husbands and may go about as religi-

ous mendicants, may learn and hear the S'dstras dealing

with Mok§a {viz., the CTpamgads and cognate literature),

may meditate upon the Atman in seclusion and assume

the emblems of Tri-danda, etc. In the wake of the argu-

ment in the Devatadhikararia (the Section about DevatU)

in the Fourth Chapter of the Third Book of the S'anraka-

hhOsya, wherein a discussion has been started relating to

the rights of a widower (to such Renunciation), the name
of lady Vacaknavi has also been mentioned. These

references go to strengthen the right claimed by
Maitreyl, the wife of Yajfia-valkya, whom she inquires

in the words: “ Of what use would such (wealth) be to

me, if the possession of such would not render me
immortal ? Tell me, whatever Your Worship knows, as

to what I should do, in order to be free from mortality.”

(5, 4.) Even in the case of Brahma-cdrins, Qrha-sthas, and
Vana-prasthas (students, house-holders and residents in

hermitages), who are unable, for some cause or other,

to go into Bamnyasa, there is nothing in the way of

mental Renunciation for the purpose of attaining know-
ledge, even while performing the duties peculiar to their

respective spheres of life. Many instances of such
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knowers of Truth occur in the Brutis, Smrtis, PurS,nas

and Bihasas, as also in the world. The condition of the

Parama-hamsa, characterized by the Dan^a, etc., taken

on for obtaining knowledge, has been variously described

by former teachers and I do not think I have anything

to add to what has been said by them in respect to it.

So far about the Renunciation-of-the-Seeker.

2 . VIDVAT-SAMNYASA: The Renunciation-

of-the-Enlightened

Henceforth we deal with the Renunciation-of-the-

Enlightened {Vidvat-samnyUaa). Renunciation by those

who have realized the Supreme Truth, by properly carry-

ing out Study, Reflection and Assimilation {S'ravanct,

Manana and NididhyUsana), is called the Renunciation-

of-the-Enlightened. This was attained by Yajfia-valkya.

The worshipful Yajfia-valkya, the crest-jewel of the

learned, having discomfited in debate As'valayana and

other F^jpms, by variously demonstrating the Truth

and having awakened Janaka, in a variety of

ways, by disquisitions long and short, to the condi-

tion of Supreme Renunciation {Vlta-rclgatva), set himself

to enlighten Maitreyl, his wife, into the Truth

and put to hex Bamnycisa, as the thing he had

immediately in view for himself. Having thus

enlightened her, he became a Bamnyasin, All this is

mentioned in the beginning of the Maitreyl-brah-

mana- “Yajfia-valkya, about to enter upon another

stage of life (superior to that of a house-holder), accosted

her thus :
“ O beloved Maitreyl ! I am about to retire

from this stage ” (5, 1, 2.) and also at the end : . . .
“ for
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verily this retirement leads to real Immortality.

Saying so he made Renunciation (5, 15.) In Kahola-

brahmam itself, we find this Ramnyasa mentioned thus

:

.

“ Having realized that Atman aforesaid, BrUhmanas

I
renounce all desire for offspring, wealth and the world

i
{Pidrai^a'na, Vittai§and, and Lokai§ana) and go about

' as Mendicants.” (5,1.)

It should not be supposed that this text applies

to Vivi(M?d,-samnyasa, for, the word “ ViditvU ” (having

realized), implying the priority of such Realization to

Samnycisa, and the word “ BrOJimana ”, meaning the

knower of the Brahman, stand in the way of such

assumption. Nor should it be supposed that the word

Brdkmana refers here to the class so called ; for the

word BrUhmatia is used with reference to that Realization

of the Brahman, mentioned in the sequel of the text

under discussion, which is brought about by Study, Reflec-

tion and Assimilation and described there as Learning,

Childhood and Silence. If it be said that the word Bra,h-

mava here refers to the Seeker yet devoted to learning,

etc., and that this construction is supported by the text

/
“ The Brahmana, having passed the stage of Learning,

must thence maintain himself in that of Childhood ” (5, 1.),

we say that this cannot be, for, the word BrcLhmana is

used with reference to the future condition of the Seeker

;

otherwise, the use of the particle Atha in the text “Atha
Brahmanah” (5, 1.)

—
“ Thence the Brahmana ”—implying

the previous fulfilment of all the necessary means (of

Self-Realization), would be entirely out of place.

The two kinds of Renunciation, Vidvat- and
Vividi$a,'Samnyclsas, are clearly mentioned also in the

Banra-brahmana : “ Knowing It (the Supreme Self), they
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melt in silence ; desirous of ‘ that sphere {Atma-

loka), they enter SamnyUsa.” {i, %%.) The “melting

in silence” refers to the habit of contemplation and

reflection and this is possible, only when there is

nothing to distract the mind from it f whence, noth-

ing but Samny&sa is plainly implied in these words;

This has also been rendered clear in the remaining

clause (of the said text) thus: “This is the reason why
knowers of yore have not wished for progeny, having

as their plea—' Of what avail is progeny to us to whom
this world, this Atman, is the supreme place ?

’—They

renounce all desire for offspring, wealth and world and

betake themselves to alms.” (4, 22.) The words “ this

world” “this Atman” imply that the said world has

been directly realized.

It may, however, be urged that “ melting in silence
”

is merely put forth in the above text, as an inducement

for entering on VividisoL-samnycisa (the Realization-of-the-

Seeker) and the supplementary clause just examined clari-

fies the position still further ; hence no other kind of

Renunciation ought to be read into the text. To this we
demur on the ground that the end of the “ Renunciation-of

the-Seeker ” is “ Knowledge,” and “ Knowledge ” and

“Silence” are certainly not identical terms; for, they

stand to each other as antecedent and consequent, as is

evident from the text; “After knowing, one becomes

silent {Muni).” Still, it may be contended that, as
“ Silence ” is only the ultimate form assumed by matured
“ Knowledge,” it is but the highest condition of knowledge

and, as such, the result of the Renunciation of the first

kind, through Knowledge. Quite so. That is exactly

the reason why we differentiate this kind ( Vidvat-) of
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Renunciation, which is the end to be attained, from the

other kind ( Fw»di§S-saTO»2/asa), which is but the means.

As the Seeker ’ should practise Study, etc., for attaining

Realization of the Truth {Tattva), so also the Enlightened

must attain “ Dissolution of the Mind ” (Jfano-nSs'a) and
“ Obliteration of Latent Desire ”

( VUsana-k^aya), which

two will be described further on.

Though these two SamnySsas are capable of such

differentiation, yet they are looked upon as one, under the

category of Parama-hamsatva and the Smrtis have con-

sequently spoken of “ four kinds of Mendicants.” That

the two Renunciations in question are included in the one

word Parama-hamsatva, \s, explained in the JobOla-Sriiti.

There,yajfta-valkya, on being questioned by Janaka about

the nature of SamnyG.sa, explains the Renunciation-of-the-

Seeker along with what would follow it, by presenting a

scheme of the stages of development (of the intellect of

the Seeker) and meets the objection of Atri, that one with-

out the sacred thread cannot be called a Brcihmana, by

saying that Atma-jridLna (Self-Realization) alone is the real

sacred thread. Hence it may be safely concluded that

the Seeker is included in the denomination

—

Parama-

hamsa, as he should not wear the sacred thread*. So

also, in another Section {KayAikd) of the same, in a pas-

sage dealing with Vidvat-samnya,sins, which opens with

the words, “ the Parama-hamsa is one, etc.,” are mentioned

the names of many Jivan-muktas, like Saihvartaka and
^ This word is used throughout to indicate the Seeker who has

gone into Samnyasa of the first kind, the Benunciation-of-the-Seeker
{Vividisa-samny&sa). So also the word the Enlightened/’ will be used in the
sense of one who has gone into the second kind, the Benunciation-of-the-
l&Tiiightened(Vidvat-8amnydsa),

^ The sacred thread is worn by a Brahmana, as a mark of Initiation
into the particular order of the Veda to which his father belongs, which
he renounces, when he enters into Bamnyasa, seeking to realise the All.
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others, and they are described as “bearing no marks,

bound to no forms, and behaving like mad men,

though not mad.” Further, the procedure to be

adopted by the Tri-da7i4i'n> for entering on the

Vivldi^a-sathnyasa- with Eka-dan^a, is prescribed there-

in thus: “ That he should throw off in water, after

reciting the words,—“ Bhuh svdhd,
”
(Be this offered to the

Bhur-loka),—^the three Darinas, water pot, the bag for

holding alms, the cup, the filter-cloth, the tuft of hair on

the head, the sacred thread and all, and then seek his

own Self.” Hhen Vidvat-Baninydsa, which is the end and

aim to be sought thereafter, is thus described
—“He is

verily the Parama-hamsa, who resumes the condition he

was in, at the moment of birth ;
frees himself from the

pairs of opposites ; neither receives nor possesses any-

thing; ever walks in the exalted way of the jBroftman,

with mind ever pure
;
goes about begging at large at the

prescribed time, using his belly alone as his begging

bowl ; remaining indifferent to gain or loss, abides in any

place, be it a deserted dwelling, temple, hay-rick, ant-hill,

root of a tree, potter’s work-room, the house where the

sacred fires are kept, the sand bank of a river, mountain-

cave or cleft, the hollow of a tree, rivulet or bare ground

;

avoids all exertion ; is selfless ; is ever absorbed in divine

contemplation ; abides in the Jiman, ever bent on uproot-

ing all actions, good, bad or indifferent; and shuffles off

his mortal coil with the true spirit of Renunciation.”

From this it is established that these two types (of

Savinydsins) are included in the order of Parama-hamsas.

Though both kinds oi Bamnydsa are included in the

Order of the Parama-hamsa, degrees of difference must

be admitted, inasmuch as the two Renunciations we
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considering have peculiarities of their own, running

counter to the real nature of each other. This contradis-

tinction of the two, will be clearly brought out by a refer-

ence to the Aruni- and, Parama-hamsa-Upani§ads. In

the words :
“ 0 Lord ! how could I completely abandon

actions ? ” the pupil AruQi plainly asks his teacher about

the Renunciation-of-the-Seeker which consists in the

complete abandonment of the tuft of hair on the head,

the sacred thread, the study of the Veda, repetition of

the Qayat-trl and other actions of the kind. Accordingly

the teacher, Praja-pati, after enjoining complete Renun-

ciation (of everything) implied by the words “ the tuft

of hair, sacred thread, etc., must be given up for the

bamboo-stick and one blanket and one loin-cloth to wear,”

continues :
“ He should wash himself at each of the three

Sanidhycts,^ be centred in the Self at the moment of Con-

centration, and should constantly study that part of the

Vedas known as the Aranyakas, viz., the Upanisads.”

Thus are described the duties peculiar to that particular

period of life which lead to real knowledge. Again,

Narada, having initiated a question about the Renuncia-

tion-of-the-Enlightened, in the words “ What is the path

of those Yogins who are Parama-hamsas ? ’’ the teacher.

Lord Praja-pati, as before, hinted first at the Renuncia-

tion of everything implied in the words “ sons, friends

and all,” and later referred to the “ bamboo-stick, the

cover and the loin-cloth,” as the only things that could be

^ Literally the point where any two periods meet. The morning and
evening are two such well-known periods between day and night. But
three Samdhyas are here spoken of# which leads us to the inner meaning
of the word. The period between the change of breath from Sun to Moon
(right to left) and vice versa, known as the Su^umnd is called Samdhijd, and
this, in the case of a practised ascetic# occurs only thrice in a day. The
explanation that follows bears this out.
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retained, with a view to protect the body and oblige the

world. Even the taking of the stick is spoken of as a

mere convention, for, says he, “ it is not the chief (condi-

tion), and therefore not part of the (necessary) injunc-

tions of the sacred texts.” If it be asked, “ what is then

the essential ? ” he adds, “ not certainly the stick, nor the

(disposing off of the) tuft of hair, nor (of the) sacred

thread, nor (the betaking to a mere) loin-cloth, by the

Parama-hamsa, is the real essence (of all that is

here said).” Thus, it is pointed out that the absence

of the stick, etc., the insignia of this Order, is in

accord with the spirit of the holy writ; and, further,

the words,—“ Neither cold nor heat (affects him) ”
;

“ He is clad in the ample folds of that cloth, which is

made up of space extending itself in the ten direc-

tions, he is beyond the convention of saluting,”

—

show clearly that he is beyond the usages and

forms of the world. By way of winding up, Praja-pati

describes this condition as leading only to the Reali-

zation of the Brahman, when he says at the end of this

discussion ;
“ He (the Parama-hamsa) has all his desires

supremely satisfied, on his finally realizing in himself

that Brahman which is all Bliss and Light, ever full and

thus experiencing the full force and meaning of the text

‘ I am Brahman '^ From all this, it is clear that these

two (kinds of Renunciation) are apart from each other,

as their characteristics are distinctly opposed to each

other. This distinction is emphasized in the Srarti also.

About the Renunciation-of-the-Seeker it is said

:

“ Thus finding the world entirely worthless, Seekers
after the Truth renounce the world even before marriage,’

^ With marriage begins the second stage of life called Grha-sthds'rama,
Generally, it is believed, that Bamni^dsa, the fourth stage, cannot be
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feeling the supremest sense of Detachment within them-
selves. Yoga {i.e., Karma-yoga— Path of Action) is all

Action ; Gnosis is all Renunciation ; therefore the wise, setting

Gnosis above everything, should renounce the world.”

Further on it is said about the Renunciation-of-the-

Bnlightened

:

“ When in the eternal Supreme Brahman, the real

essence is realized, then taking only one Dan4a, the ascetic

must give up the sacred thread and the tuft of hair (on the

head) ; he should renounce everything and enter upon the

Order, having well realized the Supreme Brahman ”.

But “ Desire for Knowledge ” may arise out of sheer

curiosity, as in the case of one desirous of acquiring

an Art or learning a Science. So also “ Learning ” may
be found in those whose knowledge may, in spite

of vaunted scholarship, be after all superficial ; yet,

neither the one, nor the other, is seen to renounce (the

world). The question therefore naturally suggests itself,

—What is the full import of the “ Desire for Knowledge
”

and “ Learning ” itself ? The reply is as follows :
“ As,

when hunger is gnawing with all its might, no action

other than eating recommends itself to the mind, and

even a moment’s delay becomes annoyingly intolerable,

so, when disgust becomes settled towards actions which

invariably lead to birth and death and an eager longing

is generated for the acquisition of learning, through

Study, etc., the kind of SamnySsa, which suggests itself,

is Vividi^a.” The limit of “ Learning” is thus defined in

the Upade^a-sdhasri •,

“ He is liberated even witbout his wish, who. eclipsing
altogether his body-consciousness, realizes the Self alone as
vividly as his body.” (4, 5.)

entered upon -without passing through the preliminary stages. The verse
quoted puts it, that the sense of Detachment being firm, Samnyasa may
be entered upon, even before marriage, or, indeed, at any time.
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So also :

“ The knot in the heart is cut asunder, all doubts
vanish, all Karma fades away, on the Eealization of the

Supreme.” (Mu^i. 2, 8.)

The highest condition attainable is that of the

Hiranya-garhha, but even this pales into insignificance,

before the Supreme spoken Of in the text just quoted.

The “ knot in the heart ” refers to the mistaken identity

of the ever present Witness (the Atman), with the Intellect,

brought about by beginningless Ignorance; this is so-

called because of its being fast as a knot. The “ doubts
”

referred to in the text are as follow : “Is the Self the

Witness or the Actor ? Granting it is the Witness of all,

is it the Brahman or not ? If it is the Brahman, can it be

grasped by the Intellect or not ? Supposing this to be

possible, does Liberation consist in the simple knowledge

of this fact or not? ” The “ Karma ”
referred to in the

text means Karma which is yet potential, but which leads

to the future birth (of the individual). These three (the

knot, the doubts, and the Karma), being the results of

AvidyU, vanish on the Realization of the Self. This is

also corroborated by the :

“ He whose real nature is not influenced by egotism
and whose mind is not subjected to attachment, verily kills

not, though killing all the three worlds and stands affected by
no bonds.” (B. G. XVIII, 17.)

(This may be thus explained.) That knower of the

Brahman, whose real being, whose nature, whose Self, is

not warped, from within, by a sense of thorough identity

between the ego and the Atman, whose mind is not sub-

jected to attachment, that is to say, is free from doubts

of whatever kind, is not affected by the bond of sin, even
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if he should destroy all the three worlds, more so by

any (minor) acts.

When this is so and future birth is prevented by

Onosis resulting from theRenunciation-of-the-Seeker and

it is impossible to do away even with the remaining

portion of the present life, without actually enjoying it

out, what, it may be asked, is the good of all this trouble

about the attainment of the Renunciation-of-the-Enlight-

ened ? Not so. Such Renunciation leads to “ the Liberation-

in-this-life ” {Jlvan-mukti)

;

even as the Renunciation-

of-the-Seeker is necessary for acquiring (?nosza, so also

the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened is necessary for

realizing the condition of Jlvan-mukti. So much about

the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened.

3. THE NATUEE of JIVAN-MUKTI

Well then, what is this Jlvan-mukti (Liberation-in-this-

Kfe) ? What proof is there (of its possibility) ? How is

it brought about? What is the good of it, even if it

were capable of accomplishment? These questions are

thus answered: Bondage, to a living being, consists in

those functions of the mind, which are characterized by

feelings of pleasure and pain, concomitant with action

and enjoyment and which, therefore, are so many
distractions (from the natural condition of Bliss) ; free-

dom from this bondage is “ Liberation-in-this-life.”

Again, it may be asked whether this bond is

removed from the Witness or the mind. It cannot

certainly be removed from the Witness, because the

bond dissolves of itself only by Gnosis-, nor from

the iqind, for it is impossible. The doing away with
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the mind’s linking itself to actions as the doer, is as

much possible of accomplishment, as the deprivation

of fluidity from water, or of heat from fire ; whatever

is inherent in all things, has this common feature.

This need, however, not be so; for, even though com-

plete annihilation of the nature of a thing be impossible,

its neutralization is certainly possible. As the fluidi-

ty of water is counteracted by mixing earth with it, or

as the heat of fire is neutralized by the jewel (reputed to

possess the quality) or by some powerful incantation, etc.,

so also are all “ functions of the mind ” {Citta-vrttayah) I

neutralized by the practice of Fogfa.

But it may here be remarked that the chain of

Necessity {Prn,rabdha-karman) obstructs the course of

GnosiSf in its trying to do away with the totality

of Avidya and its results, and drags the body and its

organs to results strictly in accord with their design:

and that, moreover, the feelings of pleasure and pain

are impossible without the functions of the mind ;—how
then is it possible to neutralize these functions (and

what benefits are derived from such neutralization, even

if it were possible) ? This, however, is not the right way
of approach. Jlvan-mukti, the result of the said neutrali-

zation, being of the nature of Supreme Bliss, is but a link

of the chain of Necessity. If, for this reason, it should be

argued that Necessity alone will accomplish this Jlvan-

mukti and that free action on the part of the aspirant is

entirely out of the question, such a line of argument

would apply equally to husbandry, commerce and all

human occupations in general.

If it is said that, though Necessity is beyond the

plane of experience, unlike the results produced by
3
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A

it, it cannot produce these results, unless assisted

by some means on the plane of experience and that

husbandry, etc., would therefore require the free action

of men, we maintain that the same line of argu-

ment applies to Jlvan-mukti as well. Where, in the case

of husbandry, etc., the resxxlt does not accord with expec-

tation, notwithstanding the free action of men, we have,

of necessity, to imagine some other more powerful karma

as an obstacle, operating through means, such as want of

rain, etc., favourable to itself, borrowed from the plane

of experience. This obstacle again is removed by having

recourse to a more powerful counteracting force in the

form of rituals, such as the Ktriri-i§ti, etc.,^ which neut-

ralizes the obstacle, by having recourse to means favour-

able to itself, such as rain, etc., borrowed from the plane

of experience.

In short, it is impossible for you, however strongly

you may pin your faith to the potency of Necessity,

to think of the futility of free human action in the

form of Fogfa-practice ; or we may concede that, even as

Necessity is superior to Gnosis, so is the practice of Yoga
superior to such Necessity. Such being the case, it stands

to reason that Uddalaka, Vltahavya and other ascetics

had it in their power to caste off their body at pleasure.

It may be that such Fog'a is difficult to practise, in the

case of short-lived mortals like us, but there can hardly

be any difficulty in bringing under control the active

functions of the mind, such as desire, etc.“

^ A particular sacrifice, so called from its having the bringing of rain
as its object.

® It may here be observed that two kinds of Yoga are distinctly refer-
red to. The Yoga described as difficult to us, mortals, is the
other, consisting in controlling the activity of the mind, is Raja’ yoga.
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If you do not admit the potency of scientific effort in

this case, then all Sciences, beginning with Medicine and

ending with Liberation, will become utterly useless. Be-

cause (free) effort fails sometimes of its result, we cannot

argue, from that circumstance alone, the futility of all

(free) action in general ; for, if it were so, all kings once

defeated ought to disband their armies made up of ele-

phants, cavalry and men. With all this in mind, has

Snanda-bodhacarya said; “We do not give up food,

because of the fear of indigestion; we do not refrain

from preparing our dishes, because beggars are likely to

swarm around, nor do we renounce our apparel, for fear

of lice appearing thereon.”

The potency of scientific effort is plainly indicated in

the conversation between Vasi§tha and Rama (in that

portion of the Yoga-vcisi^tha) beginning with “Every-

thing in this world,” etc., and ending with “In the end,

giving even that, stand ever blissful.”

VaSISTHA
—

“

Everything in this world, O child of the C

Raghus ! is invariably accomplished by every one, by free
action accompanied by well-directed effort.”

“Everything” means progeny, wealth, heaven, the

Brahma-loka, etc. “ Free action ” means action of the

agent consisting of such acts as the Pidra-Mme§ti,

husbandry^ commerce, the Jyoti§toma, devotion to the

Brahman, etc.

“ Free action is of two kinds : in accord with the/S*astm
and not in accord with the Sastra. The first culminates in
Supreme Bliss, the second in Supreme Evil.”

Action, not in accord with the SdMra, is such as,

adultery, theft, etc. ; that in accord with the Sostra is

such as, observing daily and occasional (religious) rite's,
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etc. Evil is Hell. Bliss is Heaven, and Supreme Bliss, the

highest of all bliss—^Liberation.

“That end which is conducive to Bliss is achieved
through free meritorious action, coupled with the qualities

acquired by the correct practice, from child-hood, of conform-
ing to the Sastra, the company of good men and the like.”

ElMA—“ O Sage ! I stand as the collection of (previous)
impressions directs me ; what else can a poor being like

me do?”

“ Impressions ” denote the potentiality for action in

the form of Dharma and Adharma (religious merit and

demerit) stored up in the Jiva.

Vasisxha

—

“On that account, O Rsma ! thou shalt
obtain eternal Bliss, by action brought about by thy own
(free) effort and by no other means.”

Because you are dependent on the operation of

(previous) impressions in all your actions, your own free

effort, attended with enthusiasm and generated by

thought, word and deed, is. essential to liberate you from

such dependence.

“ The collection of previous impressions is of two
kinds : good and bad. Do they both exist, in thy case, or
only either of the two ?

”

The alternatives implied are, whether Dharma and

Adharma, both necessitate your acts or either of them ?

If it be the latter, whether it is good or bad ?

“ If thou art carried away by the force of good impres-
sions, then thou shalt, by that very course, attain the Eternal
State in no length of time.”

By “ if ” is implied the choice of one of the three

alternatives. “ By that very course,” that is to say, by

the good impressions themselves, without any other effort.

“ The Eternal State,” that is, Liberation.
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“ But if the force of bad previous impressions lead

you to misery, then you must try to subdue it with your
own effort.”

The “ effort ” here implied is the observance of religi-

ous rites, prescribed by the S'astras, as capable of counter-

acting the force of bad impressions. This force must be

subdued by one’s own effort and not through other men,

even as through the agency of the god of Death in

a battle.

“The river of impressions, which flows through good
as well as bad courses, should be directed along the right

(good) track by free effort.”

In the case of the alternative involving both kinds

of impressions, though no effort is necessary in the case

of good impressions, the bad ought to be displaced by the

good, through such effort as the SCLstras prescribe.

“ O Mightiest of the mightiest ! one’s mind, engrossed
in bad impressions, must be diverted into the right track, by
strong personal effort.”

“ Bad impressions ” connote such desires as adultery,

theft, and the like. The “ right track ” consists in medita-

tion on the import of the sacred texts, on some god, and

the like.

“ The mind of an individual, moved off from the bad
(impressions), resorts to the good and vice versa ; in this it

resembles a child ;—whence, it should be forcibly moved
away.”

Just as a child is prevented from eating clay and

made to prefer eating fruits instead, or as it is prevented

from catching at pearls and jewels and taught to amuse
itself with toys, such as a ball, etc., so, indeed, is it pos-

sible for the mind to be turned away, by the company of

the good, from objects not conducive to its real happiness.
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“We may gain over the child, our Mind, very easily,

by instilling into it evenness of feeling, which would lead to

supreme equanimity; but the same thing may be achieved,

not so soon, and therefore, by degrees, by means of strong

personal effort.”

There are two ways of leading a restive animal into

its stall
; by tempting it thither by offering fresh grass,

scratching the body, etc., or by belabouring it with a stick,

harsh shouting, etc. By the first method, success will be

attained very easily ;
while by the second, the beast will

be made to run about here and there and driven

into the stall only gradually. In the same way, evenness

of feeling, consisting in looking with equal eye on foes

and friends, and strong effort, consisting of PranUyama,

PratySLhSra, etc., are the two methods of subduing the

Mind. By. the first method of easy Yoga, the Mind
may soon be coaxed, while by the second difficult

physical) Yoga, it cannot be easily subdued, but

by degrees.

“O vanquisher of enemies 1 when, by the practice of
the aforesaid speedy method, impressions dawn upon your
Mind, know that such practice has then borne fruit.”

When good impressions begin speedily to arise in

consequence of the practice of the softer Yoga {Baja-

yoga), such practice must be said to have borne fruit. It

should not be a matter of doubt* if the fruit can be

attained in so short a time.

“ Even if you are in doubt, keep on practising in the
wake of good impressions ; in adding to the store of these,

0 dear ! there is no harm whatever.”

While good impressions are gathering force, the doubt

may arise, whether such practice is complete or not.

Even then, the practice should only be kept up. For
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instance, when we want to tell the beads of a rosary,

say, a thousand times, and we are in doubt as to the

tenth hundred*, the rule is,, we must tell the beads over

again a hundred times. Thus the number “ thousand
”

would be complete, if really it is incomplete and, if

complete, even if the other hundred were a mere addition

to the required thousand, it will thereby certainly not

vitiate the merit of the Japa.

“As long as you have not acquired complete mastery
over the mind® and have not realized that state (Supreme
Bliss), go on following what is prescribed by the teachers,

sacred books and the testimonies (direct, etc,). After that,

when all latent desire has vanish^ in consequence of such
realization, even the collection of good impressions should
be given up by you, without any pang. Pursuing the very
good path trodden by the wise, with sincere feeling and
clear understanding, acquire that condition, which is ever
unalloyed with sorrow and, in the end, stand ever blissful, by
abandoning even that.”

The meaning is plain enough.®

Hence, it is plain that Karma, etc., can be rendered

nugatory by the practice of Yoga and as such, there re-

mains no ground for disputing Jivan-mukti, which is its

consequence. So much about the real nature of “ Libera-

tion-in-this-life ”
(

4. The Chabactebistics of Jivan-mukti

Texts from the S'rutis and the Smrtis bear out the
existence of the state of Jivan-mukti. They are found

^ The rosary consists of 108 heads, generally taken to represent 100
only and when 1,000 is the number desired, we have to turn the rosary
round only 10 times.

Indicated by the absence of doubts.

^ It would much help to make the meaning plain, if a verse of the
Aparoksanuhhuti be referred to in this place. " In consequence of the Mind
being free from transformation and identified then with the Brahman,
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in the KatM-valll and other works, e.g., in the words, “ the

altogether-Liberated is all the more so liberated ” (5, 1.)

of the Katha-valll, which mean, that one who is altogether

liberated from the strong bonds of desires, etc., is all the

more so liberated on the demise of his body, from all

possibility of future bonds of any kind. We say “ alto-

gether ” for this reason : One is freed from desires, etc.,

by the practice of self-control and cognate virtues,

precedently to the attainment of Gnosis, the desires, etc.,

that still persist being held in control with some effort
;

whereas, there being nothing like “ transformation of the

Mind ” {Dhl-vrtti) after the attainment of Gnosis, desires,

etc., altogether cease and never arise. Hence the word
“altogether”. Further, on the occurrence of a Pralaya

(Deluge) and the demise of his body, one is free, for a

time, from the future trammels of the body, but, the

Liberation after Gnosis is Liberation for ever

;

hence the

words “ all the more so Says the Brhad-aranyaka

:

“ Wben all desires occupying his heart, fall off entirely,
then, indeed, does the mortal become immortal, and realize
the Brahman even here.” (4, 4, 7.)

In another S'rxdi also it is said

:

“Though with eyes, (he) is, as it were, without eyes ;

though with ears, (he) is, as it were, without ears ; though
with mind, (he) is, as it were, without mind ; and though with
life, (he) is, as it were, without life.”

The same may be seen from other texts also. Such
a one is described in the with epithets such as,

Jivan-mukta (the Liberated-in-this-life), Sthita-prajfia (one

whose mind is entirely steady), Bhagavad-bkakta (one

the resulting forgetfulness even of this identification is the real Sam&dhi
called 124.
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devoted to God), QunOtlta (one beyond the three proper-

ties),’ (one who has realized the J5mtoara),

Ali*-OTrnas'm?n4» (one beyond the pale of the four Varnas

and As^ramas), and the like.

In the dialogue between Vasistha and Rama, the

Jlvan-mukta is described from “ In men devoted entirely

to Gnosis” etc., to “the ineffable alone subsists”:

VASISTHA:

“In men devoted entirely to Gnosis, and ever immersed
in self-contemplation, arises that condition of “ Liberation-in-
this-life,” which is like the Liberation following the Dissolu-

tion of the Body.”

“ Devoted entirely to Gnosis ” i.e., of those who have

given up the observance of all forms prescribed by the

Veda or by social convention. “ Liberation-in-this-life ”
|

(J^mw-mMA:^^) and “Liberation following the Dissolution

of the Body ”
( Videha-mukti) are distinguished from each

other, only according as the body and the senses are

present or absent and not by experience, for, in reality,

there can be no difference between the two, the sense of

duality being absent in both.

RAMA:
“ 0 Revered Sage ! Explain to me the characteristics of

the Jivan-mukta and the Videha-mukta, that I may strive in
that direction, from an angle of vision afforded by the
S'astras.”

Vasistha :

“ He is the true Jlvan-mukta, tox whom the phenomenal
world, wherein he moves and acts, ceases to exist, leaving
alone the All-pervading Eternal Noumenon.”

This phenomenal world, consisting of mountains,

rivers, oceans, and so on, being drawn by the Supreme
* Of matter (Prakrti), viz., Sattva, Bajas and Tamas (placidity, energy

and grossness).

4
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Lord within Himself, at the time of the Great cyclic

Deluge, along with the body and the senses of the cogni-

zing subject and rendered devoid of its form, ceases to

exist. Not so in this case {Jlmn-muki). For, all inter-

course dependent on the body and the senses, as also the

mountains, rivers, etc., not as yet drawn within Himself

by the Lord, continue to exist, and are distinctly experi-

enced as such by the rest of beings. Only for the Jlvan-

mukta, who has not the mind that can transform itself

into the form of these things and produce knowledge of

them, the world does not exist, as in sleep. In his case,

the residuum is obviously the Self-effulgent, All-pervad-

ing Noumenon alone. In sleep there is nothing like the

transformation of the mind. Still, as there is the germ
of the mind in the case of the sleeper, capable of future

transformations, such a one cannot be said to be in the

state of Jivm-mukti.

“ He is the true Jlvan-mukta, whose facial expression
neither flushes nor fades under pleasure or pain and who
subsists on whatever conies of its own accord.”

The flushing is of course indicative of joy. The joy,

which ordinary men derive from sandal-paste and other

marks of hospitality, does not exult him. “ Fading ” means
depression. He is not depressed by any loss of wealth,

contumely or similar calamities, that may befall him.

;“Who subsists on whatever comes of its own accord
”

^ means, who remains content with whatever goes to him
in the shape of alms, etc., for preserving his body in the

iusual course, impelled by his previous Karma and not due

I
to any effort of his own, in the circumstances in which

4 he finds himself. In the height of his trance he can have
no sense for a garland of flowers, sandal and the like ?
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and even if, at intervals when such concentration breaks,

such a sense should come back to him, his strong

discrimination keeps him off from avoiding or courting

any of them and thus leads him to that condition which

is free from pleasure as well as pain.

“He is, the tme Jlvan-mukta, who is awake though
asleep, who knows no waking, and whose knowledge is

entirely free from any FasawS.”

He is awake because, all his senses, beginning with

the eyes, exist in their proper places and have not ceased

to act. He is asleep because his mind knows no transfor-

mation. Hence waking, in the sense of perceiving

objects through the senses, does not apply to him any

longer. When one has full knowledge, the thought of

the knowledge of the Brahman and the desire for enjoy-

ment of any kind, are the taints known as VcLsana. Hence

freedom from VasarOi is attained by him in the absence

of the transformations of the mind.

“ He is the real Jivan-mukta, who, though responding to

feelings such as love, hatred, fear, and other kindred feelings,

stands pure within, like the Akas’a."

Response to love includes such acts, as eating, etc. ;

to hatred includes such acts, as turning away from,the

Battddhas, the KUpalikas, etc. ; to fear includes such acts,

as escaping from snakes, tigers, etc. “ Kindred feelings
”

include jealousy, response to which means, the practising

of closer concentration, etc., with a view to assert one’s

superiority to other ascetics. Though such acts may
come about in moments of break, on account of previous

habit, being free from all affections in consequence of the

mind being entirely at rest, he remains pure within,

even as the AkUs^a, which, though filled with smoke,
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dust, clouds and the like, remains pure, its natural purity

being unaffected by them.

“ He is the real Jlvan'Vmikta, whose real nature is not
influenced by egotism and whose mind is not subjected to

attachment, whether he remains active or inactive.”

The first half has been explained, while speaking of

the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened. When a man, in

the bonds of ignorance, performs some sacred duty in this

world, the conscious self within is influenced by egotism,

in the form of “I am the doer”. The mind is affected

with joy, in the form of “ I shall reach heaven in future ”.

In the case of one who is inactive, egotism is implied by

the consciousness, in the form of :
“ Alas ! I have given

up the sacred duty ” and his mind becomes affected with

sorrow for the impossibility of his ever finding his way
to heaven. The same line of reasoning may, as far as

occasion demands, be adopted to ordinary acts, as well

as to acts prohibited (by Scripture). Both these contin-

gencies never happen to the Jlvan-mukta, in consequence

of his never identifying himself with acts or their results

and inasmuch as he never feels such joy, etc.

“ He is the real Jivan-mukta, whom the world fears
not and who is not afraid of the world ; and who is free from
joy, jealousy and fear.”

The world finds no cause to fear him, for he never

indulges himself in insulting or belabouring others. For the

same reason, people too find no reason to insult or chastise

him. Should any wicked man indulge himself in such

conduct towards him, he is not afraid of it, inasmuch

as his mind never conceives such causes of irritation.

“ He is the real Jlvan-mukta, who is at peace with the
ways of the world ; who, though full of all learning and arts,
is yet without any ; and who, though endowed with the mind,
is without it.”
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“ The ways of the world ” comprise differentiating

between “friends and foes “ praise and denunciation

”

and the like. “ All learning and arts ” include the well-

known sixty-four arts and such person, though well-

versed in every one of them, is, as it were, without such

accomplishment; for, he neither professes nor exhibits

knowledge of any of them. Though the mind is there

with him, yet it is not so, for, it does not take on any

form. Where we have the reading “ Sacinto ’pi niscin-

tah ”, “ who, though with a contemplative mind, is yet

devoid of worldly-mindedness”, the meaning is that

though the mind, taking on, through the force of (previ-

ous) impressions, the form of contemplation on the Self,

does exist, he is free from worldly-mindedness, because

his mind is not affected like the minds of men of

the world.

“He is the real Jlvan-miikta, who, though deeply-

immersed in all things, keeps his head cool, just as any one
would, when engaged in attending to another’s affairs ; and
finds his complete self.”

The Jlvan-niukfa, even when engrossed in affairs

touching himself, keeps his head cool and is quite un-

concerned, feeling no joy or sorrow in the face of either

prospective gain or loss, even as one who engages

himself in another’s affair, such as, when, with a view

to please him, he goes of his own accord to the other’s

house for partaking in marriage or other ceremonial

occasions. Such coolness is attributable not only to his

freedom from the worry of action, but also to his finding

his complete Self. Thus far, the characteristics of the

Jlvan-mukta.

Henceforth, the Videha-mukta (Liberated after the

dissolution of the physical body)

:
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“ After learning the condition of the Jfvan-mukta, one
enters on the condition of Liberation-after-death, on the

disintegration of his body by lapse of tenure, even as the

wind, comes to a standstill.”

As the air sometimes resumes its tranquillity, fore-

going its assumed motion, so the Liberated stands in his

real form, leaving off the form assumed by him during

his cosmic existence.

“ The Liberated-after-death neither rises nor sets ; nor
is he ever at rest

;
he is neither Sat nor Asat ; neither remote,

nor (near) ; and he is neither “ I ” nor “ the other

The rising and setting refer to joy and sorrow

respectively
;

“ at rest ” means unaffected by either. He,

who is thus free from all conditions, having his subtile

body dissolved even here, cannot be described as Sat,

that is to say, cannot be called the Prajfia conditioned

by Avidyci, nor I&'vara conditioned by Maya—the root of

the world of experience. He cannot be called even Asat,

that is to say, formed by the material elements. By
saying “ he is neither remote ” is implied that he cannot

be described as beyond Maycl. The word “ nor ” in “ nor

(near) ” is introduced with a view to preclude his being

considered as the SthtUa-bhuk near at hand (the soul

that has the material plane of fruition assigned to it).

He is not “ I ” nor “ the other ”, that is to say, he is

neither of the microcosm nor of the macrocosm. No
other set of alternatives can i)ossibly occur.

“ There, then, subsists, as residuum, a certain indescrib-
able Sat, infinite in the calmness of its depth, which is neither
light nor darkness, unnamable, unmanifest.”

Thus, in view of the resemblance which Jlvan-mukti

is said to bear to Videha-rmkti, as long as there is access

of absolute ecstasy in one living, he is exalted.
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The one who is stable of mind (Sthita-prajna) is thus

spoken of in the Second Chapter of the Bhagavad-gitd,

:

ARJUNAsaid:

“ What is the mark of him who is stable in his Prajna,

steadfast in contemplation, O Kesava ! how doth the stable-

minded talk, how doth he sit, how walk ? ” (B. G. II, 54.)

“ PrajM ” means the Knowledge of the Truth. It is

of two kinds : Stable and Unstable. The mind of a

woman lost in illicit love, ever thinks of her paramour

in all her acts and even such real acts, as are evidenced

by her senses, regarding household-management, attend-

ed to by her at the time, are clean forgotten. The mind

of one who has reached Para-vairagya (Supreme Renunci-

ation) and has, through skill in the practice of Yoga,

gained complete mastery over it, cannot, once he has

realized the Truth, be disengaged, even for a moment,

from the Truth, even as the mind of the infatuated

woman from her paramour. This, then, is Stable Know-
ledge. Again, a person devoid of the above said qualifi-

cations, who may sometimes realize the Truth by force

of previous good, deeds, may forget it, even as the said

woman forgets the worry of her household. This then is

Unstable Knowledge. Vasisljha says with this very

distinction in his mind

:

“ A woman
.
addicted to a paramour, though all intent

on the discharge of her household-duties, tastes within her
mind only the elixir of her lover’s company. Even so, the v
wise man, finding sweet rest in the Supreme Undefiled Truth,
continues to enjoy it within, though engaged in the affairs of
the world around him.”

The Sthita-prajfia may be viewed from two different

aspects, according as he is in Elcstasy, or out of it.
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Arjuna inquires after the characteristics of both these

conditions, by the first and second half of the stanza.

What is the mark of him who is stable in his Prajfia

(lost in Ecstasy), that is to say, steadfast in contempla-

tion, by words of what import should this man be

described ? How does he differ, in his sitting and going

about, from the uninformed ?

The Blessed Lord said

:

“ When a man abandoneth, 0 Partha, all the desires of
the heart and is satisfied in the Self by the Self, then is he
called stable in JVajn5,” (B. G.- 11, 55.)

Desires are of three kinds: objective, subjective, and

of the form of simple impressions. Sweets, etc., already

acquired, constitute the field of objective desires, those

that exist only in hope, constitute the sphere of subjective

desires, and desires that rise up accidentally, such as at

the sight of grass in passing over a footpath, make up
those which are of the form of simple impressions. When
one works himself to the Ecstasy of Concentration, he
gives up all desires, as his Mind is incapable of trans-

formations. The satisfaction he feels is seen in the

cheerfulness of his countenance. This satisfaction is not

the result of (fulfilled) desires, but of (realizing) the Self,

for, all desires having been already given up, his Intellect

is nearest the real nature of the Self, in the form of

Supreme Ecstasy. In this state (of Ecstatic Trance) the

Supreme Bliss is not cognized by the transformation of

the mind, as in the state of ordinary Concentration

{Samprajnata-samadhi), but by the Self in the form of

Self-illumined Consciousness. The satisfaction too, is not

due to the transformation of the mind, but to the

impression left by such transformation. One in the
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Ecstatic Trance is described in language bearing import,

asunder:

“ He, whose mind is freed from anxiety amid pains, is

indifferent amid pleasures, is loosed from passion, fear and
anger, is called a Sage of stable mind.” (B. G. II, 56.)

“Pain” is that transformation of the mind which

is produced by such cause, as disease, etc. ; which

is a form of the energetic property in-

herent in human nature; which is of the nature

of internal heat; and which is disagreeable to

one’s self. “Anxiety” is the transformation of the

mind of one who is subject to pain, expressed

in words of repentance, such as “I have been a sinner

;

fie on me, who have been a wicked soul !
” which is a kind

of delusion resulting from Tamo-gum, the gross nature

inherent in man. The transformation referred to above

apparently seeks at Viveka, differentiation between

rightful and sinful conduct. No doubt, in the case of

previous births, there could be justification for it, inas-

much as it has, for its aim, the possible prevention of sin-

ful action in the future. But, as regards the present life,

it is mere delusion, because of its futility. “ Pleasure ” is

that agreeable transformation of the mind, which is of

the form of gratification resulting from the acquisition

of a kingdom, the birth of a son and the like arid which

is due to the placidity (Sattva) inherent in human nature.

“ Craving ” is that transformation of the mind arising

from the gross side of human nature, after experiencing

pleasure of the kind described above and expecting in

vain similar experience in the future, but without

bringing to bear the influence of the requisite meritorious

action. As pleasure and pain are the results of Necessity
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{PrcLrabdha), and as the mind of the ascetic, when
he is out of trance, is capable of transformation,

there is scope for both of them but in the case of the

Enlightened neither anxiety nor craving is possible.

Similarly, love, fear and anger, being of the gross

part of human nature and not brought about by

Necessity, do not exist in him. llhe Sthita-prajfia,

described as aforesaid, utters words expressive of

his own experience and implying freedom from anxiety

and indifference to pleasure, to enlighten his pupils.

“He, who, on every side, is without attachments, what-
ever hap of fair and foul, who neither likes nor dislikes, of

such a one the understanding is well-poised.” (B. G. II, 57.)

That transformation of the grosser mind of one

having another as its object, in the presence whereof the

loss or gain of the other is identified as of oneself, is

called “ attachment By “ fair ” are meant things, which

are sources of happiness, such as one’s wife and the like.

That transformation of the mind which induces one to

praise such things is “ joy Such praise being altogether

aimless, as it is not meant to coax another, the resultant

joy is of a gross nature. By “ foul ” are meant things

which are sources of misery, brought on by jealousy,

such as the accomplishments of another and the like.

The word “ dislikes ” implies hatred, which is the trans-

formation of the mind, when it sets about censuring such

foul things. This is also gross, for the reason that such

censure is utterly useless, as it falls short of its purpose,

i.e., prevention. How can such gross ideas prevail in an
Enlightened one ?

“When, again, as a tortoise draws in on all sides its

limbs, he withdraws his senses from the objects of sense, then
is his understanding well-poised.” (B. G. II, 58.)
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That the mind of the Sthifa-prajna out of his trance

is entirely free from the grosser kinds of transformation,

is shown by the two previous stanzas. On the other hand,

when he is in a state of trance, his mind is subject to no

transformations whatsoever. Where then is the room
for doubt as to their gross nature ?

“ The objects of sense, but not the relish for them, turn
away from an abstemious dweller in the body ; and even
relish turneth away from him after the Supreme is seen.”
(B. G. II, 59.)

The chain of Necessity brings about, of itself, the

several causes of pleasure and pain, such as the rising of

the Moon, thick darkness, and the like. Other things,

such as houses, lands and the like, are brought about

through personal effort. The rising of the Moon and the

like cease, as it were, to exist, by the complete withdrawal

of all the senses in the trance and by no other means
whatever. The houses and the like cease to be, even

without the trance. Ahd,ra (the taking in) consists in put-

ting forth effort for the purpose and houses and other

objects leave the abstemious, as soon as such effort ceases.

The relish which is the mental desire for such objects,

does not however leave him at first. Even such relish,

which relates only to objects, which cause but little joy,

disappears on obtaining sight of the Supreme Brahman,

the Height of Joy and Bliss. The Sruti also has it:

“ What shall we do with offspring—^we whose Loka is

the Atman ? ” (By. 4, 4, 22.)

“ 0 Son of Kunti 1 the excited senses of even a wise
man, though he be striving, impetuously carry away his mind.
Having restrained them all, he should sit harmonized, with
” I” as his supreme goal ; for, whose senses are mastered, of
him the understanding is well-poised.” (B- G- II, 60-61.)
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The practice of Concentration is useful as a safeguard

against occasional aberrations, notwithstanding persistent

attempts at giving up all personal effort, as well as at the

realization of the Brahman. This verse is in reply to the

question “ How does he sit ?
”

“ Man, musing on the objects of sense, conceiveth an
attachment to these; from attachment ariseth desire; from
desire anger cometh forth ; from anger proceedeth delusion ;

from delusion confused memory ; from confused memory the
destruction of Eeason ; from destruction of Beason he
perishes.” (B. G. II, 62-63.)

' In this verse is described the nature of the aberra-

tion which may come about for want of the practice of

Concentration. “ Attachment” means proximity of the

object of thought. “ Delusion ” means indifference to the

difference between right and wrong. “ Confused memory ”

means the absence of pondering over the Truth. The
“ destruction of Reason ” refers to the inability of Gnosis,

neutralized by the current of opposite ideas thus set

agoing, to bring about Liberation.

“ But the disciplined self, moving among sense-objects
with senses free from attraction and repulsion, mastered by
the Self, goeth to peace.” (B. G. II, 64.)

One who is practised in Samadhi (Concentration,

Trance) attains peace perfectly, by force of the impres-

sions derived from such practice, even when dealing with
objects through the senses, in moments when the trance

is not on him. This verse is in reply to the question
“ How walk ? ” The several verses that follow also explain

the nature of the Sthita-prajfia.

Here it may be asked :
“ Should not the absence of

love, hatred and the like; precede the dawning and the

stability of the Knowledge of the Truth ? ” Quite so.
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There is however some difference. The author of the

S'reyomclrga has pointed it out thus:

“All that precede the acquisition of Gnosis, are means
which are brought about by effort, but are inherent in the case
of the Sfhita-prajna. The condition of being firmly fixed in the

knowledge of the Truth, wherein all sense of separateness
is obliterated by the uninterrupted flow of light of the Self,

is c&WeA. Jivan-mukti."

The true devotee of the Lord is described by

Bhagavcin Bvl Kr§p.a in the Twelfth Chapter (of the

Bhagavad-gitH) thViS .

“ He, who beareth no ill-will to any being, is friendly
and compassionate, without attachment and egoism, balanced
in pleasure and pain, and forgiving, ever content, harmoni-
ous, with the self controlled, resolute, with mind and
Reason dedicated to Me, he. My devotee, is dear to Me.”
(B. G. XII, 13-14.)

As, when in a state of trance, the devotee is not

distracted by any thing whatever, he having then

surrendered his mind to l^vara, and as, when he is

out of the trance, there is for him neither joy nor

sorrow, which are alike treated by him with supreme

indifference, there results the balance (of mind) in

pleasure and pain.

“ He from whom the world doth not shrink away, who
doth not shrink away from the world, freed from the anxieties
of joy, anger, and fear, he is dear to Me. He who, wants noth-
ing, is pure, expert, passionless, untroubled, renouncing every
undertaking, he. My devotee, is dear to Me. He who, neither
loveth nor hateth, nor grieveth, nor desireth, renouncing good
and evil, full of devotion, he is dear to Me. Alike to foe and
friend, and also in fame and ignominy, alike in cold and heat,
pleasures and pains, destitute of attachment, taking equally
praise and reproach, silent, wholly content with what cometh,
homeless, firm in mind, full ol devotion, that man is dear
to Me.” (B. G. XII, 15-19.) :

'
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Here also the Far^^^il:a-Mm has touched upon certain

special features as before

:

“ Absence of hatred and other qualities comes without
any effort of his, to one in whom has dawned the light of the

Self, and not as means to an end.” (Nais. 4. 69.)

One who has transcended the sphere of the Ounas

(properties) is thus described in the Fourteenth Ghapter

of the Bhagmad-glta ;

AEJUNAsaid:

“What are the marks of him who hath crossed over
' the three properties, 0 Lord! How acteth he, and how doth

he go beyond these three properties ? ” (B. G. XIV, 21.)
ti

i| The three Ounas are Sattva, Rajas and Tamas

I

(Placidity, Energy and Grossness)
; the whole world is

made up of the evolutes of these three. Hence, one

beyond the Ou'i}as is he who is not of the world, in other

words, who is a Jivan-mukta. “ Marks ” are indications

to others that a certain man is a OwnStita (beyond the

Ounas). “ Acara ” refers to the way in which his mind

would act under the circumstances. “ How ” relates to

the means to be adopted by one for going beyond the

three properties.

The Blessed LOED said :

“He, 0 Papdaval who hateth not radiance; nor
outgoing energy ; nor even delusion, when present

;

nor longeth after them, absent ; he, who, seated as a
neutral, is unshaken by the properties ; who, saying, “The
properties revolve,” standeth apart immovable, balanced in
pleasure and pain; self-reliant; to whom a lump of earth,
a rock and gold are alike ; the same to loved and unloved;
firm ; the same in censure and in praise ; the same in honour
and ignominy ; the same to friend and foe ; abandoning all

undertakings—he is said to have crossed over the properties.
And he who serveth Me exclusively by the Yoga of devotion,
he, crossing beyond the properties, is fit to become the
Eteenal.” (B. G. XIV. 22-26.)
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Radiance, Energy and Grossness refer to the three

Ounas—Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. These three prevail

in waking and dream and subside in sleep, trance and

mental abstraction.

Energy is of two kinds : agreeable and disagree-

able. The fool hates the disagreeable and seeks the

agreeable energy in the waking condition. The Own&tlta,

however, being beyond the influence of impressions,

agreeable or disagreeable, feels neither hatred nor desire.

The Enlightened Ourpatlta stands entirely indifferent,

even as the onlooker witnessing two parties fighting with

each other, himself unconcerned with the issue and

unswayed either way, by success or defeat. This in-

difference is due to the conviction :
“ The (rM/jas act and

react upon themselves. I have nothing to do with them.”

The false knowledge “ I am the doer ” is the cause of

shaking and such false knowledge being absent from the

Oundtlta, he stands ever “ unshaken ”. This is in answer

to the querry “How acteth he {fhe Sthita-prajfia)‘i”
“ Balanced in pleasure and pain,” etc., are the marks of a

Qunatlta. Service of the Supreme by the practice of

Gliosis and Concentration accompanied by unswerving

Devotion, are the means to be adopted by the GmiSUta.

The Brahmana is thus described by Vyasa and

others

:

“The gods know him to be a Brahmana, who, with
neither upper nor nether garment, reclining on bare ground,
and using nothing but his hand for a pillow, remains ever
at peace (within and without).”

The word “ BrUhniatfa ” refers to the knower of the

Brahman. The S'ruti describes him in the words “ hence the

BrUhmana.” The knower of the Brahman being entitled
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to the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened and also specially

enjoined not to have commitments of his own, by the

in the words “He is the Parama-hamsa viho

without any covering goes about as he was born ” ;

—

it is quite proper that the BrUhmana should have been

described as one who is without the upper or nether

garment and so on.

“ The gods know him to be a Brahmana, who is covered
by garment of any kind, is sustained by any kind of food and
reclines on any kind of place whatever.”

Though food, covering and a resting place are

factors to be reckoned with for his bodily sustenance and

the like, the BrcLhmana does not weigh the question of

their merit or demerit in determining them ; the satisfac"

tion of hunger and substantial nourishment to the body

being the only relevant considerations, the question of

merit or demerit, which only serves to vitiate the mind
indulging upon it, ceases to be germane.

With this in mind, in the Bhagavata it is said

:

“ Of what avail is the dilating on the nature of merit
and demerit ? To look at merit and demerit as distinct is bad

;

to turn away from either of them is laudable.”

He should keep to the JDan^a and the Kauplna, with

a view to implement the faith of his audience, by
creating the impression of his superiority, while engaged,

purely out of his grace, in imparting the knowledge of the

Brahman to them. The Srtdi aho enjoins; “The loin-cloth,

the stick and the blanket, he should keep, as much for

self-preservation as for obliging the world.” He should,

however, never, even out of the strongest sympathy,
exchange even a word about the worldly concerns (of

his pupils), but should keep himself ever absorbed in
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Concentration. The ffrufi has it “ Know well that Atman
alone, avoid all other speech.” (Mup.. 2, 2, 5.) Also,

“ The wise Brahmana, having well realized it, should
identify hiniself with it; on no account should he be in-

clined to be prolix, for, then, it is all mere waste of breath.”

(Br. 4, 4, 21.)

Imparting the knowledge of the does not

come under “other speech”; whence it cannot prove

detrimental to Concentration.

This “ Concentration ” will meet with no interruption

in solitude, which again is enjoined by another Smfti:

“ The mendicant should remain alone, as is enjoined

;

two of them make a pair ; three, a village ; and more than
that, a city ; a city, a village or a pair should be avoided ; for,

among them (constituting the above), there is scope for the
discussion of political or other matters or gossip about
alms.”

To proceed,

“ Him the gods know to be a Brahmana, who has no
blessing to give, no business to undertake, no salutation to
offer, nor'a praise to bestow, who is never depressed, and in
whose case rituals are shorn (of their purpose).”

It is customary for the Elders in society to bless

those pei'sons that salute them. Wishing success to

the man in the acquisition of whatever is nearest to his

heart, is “blessing”; it being so, as tastes differ among
men, the distraction involved in the mental search after

the propitiation of such tastes, produces worldly impres-

sions on a large scale and proves detrimental to Onosts.

Another also says

:

“ Gnosis in its proper form, is never attained by one,
whose mind is distraught with things of the world, the pride
of learning and the preservation of his body.”

This would apply also to “business ”, “ salutation ”,

etc. “ Business ” consists in the effort to acquire house.
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land or the like, either for oneself or for the bene-

fit of others. The Liberated must give up these,

viz., blessing and business. It should not be supposed

that abstinence from blessing will offend the saluting

men; for, the uttering of the word iVSra^ana answers,

in equal measure, the purpose of all blessings and is, at

the same time, capable of acting as an antidote against

both the worldly-mindedness (of the Liberated) and the

grief (of the saluting men). Business of all kinds is

evil. Says the :

“ Business of all kinds is clouded by defects as fire

by smoke.” (B. G. XVIII, 48.)

“Salutation ” is prescribed to the Seeker, thus:-

“ Salutation must be made to one who is a prior Saihnya-
sin and belongs to the same order and never to any
one else.”

Here enquiry as to the priority of the Samnyasin

and if he belongs to the same Order, leads to the

distraction of the mind. Hence, many SamnycLsins

are found wrangling about the mere question of

“salutation”. The explains the cause of

this thus:

“ There are also Sajfinyasins to be found, swerving from
the right path, with their minds engrossed in the phenomenal
world, addicted to tale-bearing, prone to fomenting quarrels
and with their hearts influenced adversely by Fate.” (1. 1584).

It has been shown by His Grace (Bamkara) that the

Liberated has nothing to do with salutation :

“When he remains steadfast in the Unconditioned,
transcending all name and form, when, in fact, he is thus
transfixed to the unique Empire of the Self, whom should such
a Knower of the Self salute ? He has nothing to do with
action of any kind.” (Up. 17, 64).
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Though salutation of the kind likely to confuse the

mind is prohibited, that salutation which generates

lucidity, resulting from mental equanimity, is permitted.

Says the y&wrte

:

“ One should make salutation, even to the dog, the

Can<$ala, the cow and the ass, by prostrating himself on the

ground like a stick, in the belief that the God Almighty inheres

in all things as iheix Jiva."

The “ praise " that is forbidden is the praise of men,

not of God. Says Brhas-pati (in his Smrtz)

:

“ Who would not be freed from bondage, should he
glorify the Maker of the universe, even as he, in quest of

wealth, would praise the man of wealth with all deference ?
”

To resume, “ never depressed ” means not lacking in

spirit. Hence the :

“ On occasions when he gets no food, the man of strong

will would find cause for no dejection, nor would he ever find

cause for exultation on obtaining it ;—for both of them depend
entirely on Fate.”

“By rituals shorn of their purpose ” is meant, his being

beyond the pale of religious injunctions and prohibitions;

for, as the Smrti has it, “ Where can there be any

injunction or prohibition to them, who walk the way
transcending the three Qwt}as ? ” With the same in mind,

the Lord, too, has said :

“ The Fedas deal with the three Ounas (properties) ; be
thou above these three Owt}as, O Arjuna ! beyond the pairs of

opposites, ever steadfast in purity, careless of possessions,

full of the Self.” (B. G. II, 45), .

aIsoNarada:
:

“ The all-pervading Vimu should ever be treasured up
in one’s memory and not lost sight of even for a moment ;

all injunctions and all prohibitions are ever at the beck and
call of such a one possessed of these two.”

.
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To proceed, then,

“ Him the gods know to be a Brnhmaiia, who is afraid

of the multitude, as of a snake ; of conventional respect and
forms, as of death itself ; and of women, as of a corpse.”

The reason for their being “ afraid of the multitude,

us of a snake ” has already been indicated in the words
“ among them, there is scope for the discussion of political

or other matters”. As “respect” breeds attachment and

thus sets up tendencies adverse to the true aim of life, it

should be avoided as “ death There is also the reading

“ as Hell Hence the 8mrU

:

“ Absence of regard adds to the force of austerities,

while regard undermines it ; the Vipra adored and worshipped
speeds to decay, like the cow that becomes dry owing to

abstinence from being milked.”

With this very idea in mind, insult is spoken of as

worth courting, in the :

“ The Yogin, ever keeping in mind the path of the wise,

must conduct himself in such a way that people would treat

him with contempt, and never seek his company.”

Women are open to two kinds of disqualifications

(from the ascetic’s stand-point), in being one of the

“ prohibited ” things and in being loathsome by nature.

The “ prohibited ” limit is sometimes transgressed,

through overpowering attachment, or through the force

of Necessity, Says the Smrti, with this in view

:

“ Never share the same seat even with mother, sister

or daughter ; for, the host of senses overthrows even the
Enlightened, by its overwhelming force.” (Manu. 2, 215).

Loathsomeness is thus described in the Smrti :

“ Though there is little difference between the un-
namable part of the woman and the fistula ever oozing, one
is often deluded, owing to difference in point of view. What
more is there than the audacity of those men, who find
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pleasure in that piece of integument with a slit in the middle,
and full of the stench emanating from the nether orifice

hard by ?
”

There is also the reading “ do not such men resemble

worms ?
”

Thus it will be seen that the comparison of a woman
to a corpse is to bring out both the senses implied by her

being classed as a prohibited thing and her being

loathsome.

“ The gods know him to be a Brahnia'Qa, who, all alone,

ever fills the entire Akas'a, and who finds himself in utter

solitude, though in a densely populated place.”

Men of the world should avoid being alonSj on

account of their susceptibility to fear, indolence and the

like ;
the company of others should be courted by them,

as there is no scope for such susceptibility therein. In

the case of Yogins the opposite is true ; the vast expanse

of Space appears to be full of the fully realized Bliss

of the Self, owing to Concentration carried on without

interruption, in solitude. Hence, there is the absence of

susceptibility to fear, indolence, sorrow, delusion, and the

like, in their case. For, as the 8'ridi puts it

:

“ Where can there be any delusion, or sorrow to the
Enlightened, who sees oneness through the realization of

every being as his Self.” (Is'a. 7.)

A place densely populated is adverse to Concentra-

tion, on account of the political discussion, etc., taking

place there and hence not conducive to the realization of

the Bhss of the Self. Such a place torments the mind as

bereft of such Bliss. The reason for this is the illusory

nature of the world and the fullness of the Self.

One who is beyond caste { Var/}a) and stage (As^rama)

is thus described by Faramesfvara to Visiju, in the Fifth
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Chapter of the Section on Liberation, in the Sufa-

samhita :

“ The student, the householder, the forester, the mendi-
cant, and he who belongs to no Varna or Asrama ; these

stand in point of their superiority and skill m the order men-

tioned. (9.) He who is beyond FarM and is said to

be the master of chelas of all orders ; even like Me, he should
never, 0 Purusottama ! become the pupil of any one. Such
a one is verily the Teacher of teachers, there is really none in

this world equal or si^erior to him. He belongs to the order

beyond Vania and Asrama, who has realized the Supreme

Truth, which transcends the body and the senses, which is the

Witness of all, the Absolute Intelligence, all Bliss and self-

effulgent. 0 Kes'ava ! he is beyond Varna and As'rama, who
knows his Self as God, from hearing the Great Texts ^ of the
Vedanta \

who knows the great Lord who transcends the

Varnas and Asmmas and is the Witness of the three condi-

tions ;
who has firm conviction, born of the study of the

Vpanisads, that the Varnas^ As'ramas and the like are only

a part of the web of illusion woven round the body, and by no
means belong to “Me,’’ i.e., the Self, which is all conscious-
ness ;

who indeed knows, through the UpanimdSy that the
whole of this universe fulfils itself on account of My pre-
sence, just as men, of their own accord, fulfil their various
duties in the presence of the Sun ; that the world is ever
projected in Me as an illusive idea, even as Hara, Keyura,
Kanaka., Svastika and other varieties of ornaments are illu-

sions of pure gold ; and that the whole world beginning with
the Mahat is produced by mere illusion in me, even as silver

is produced by mere illusion in nacre. The great Lord who
is One, ever pervades, like Akm'a, the body of a Oandala or of

a Brahmana, of bird or beast and all things high or low, devoid

of any connection whatever ; and “ I, indeed, am this Lord
thus does, he, 0 Purusottama ! realize the truth of the Upani-

sad. He has transcended all Varnas and all As'ramas^ who,
through the concluding portion of the Veda, realizes “As
the directions all appear as before to a man, even after the
delusion of his eye has been cured, so, to me, the world still

appears (the impression still persists), even after its dissolution

^ Such as, Thou art that,*' ” I am the Brahman,*' and the like.
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by proper Gnosis ; in fact it is naught ; as the whole panorama
of a dream is merely the result of fancy and illusion in me,
so al^o, the experience I have, while awake, is the result of

illusion in me He is, no doubt, removed beyond Varija and

Aswma, who stands centred in the Self, rising above all

Varms and Asramas, on the dissolution of all the duties

pertaining to the one or the other, at the sight of his real Self.

He is declared to be, by aU Knowers of the Essence of the

Veda^ beyond Varna and As'rama^ who, having given them

up, stands ever centred in the Self. The body, the senses, the
vital breath, the mind, the intellect, egoism, the thinking
principle, nay, even illusion itself, the cosmos beginning with
supreme ether, the doer, the sufferer, the director of either

—

none of these constitute the Self ; It is all pure Being, all pure
Thought, all pure Bliss ;

It is verily, in every repect, none
other than the Brahman. The Sun appears to move, only
when the water (in which he is reflected) moves. Likewise,
the Self apparently has vicissitudes, only when under the

influence of egoism. Therefore, O Kes'ava l the Varnas and the

As'ramaSy which really pertain to some other thing, are attri-

buted only through delusion to ihe Atman, They have nothing
to do with the true Knower of the Self. Injunction, prohi-

bition, nay the very idea that something ought or ought not
to be given up, and things of the kind do not, 0 JanErdana 1

belong to the Knowers of the Atman
; 0 lotus-eyed one

!

Mortals deluded by Maya can never understand these charac-

teristics of the Atma-jnanin.maose eyes of flesh can never see

the condition of the Knowers of the Brahman. 0 Kes'ava ! it

comes of itself to those 'who know. Where all men are
usually fast asleep, the Yogin is wide awake ; and O Kesava I

where men are wide awake, there the Enlightened is fast

asleep. He is said to be the true Ativarnasramin (one beyond

Farna—caste, and Asrama—stage), who has realized, by self-

experience and by what he has been taught at the end of the

Veda, in regard to the Self, which is Peerless ; Uncondi-
tioned ;

Unaffected ; ever Pure ; beyond Illusion ;
Being and

Consciousness in one ; and supremely Immortal,” (14-42.)

Thus, then, S'rutis such as the altogether-Liberated

is all the more liberated
”

^ and texts from the Smrtis
^ In this text are hinted both Jtvan-‘mukti and Videha^mukti. The

word Videha-mukti will, however, have its meaning slightly modified in

the next chapter.
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speaking of the “ Liberated-in-this-life,” the “ Stable in

Prajna,” the “ Devotee of the Lord,” the “ QuncttUa," the

“ Brahniam ’’ and the “ AtivarnUs'ramin ’’—all these bear

testimony to the truth and ix)ssibility of what is called

“ Liberation-in-this-life ”
(



CHAPTER II

ON THE OBLITERATION OF LATENT DESIRE

WB now proceed to deal with the means which lead to

“ Liberation-in-this-life They are Onosis,” “ the Dis-

solution of the Mind,” ‘ and “ the Obliteration of Latent

Desire Hence, in the Yoga-vasi$tha, Vasi^tiia says,

while dealing with “ the body of Jivan-muktas,” at the

end of the Chapter on Supreme Pacification

:

“O best of intellects! the Obliteration of Latent
Desire, Gnosis and the Dissolution of the Mind, if attempted
simultaneously for a sufficient length of time, bestow the

desired fruit.”

Having thus shown the relationship of these means

to their result, the Sage points out contrariwise the

relationship of the absence of these means to the absence

of the result:

“ So long as these three are not well attempted repeat-

edly, the (aforesaid) condition cannot be realized even after

the lapse of hundreds of years.”

^ The word, Mind/' should be understood not in the sense of that

which is opposed to Matter/' viz,, the Spirit, but in the sense of the
Intelligent or Thinking Principle. The Inner Sense

—

Antah-karam—^has

four functions (1) simple response. Sensation; (2) localizing external
objects. Perception ; (3) connecting the thinking ego with thoughts and
acts. Volition ; and (4) the last which influences volition one way or the
other. Reason. Action then passes from the inner-mental-plane to the
outer-physical-plane. The first of these four is what is meant by Mind "

in the present instance. It may conveniently be mentioned here that
the other three processes are, in SamsJcrt, called Cittaf Aham-kara,
and Buddhi.

7
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He then points out the disadvantage arising from

not attempting these three at the same time, thus

:

“ Even if these should be attempted one by one, for a

long time, they are not attended with success, as is the case

with incantations, which have to be invariably pronounced
together, (if uttered one by one).”

If, in the “besprinkling” during the “Twilight-

adoration-ceremony ”, which must be accompanied with

the repetition of the three beginning with “ Apo hi

§tha,’' etc., these three be repeated alternately day after

day, the ceremony cannot be said to be accomplished, as

laid down by the Scripture. Again, if from those incanta-

tions which always go in hexads, one incantation after

another were recited, at intervals, no result will follow.

Or for instance, if, in our temporal affairs, vegetable,

soup, rice and the like were each served, one for each

meal, there can certainly be no dinner.

The purpose served by the repeated attempt (of the

three) is thus set forth

:

“If these three are attempted for a long time, un-
doubtedly the fast knots of the heart are sundered, even as
the fine threads of the lotus give way, on the cutting up
of the stalk.”

The negative aspect of the same is thus described

:

“ Worldly existence, O Rama ! has inured through
hundreds of previous incarnations and is never dissolved with-
out long application.”

Not only does isolation of these means in their

application lead to no result, but also renders even their

proper attainment impossible. Says he

:

“ Gnosis, the Dissolution of the Mind, and the Oblitera-
tion of Latent Desire, being closely inter-related as cause and
effect, are difficult of attainment.”
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By coupling together twos and twos out of these

three, there arise three pairs. The reciprocal causal

relation between the two, in the pair made of the “ Disso-

lution of the Mind ” and the “ Obliteration of Latent

Desire,” is described thus by setting forth the negative

aspect

:

“ Latent Desire is not obliterated, so long as the Mind
is not dissolved, and the Mind never attains rest, so long
as Latent Desire is not killed.”

The Inner Sense {Antah-karana) taking the form of

a series of transformations, resembling, in this respect,

the flame of a lamp, is called the Mind, on account of its

mental functions. The Dissolution of this Mind then

means its giving up all connection with these transfor-

mations and assuming a state of Interception. Says

Patafijali in his Yoga-sUtras ;
“ Interception is the

transformation of the Mind at the moments of Intercep-

tion : the impressions of Distraction and Interception

going out and rising up respectively.” (Ill, 9.) Impres-

sions tending to distraction being neutralized, impres-

sions holding the Mind in control manifest themselves

;

and the moment of Interception holds sway over the

Mind. This is all that is meant by the “Dissolution

of the Mind”. That which: generates mental impres-

sions, such as anger and the like, rising up all of a

sudden and without any thought of the past or

the future, is called VasarOL (Latent Desire), for, it is the

something that saturates the Mind with the YasanS {lit.,

smell or fragrance) of every previous experience. The

Obliteration of this Latent Desire means the absence of

scope for the rise of anger and the like, even in the

presence of appropriate external causes, as a result of
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FOsaMs, such as Self-control and the like, generated by

Discrimination, being firmly fixed in the Mind. Now
if the Mind is not dissolved and transformations do

arise, there can be no Obliteration of VSsana, in case

some accidental external cause excites anger and the

like. On the other hand, as long as VcisancL is not

destroyed, transformation of the Mind continues as

before and, as such, there is no Dissolution of the

Mind.

The reciprocal causal relationship between Gnosis

and the Dissolution of the Mind is thus described by set-

ting forth the negative aspect

:

“ Whence could there be rest for the Mind, so long as
there is no Gnosis ? And Gnosis too is impossible, as long as
the Mind is not entirely at rest.”

“All this is verily the Ztman. The phenomenal

world of forms, tastes and the like is illusory ; it has no

real existence whatever ”
; Conviction such as this, is real

Gnosis. When such Gnosis has not been accomplished, so

long as taste and other things actually exist, transforma-

tions of the Mind relating to them cannot by any means
be prevented, even as the flame of fire cannot be stopped,

as long as we continue to feed it with fuel. So long as

the Mind is not at rest and, in consequence, forms and the

like are experienced through transformations of the

Mind, there arises the doubt that the text, “ Here verily

there is no diversity whatsoever,” runs counter to

direct experience, as in the case of the text “ the

Prastara (the clump of Kuga grass) is the Yajamclna

(the sacrificer) ”
; on account of such doubt, the

conviction that the Brahman is secondless cannot

arise.
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The reciprocal causal relationship between the

Obliteration of Latent Desire and Onosis is thus des-

cribed by setting forth the negative aspect:

“Where could there be access to Gnosis as long as
Latent Desire is not killed? Latent Desire can never be
obliterated as long as Gnosis is not fully realized.”

Gnosis never comes about, for want of proper means,

such as Self-control and the like, as long as the latent

power of anger and the like is not laid entirely at rest.

In so far as the secondlessness of the Brahman is not

fully realized, that False Knowledge, which invests the

causes of anger and its brood with a semblance of reality,

is not done away with
;
hence Latent Desire is not killed.

We now proceed to set forth the reciprocal causal

relationship of the aforesaid three pairs in their positive

aspect. When the Mind is dissolved, and there is no con-

sciousness of any external cause which can fully rouse

mental impressions, Latent Desire fades away; when
Latent Desire dies out and there remains no cause for

that functioning of the mind which we call anger and

the like, the Mind is dissolved. This is the pair made up

of “ the Dissolution of the Mind ” and “ the Obliteration of

Latent Desire ”. From the Brtdi “ It is seen with the orae-

pointed Intellect,” ^ it can be inferred that, as only that

transformation of the Mind which has attuned itself to

the oneness of the Self, can see, the destruction of all other

transformations is, it will be plain enough, the only cause

of proper Onosis. When Onosis has arisen, as the Mind
ceases to think of this unreal world, as it would, of the

“horns of a man” and similar impossibilities; and as

^ From the Kathopani^ad : " This is the concealed Self of every being,
never manifest ; It is seen with the one-pointed intellect by those who are
accustomed to minute observation.'*
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thinking in any form is no more of any use, after Atman
has been fully seen ; the Mind dies out, of itself, like fire

not fed with fuel. This is the pair made ixp of G'nosz's

and the Dissolution of the Mind. The author of the

Vurttika thus describes how Gnosis is the cause of the

Obliteration of VhsanSs, such as anger and the like

:

“ Wherefore can the man of Discrimination find cause
for anger, when he sees the identical Atman pervading his
foes, kinsmen and himself alike, even as it does the limbs
of his body ? ” (Hais. 2, 18.)

It is a wellknown fact that Self-control and the like,

which are in effect identical with the obliteration of the

latent sense of anger and the like, are the proper means

of Gnosis. Says VASISfHA also :

“Virtues, such as Self-control and the like, derive
nourishment from Gmsis ; Onosis likewise developes fully

through these virtues : like the lotus and the pond wherein
it grows, they conduce to their mutual well-being.”

Such is the nature of the pair made up of Gnosis

and the Obliteration of Latent Desire.

The means of accomplishing the three, viz., Gnosis,

and others are thus described

;

“Therefore, 0 Raghava ! with free personal effort,

accompanied by right discrimination, one should betake him-
self to these three, keeping at a distance all desire for enjoy-
ment.”

“ Personal effort ” connotes enthusiasm requisite to

form the firm resolve “ Somehow or other I shall verily

accomplish this.” “ Discrimination ” means the conviction

borne on one after due analysis and observation, that

8'ravana and the rest ' are the means to Gnosis, Yoga
is the means to the Dissolution of the Mind, and the

^ Study, Contemplation and Assimilation : Sravana, Manana, and
Mdidhydaana^
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setting up of an opposite current (of FSsaw^) the means

to the Obliteration of VcLsand,. It is said that desire for

enjoyment has to be kept “ at a distance," because once

the smallest desire for enjoyment is admitted, there will

be nothing to prevent it from exceeding the limit, as

borne out by the adage, “ This will continually increase

like fire constantly fed with fuel.” (Manu. II, 94.)

It has been shown before that Gnosis is the result of
|

the Renunciation-of-the-Seeker and Jlvan-mukti that of

the “ Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened. If so, it would ^

appear that one, having first acquired Gnosis, should then

enter on the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened, and while

living in that condition, try to break the bonds of Latent

Desire and the functioning of the Mind, which hold him.

If, at this stage, it is enjoined that we should carry on

Gnosis, the Obliteration of Latent Desire and the Dissolu-

tion of the Mind, all the three at the same time, it may
be held that it involves a contradiction of what has been

said before. There is no such fallacy; for, a reconcilia-

tion of the two positions may be sought by establishing

their inter-relationship as Principal and Subordinate. To

the Seeker, Gnosis is the Principal, while the Dissolution

of the Mind and the Obliteration of Latent Desire are

subordinate thereto. The reverse is true of the Enlighten-

ed, Hence, it follows, that simultaneous attention to these

three does not, in either case, contradict the other posi-

tion. Nor should it be supposed that subsequent application

is of little use to him who has accomplished everything by

acquiring Gnosis. For, the usefulness of such application

to him will become patent from the description of the

aim of Jlvan-mukti given in the sequel. Again, even

granting that Gnosis is subordinated, as the means for
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the acquisition of Gnosis, such as Brava’/ia and the rest,

are of no use to the Enlightened and as Gnosis, which is

essentially something outside the category of action, is

incapable of either being done or not done or otherwise

done, if it be asked—" Of what nature is the subsequent

application of the Enlightened ?
”—vre reply that it is the

frequent remembrance of the Sublime Truth through

whatever means. Such application has been referred to

as follows in the episode of LilS,.'

“ Thought of That, talk of That, mutual enlightenment
about That and being intent ever on That—this the wise call

the study of Gnosis. The objective world was not in existence
at the commencement of Creation, nor did it, made up of
“ I ” and “ this world ’’ ever exist ;—the wise know this as
the best form of study.”

Application to the Dissolution of the Mind and the

Obliteration of Latent Desire is also set forth in the same

episode:

“ They are verily the students who, with the aid of the
Scripture and skilful practices, try to realize the absolute
non-existence of the knower and the known.”

The knowledge of the falsity of the knower and
the known is the knowledge of their non-existence

; and
the non-experience, even of their form, is the Realization

of their “absolute non-existence”. “Skilful practices”

refer to Yoga. This, then, implies application to the

“Dissolution of the Mind.”

“When love and hatred are reduced to the utmost
thinness, through the realization of the non-existence of the
objective world, there palpably arises a sense of pleasure ;

—

this condition is called the study of the Brahman."

Of such a nature is the application to the Obliteration of

Latent Desire.

^ In tlie Yoga-vasi^tha,
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If it is thought that it is not quite possible to specify

which of these three applications, which are apparently

of the same nature, is the principal and which sub-

ordinate, we say, . “ Not SO; for such a classification is

possible, according to the object one has in view.” To

one desirous of Liberation, the two objects are Jlvan-

mukti and Videha-mukti ; hence it is said in the S'rvti :

“ The already Liberated is altogether liberated.” Through

life of the Higher Self the living man attains Liberation ;

through life of the Lower Self, bondage. This has been

mentioned by the Lord in the Sixteenth Chapter of the

Bhagavad-gitd,:

“ The divine properties are deemed to be for Liberation ;

the demoniacal, for bondage.” (B. G. XVI, 5.)

These two lives are also thus described in the same

place:

“ Fearlessness, cleanness of life, steadfastness in the

Yoga of wisdom, almsgiving, self-restraint and sacrifice and
study of the Scriptures, austerity and straightforwardness,

harmlessness, truth, absence of wrath, renunciation, peaceful-
ness, absence of crookedness, compassion to living beings,
uncovetousness, mildness, modesty, absence of fickleness,

vigour, forgiveness, fortitude, purity, absence of envy and
pride—these are his who is born with the divine properties,

O Bharata 1 Hypocrisy, arrogance and conceit, wrath and
also harshness and unwisdom are his who is born, 0 Partha !

with demoniacal properties.” (B. G. XVI, 1-4.)

Again this “ Life of the Lower Self ” is described in

the same strain to the end of the chapter. The point is

that, when the evil VdsanCls born of the “ Life of the

Lower Self,” inherent in one from birth and running

counter to the teachings of sacred texts, are put out by

the good VUsanSls brought about from the Life of the

Higher Self, accornplished by personal effort and carried
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on in accord with the word of the Scripture, there

resuts Jlvan-mukti.

The Dissolution of the Mind is also mentioned in the

&ruU as the cause of Jlvan-mukti, alike with the Obliter-

ation of Latent Desire

:

“ Mind alone is to man the cause of bondage or libera-

tion ; lost in enjoyment, it leads to bondage ; freed from the
objective, it leads to Liberation. As Mind freed from the
objective, leads to Liberation, one desirous of Liberation must
always try to wipe off the objective from the plane of his

Mind. When the Mind, severed from all connection with
sensual objects and confined to the light of the heart, finds

itself in Ecstasy, it is said to have reached its culminating
point. The Mind should be prevented from functioning, till

its dissolution is attained in the heart
;
this is Gnosis, this is

Concentration, the rest is all mere logomachy.”

Bondage is of two kinds : fast and loose. The Life

of the Lower Self being the direct cause of misery makes
up the former kind of bondage. The mere sense of

duality, not being, by itself, the cause of misery and for

the reason that it leads only to the Life of the Lower
Self, is the other kind of bondage. Whereas only the

former kind of bondage is removed by the Obliteration of

Latent Desire, both kinds are removed by the Dissolution

of the Mind. It should, however, not be supposed that

the Dissolution of the Mind alone will do and that the

Obliteration of Latent Desire is a mere superfluity, for,

when the Mind is called into being, by the powerful

operation of Necessity, which brings about the result of

some previous action, the Obliteration of Latent Desire

would stand in good stead in the removal of the faster

kind of bondage. Further, there is scope for experience

such as this, with the other kind of loose bondage.

Transformations of the Mind of the gross type constitute

“ fast bondage ”
;
transformations of the Mind under the
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sway of energy and placidity make “ loose bondage ”,

This has been explained in the passage beginning with

:

“ He, whose Mind (Prajna) is free from anxiety amid
pains, indifferent amid pleasures.” (B. G. II, 56.)

While so, it should not be supposed that because the

loose kind of bondage is inevitable and the other kind of

bondage is destroyed with the Obliteration of Latent

Desire, the Dissolution of the Mind serves no useful pur-

pose
; for it is necessary for warding off the effect of

such experiences as are the necessary concomitants of

the feeble operation of Necessity. Keeping in view the

warding off of such experience, it has been said:

“ If it were at all possible to ward off experiences result-

ing from unavoidable Necessity, Nala, Eama and Yudhi-sthira
would never have been dragged into misery.” (Pan. 7, 156.)

Thus “ the Obliteration of Latent Desire ” and “ the

Dissolution of the Mind ”, being the direct means of

“ Liberation-in-this-life ”, are the principal; whereas

Gmsis is subordinate, being only a mediate cause, as

producing the first two. The Sruti mentions Onosis as

the cause of Vasand,-k^aya (the Obliteration of Latent

Desire) in various places :
“ Knowledge of the Divine

dissolves all bonds.” (S've. 1, 1, 11.)
“ The wise one,

realizing the Effulgent One, through the Yoga of Mman,
gains freedom from all joy and sorrow.” (Katha. 1, 1, 12.)

“The knower of the \Zfman transcends all misery.”

(Chan. 7, 1, 3.) “What is delusion, what sorrow,

when one realizes the all-oneness
?
” (Is'a. 7.) “He is

freed from all bonds whatever, on knowing the Efful-

gent.” (S've. 1,1,8.)
•

That Onosis conduces to “ the Dissolution of the

Mind ” has also the sanction of the S’rtdi. Eelating to the
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condition of Onosis it is said :
“ In the case of one who

sees only the Self in all, what can he see with what ?

what can he smell with what ? ” (Br. 2, 4, 14.) and so on.

Brl Gau4a-padac&rya, too says

:

“ When, from the proper realization of the truth of the

Atmaut he ceases from all mental planning, he reaches the

condition wherein there is no Mind, for, it then ceases to

exist for want of anything to subsist on.” (3, 32.)

As “ the Obliteration of Latent Desire ” and “ the

Dissolution of the Mind ”, are the principal causes of

Jlvan-mukti (Liberation-in-this-life), so Qnosis is the

principal cause of Videha-mukti (Liberation after death),

it being the direct means of attaining the same. Says

the Smrti:

“ From Gnosis alone is attained Kaivalya, wherewith one
is liberated.”

Kaivalya is the aloneness, to wit, being without the

appendage
. of the body and the like of the Self. This is

attainable by Onosis alone ; for, the condition of corpore-

ality, which is the outcome of ignorance, is capable of

being dissolved only through Onosis

:

the word “ alone ”,

added to qualify Onosis, is meant to exclude formal

religion {Karma) ; for, the Srnti also has it :
“ Neither by

Karma nor by progeny nor by wealth.” (Tai. 4, 12, 3.)

He who, without properly studying the philosophy of

Onosis, brings about “the Dissolution of the Mind”
and “the Obliteration of Latent Desire”, as occasion

arises therefor and devotes himself to the “ Brahman
with characteristics,” never realizes Kaivalya, for his

subtile body is not destroyed. Hence the above two
(by themselves) are also excluded by the word “ atowe ”.

The words “wherewith one is liberated ’’.mean, that.
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by Xawa/ya brought about by Gnosis, the individual

is freed from all bonds and conditions whatever. Bonds

are of various kinds, signified by the expressions, the

knot of AvidycL, the conviction “ I am not Brahman ”, the

knot of the heart, doubt, .STarmas, hankering after all

objects of desire, death, re-birth, these and others where-^

ever they occur. All the aforesaid bonds can be removed

by Gnosis. Say the Grutis :
“ O good one ! he cuts asunder

the knot of AvidyS, who finds it ever present in the

cavity (of the heart)” (Mup,. 2, 2, 10.); “ He becomes the

Brahman who knows the Brahman ”
(Mup. 3, 2, 9.)

;

“The knot in the heart is cut asunder, all doubts

vanish, all Karma fades away, on the Realization of

the Supreme ” (Muij. 2, 2, 8.) ;
“ Who knows it fixed in

the cavity (of the heart) in the highest AkdSa, simultane-

ously attains the fruition of all his desires” (Tai. 2, 2, 1.)

;

“ By knowing Him alone he transcends death
”

(S've, 3, 8.) ;
“ He who has acquired Gnosis, who is

in the right frame of Mind and ever pure, finds that

condition whence he is not born again ” (Katha. 1, 3, 8.)

;

“He who thus realizes ‘I am Brahman', becomes this

all” (Bl 1, 4, 10.) These and many other texts

bearing on the release from bondages such as, im-

perfect knowledge, etc., may here be cited. This

condition of Videha-mukti, it should be understood, comes
about the very moment in which Gnosis appears ; for,

these and similar bonds attributed to the Brahman out

of ignorance, being destroyed by Gnosis, can never again

come into being, nor ever again be experienced as such.

This simvltaneity of Gnosis and Liberation, the Bhdsya-

kara has expatiated upon, under the Samanvaya
aphorism, (1, 1, 4.) as also in the following one :

“ On its
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attainment, future and past sins are kept off and

destroyed, it being so pointed out.” (IV, 1,13.)

Several people maintain that Videha-mukti comes

after the dissolution of the now-existing body ; the

also says :
“ He tarries only so long as he is not liberated

;

the moment he is liberated, he becomes one with the

All .” (Chan. 6, 14, 2.) In the Vakya-vriti ioo it is said:

* Through the force of previous Karma, one attains the

condition of the Jlvan-mukta for a time. Then, as soon as

the previous Karma is spent, he finds that supreme condition

of the all-pervading, called Kaivalya, full of that Bliss which
knows no degree and whence there is no return at any
time.” (53-53.)

Even the author of the Ve<Mnta-sutras says :
“ He

becomes It, having spent up the other two through

experience ” (IV, 1, 19.), meaning by “ the other two
”

the previous good or evil Karma. So also Vasistha :

“After leaving the condition of the Jlvan-mukta, one
enters on the condition of Liberation-after-death, on the
disintegration of his body by lapse of tenure, even as the
wind gets becalmed.”

This, however, does not vitiate our position j for,

both opinions are possible, depending as they do on the

point of view of the speaker and either does not neces-

sarily contradict the other. The word “ Deha ” (body)

contained in the term Videha-mukti has been understood

as referring to all kinds of bodies by many, in the

description given by them thereof. We have been using

the word only in the limited sense of “ future body ”, {i.e.,

embodiment after the decease of the present body), for

the reason that the acquisition of Qnosis is with a view
to prevent this future embodiment. The present body
being a prior acquisition, even cannot undo it

;
nor

is the dissolution of this body a result of Qnosis, for, even
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the ignorant find that dissolution, when the previous

Karma has its cause worked out. If it be suggested that

the dissolution of the present s^<6^^7e body is the result of

QnosiSyioi the reason that nothing but 6''nos^s can dissolve

it, we demur, as, in the case of the Jlvan-mukta, even

though there is Onosis, there is no dissolution of the

subtile body. If it be contended that Gnosis stands

powerless, as it were, for a time, as long as it is

neutralized by the force of previous Karma, and becomes

operative on such neutralizing force exhausting itself,

we maintain that it is not so ; for, as the author

of the Panca-padikS, has clearly established, Onosis

expels ignorance only. If it be asked—what can be the

means of dissolving the subtile body?—we say that it

is the cessation of the operating causes. An effect

lapses in one of two ways: by the presence of its

opposite, or by the cessation of the operating cause, even

as the lamp goes out, either when its adversary, viz., a

blast of wind, prevails, or with the cessation of its

operating causes, viz., oil and the wick. We do not see

any direct opposite of the subtile body. Operating causes

are of two kinds : kinetic and potential. It is because of

these two that the subtile body of the ignorant exists in

this world and the next. But in the case of the

Enlightened, potential causes are removed by Onosis,

kinetic causes are removed by (their being spent up in)

actual life
;
and their subtile body goes out like the lamp

deprived of oil and the wick. Hence it is plain that such

dissolution (of the subtile body) is not the result of

Onosis.

Arguing in the same strain, it may be said that

the prevention of the future embodiment also is not
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the result of Onosis. Here the question may arise—“ Is

it the non-existence prior to embodiment or the preser-

vation of such non-existence that is the result of

Onosis^” The first alternative cannot hold good; for

such antecedent non-existence has no beginning. .Nor

can the second alternative hold water ; the preservation

of the antecedent non-existence of the future embodi-

ment can be brought about simply by the cessation

of the operation of the potential Karma. Nor can the

total doing away with future embodiment be the result of

Onosis, for, Onosis destroys ignorance alone. Ai’gu-

ments, such as these, cannot, by any means, vitiate our

position, for, prevention of future birth and the like have

been recognized by the authorities. The S'rutis begin-

ning with “ Whence there is no birth once again
”

(Kai;ha. 1, 3, 8.) quoted before, bear testimony to this.

Nor should it be supposed that there is real conflict

between this view and the one already mentioned, viz.,

that Onosis dispels ignorance only
; for, the author of

the Pa1ica-pQ,dikU takes the word “ ignorance ” in the

sense of all that co-exists along with ignorance, such as

the notion that one is not the Brahman, etc. Otherwise

there would be a conflict with actual experience
; for, in

actual experience we find that the notion that one is

not the Brahman and such other notions are alike

dispelled when ignorance is dispelled.

Thus, therefore, Videha-mukti, in the sense of

preclusion of future embodiment, is simultaneous with
the rise of Onosis. Yajflavalkya’s words in the Bruti

are to the same effect :
“ 0 Janaka ! thou hast reached

the condition of supreme fearlessness ” (Bp. 4, 3, 4.)

;

also “ This, verily, is real Immortality.” (Bp. 4, 5, 15.)
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Another also says: “Who knows Him thus,

becomes inmortal even here.” (Puru.) ' It Videha-

mukti, the result of Onosis, should not inmediately

follow the rise of Onosis, but should come about after

some time, it will be necessary to imagine some other

thing, known as Apurva, derived from Gnosis (as inter-

mediate between the two), even as it is necessary to do so

in the case of Jyotistoma ^ and other sacrifices. So, the

whole of the philosophy of Onosis {Jfiana-ScLstra) would be

included within the province of ritualistic lore {Karma-

gcLstra). If you say that Onosis is, as it were, neutralized

by previous Karma, even like fire rendered powerless

through some incantation and will bear the fruit of

Videha-mukti in course of time, (i.e., on the removal of

the neutralizing cause), such argument wiU not hold

good, for, in the absence of any opposition between the

two, Videha-mukti must be the immediate result. The

Videha-muki, we speak of, precludes all possibility of

future embodiment and, as such, is not opposed to pre-

vious Karma, which touches only the present embodiment

of the man. Hence, Onosis cannot be retarded in bearing

fruit. Moreover, how can Onosis, which is only moment-

ary, be supposed to give Mukti, at some later time by

which it {Onosis) would cease to be? If you say that

Onosis of another kind, viz., “ Pinal Realization ”, will be

^ It will bo observed, at the conclusion of this argument, that the
author has altered thesenseofthe word F^c?e^a-wwH^from*'Liberation-
after'death to Liberation-/row-future-embodimeiif . The word has,

up to this, been given the first rendering, chiefly with a view to bring out
prominently this second rendering, which the author puts upon the word.
Henceforth the word is used as it is, without giving any equivalent render-
ing, leaving the reader to gather the sense from the context.

^ Jyotistoma is a sacrifice prescribed as the means leading to heaven,
the performance of which provides one with the passport {Apurva) to

reach heaven* after his earthly career is over-
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produced, we repudiate the assumption in tofo, as there is

no means to produce such £?nosiS. For, how could there

be any such means, as the entire phenomena of the

world consisting of teachers, scriptures, bodies, senses and

the like, are wiped away simultaneously, with the re-

moval of the kinetic operating cause of previous Karma ?

If, then again, you ask,'—^what can be the meaning of such

texts as :
“ In the end comes the dissolution of the great

Illusion—this world?” (S've. 1, 10.)—we reply, the whole

of the effects consisting of the body, the senses and the

like, lapses for want of the operating cause, previous

Karma having, by then, exhausted itself. The text under

reference means only this. Let the Videha-mukti (of

the form of Liberation-after-death) which you hold dear,

come after the dissolution of the present body
; but the

Videha-mukti (Liberation-from-future-embodiment) we
cherish, is surely simultaneous with the rise of Gnosis.

The Lord S'E§A, too, says, with this very idea in mind

:

“ Whether in some holy place or in the house of a
Caiidala, though bereft of consciousness, he stands liberated
in the very moment of the rise of Gnosis and finds Kaivalya, on
giving up the body, with the cause of sorrow entirely
removed.” (81.)

Thus is established the premier position of Gnosis,

which is the direct means in the attainment of Videha-

mukti, while “the Obliteration of Latent Desire” and
“ the Dissolution of the Mind ” occupy only a subordinate

position therein, being merely the means of acquiring

Gnosis. That the Life of the Higher Self, which brings

about the destruction of the impressions of the Life of the

Lower Self, is the means of acquiring Gnosis, is borne

testimony to by Gruti and 8'mrti alike. Says the

S'ruti :

“ After becoming self-restrained, self-controlled,
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indifferent, forbearing and one-pointed, one should find

the Self in himself.” (B?. 4, 4, 23.) The Smrti {Bhagavad-

also says

:

^
^

^ unpretentiousness, harmlessness, forgive-

ness, rectitude, service of the teacher, purity, steadfastness,

self-control, dispassion towards the objects of the senses, and
also absence of egoism, insight into the pain and evil of birth,

death, old age and sickness, unattachment, absence of self-

identification with son, wife or home, and constant balance
of mind in wished-for and unwished-for events, unflinching

devotion to Me by Toga, without other objects, resort to

sequestered places, absence of enjoyment in the company of

men, constancy in the wisdom of the Self, understanding of

the object of essential wisdom ; that is declared to be the

Wisdom ; all against it is ignorance.” (B. G. XIII, 8-12.)

By “ self-identification ” is meant the identification of

one’s ego with the ego of another. The word “ Wisdom ”

at the end, is used in the sense of “ that which leads to

Qnosis ”. That “ Dissolution of the Mind ” also, conduces

to Gnosis is recognized alike by S'ruti and Smrti. The

Sruti says :
“ The contemplator then sees Him (the

Brahman devoid of characteristics).” (Muij. 3, 1, 8.) “ The

wise one rises above joy and sorrow, finding the (Self-)

effulgent Lord through the Yoga of the knowledge of

the Self.” (Katha. 2, 12.) The latter text implies that

the wise one realizes the Effulgent One, through that

Yoga which consists in Concentration on the subjective

Self. The also says:

“ Salutation to that Self—all-(?nos*s—the Effulgence,

which is seen by those ascetics who, devoid of sleep, with
the breath held under full sway, contented, and exercising

supreme check over the senses, devote themselves to It

through Yoga.”

Thus is established the principal and subordinate

relation, one to the other, of the Triad, {Qt^osis, the
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Obliteration of Latent Desire and the Dissolution of the

Mind) from the standpoint of Jlvan-niukti and Videha-

mukti.

It may, at this stage, be asked whether, if these

three have already been accomplished by the seeker, they

survive automatically, even after the stage of the

Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened has been reached, or

whether any fresh effort is necessary, even after this, to

accomplish these three over again. The first alternative

is not possible, for, if, like Gnosis, the other two can be

accomplished without any effort, there would be no scope

for attaching the degree of importance due to the

principal to them {viz., the other two). The second

alternative also will not hold good. For, if Gnosis is also

to depend upon effort like the other two, there will be no

scope for its being treated with the indifference due to its

subordination as indirect means. This would not in any

way vitiate our position, for, we recognize the mere

automatic survival of Gnosis and the necessity of effort to

accomplish the other two. To explain. The student fit

for the acquisition of Gnosis is of two kinds : he who has

passed through the prescribed course of devotion, and he

who has not yet done so. If he enters upon Gnosis, having

gone through devotion to the extent of actually realizing

the object of devotion, owing to the firm hold of the Ob-

literation of Vhsand and the Dissolution of the Mind, on

him, the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened as well as

Jivan-mukti will follow Gnosis of their own accord. Such is

the real student spoken of in the ScLstra. As, while dealing

with such a student, the Sastras make mention of the

Renunciation-of-the-Enlighteiied and the Renunciation-of-

the-Seeker, though sufficiently distinct from each other,
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they appear as if they are mixed up in character. Now-

adays men rush in quest of Qnosis, out of sheer curiosity,

in most cases even without going through the preliminary

stage of devotion, UpasanU,. They even reach the stage

of the Obliteration of VUsancL and the Dissolution of the

Manas iox the time being; and in consequence. Study,

Contemplation and Assimilation (of the VedcLnta) are also

fully accomplished by repeated application to these three

;

ignorance, doubt and false perception are demolished;

and real Gnosis is achieved. In the absence of a more

powerful means to counteract it and of any cause which

can resuscitate the ignorance dispelled by it, the result-

ant Gnosis does not fade. But then the Obliteration of

Latent Desire and the Dissolution of the Mind are easily

extinguished, like a lamp exposed to the breeze, for want

of steady application and in consequence of being influ-

enced, from time to time, by the fruit-bearing previous

Karma. Says VasisthA:

“Effort in this direction is more difficult than those
mentioned before, for, the Obliteration of Latent Desire is

very hard to accomplish, harder even than uprooting the

Mount JferM.”

ARJUNA too observes :

“ For the mind is verily, restless, 0 Krspa ! it is impetu-
ous, strong and difficult to bend, I deem it as hard to curb as

the wind.” (B. G. VI, 34.) ^
^

^ ^

^

Thus, therefore, the Enlightened (Samnyasins) of the

present day have Cnosis as an automatic survival
; fur-

ther, it is obvious that the Obliteration of Latent Desire

and the Dissolution of the Mind could be brought about

only by personal effort.

If it be asked what is meant by this “ Latent Desire
”

{VcLsand), the Obliteration of which is pp,often prescribed
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as the object of personal effort. Says VaSBTHA in pro-

ceeding to describe its nature :

“ Latent Desire may be described as that hankering after

things, which gain such mastery over the Mind, as to preclude

even enquiring into their antecedents and consequents. He
at once becomes that which he identifies himself with, by
force of strong and deep attachment and loses, O strong

armed one ! memory of every other thing in the act. The
man thus subdued by FSsawa, fixing his eye on anything
whatever, is deluded into believing it as the real thing ; owing
to loss of control due to the powerful influence of Fasfma, the

object (thus perceived) gives up its real form. Thus does one
with beclouded eye, perceive everything quite in this deluded
fashion, like one under the influence of a strong intoxicant.”

The attachment that the races of mankind develop,

each in its own sphere, towards the traditional customs

and manners of their respective countries and communi-

ties, as well as towards their mother-tongue, irrespective

of the correct or incorrect form of the words used and

such other kinds of attachment may be broadly cited as

examples of this. While dealing with the various kinds

of VasanU, we shall give particular instances. Keeping

in view the V0san& of the kind above described, it is said

in Brhad-S,ranyaka :

“ He shapes his ideas in accordance

with his desires, he does such acts as fulfil his ideas, ho

becomes that which he does.” (Bp. 4, 4, 5.) The kinds of

FSsawS are mentioned by ValmIEI :

“ FSsana is of two kinds
:
pure and impure ; the latter

leads to frequent incarnation, the former puts an end to all

^ ^incarnation whatever. The second kind of Vasana is des-
•*oribed by the wise as of the form of extra thick ignorance,
made up of intense egoism, bringing about birth and death in
succession. The other, like seeds sown after being baked on
fire, does not send out the sprout of re-incarnation, but
continues only for the sake of the body, having known the
Thing to be known.”
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“ Ignorance” is that which veils the distinction be-

, tween the five sheaths comprising the physical body

I

(Anna-maya) and others and the transcendent Witness of

them all, i.e., Cid-atman. “Of the form of extra thick

ignorance”—As milk is curdled on being mixed with

butter-milk, or as melted clarified butter is congealed on

being exposed for a long time in a cool place, so does this

Vtsana (through ignorance). Thickness in this instance

refers to the series of delusions brought about by Vdsan&.

The Lord refers to this VbsaTid, while explaining the

Life of the Lower Self,

“ Demoniacal men know neither right energy, nor right
abstinence; nor purity, nor even propriety, nor truth is in

them. “ The universe is without truth, without basis,” they
say, “ without a God ; brought about by mutual union, and
caused by lust and nothing else ”, Holding this view, these
ruined selves of small understanding, of fierce deeds, come
forth as enemies for the destruction of the world. Surrender-
ing themselves to insatiable desires, possessed with vanity,
conceit and arrogance, holding evil ideas through delusion,

they engage in action with impure resolves. Giving them-
selves over to unmeasured thought whose end is death,
regarding the gratification of desires as the highest, feeling
sure that this is all, held in bondage by a hundred ties of
expectation, given over to lust and anger, they strive to

obtain by unlawful means hoards of wealth for sensual
enjoyments.” (B. G. XVI, 7-12.)

Those demoniacal men declare the universe to be

without truth, i.e., without what is recognized by the

authoritative Scriptures, viz., the Vedas and the PurcLnas.

In other words, they do not recognize the Vedas, etc., as

authoritative. Hence they deny the creation and direc-

tion of the universe by Isfvara. If so, whence, according

to them, is the origin of this universe ? It is brought

about only by the union of the sexes; and what else?

There is no such other thing. Only the lust of men and
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women by its flow is tbe cause of this. Intense egoism

too is touched upon in the same place :

“ This to day by me hath been wonythat purpose I shall

gain; this wealth is mine already, and also this shall be
mine in future. I have slain this enemy, and others also

I shall slay. I am the Lord, I am the enjoyer, I am perfect,

powerful, happy
;

I am wealthy, well-born ; what other is

there that is like unto me ? I will sacrifice, I will give alms,
I will rejoice. Thus deluded by unwisdown, bewildered by
numerous thoughts, enmeshed in the web of delusion, addicted

to the gratification of desire, they fall downwards into a
foul hell.” (B. G. XVI, 13-16.)

This explains also the cause of re-mcamation ; this,

however, is again touched upon, thus

:

“ Self-glorifying, stubborn, filled with the pride and
intoxication of wealth, they perform lip-sacrifices for ostenta-

tion, contrary to scriptural ordinance. Given over to egoism,
power, insolence, lust and wrath, these malicious ones hate
Me in the bodies of others and in their own. These haters,

evil, pitiless, vilest among men in the world, I ever throw
down into demoniacal wombs. Cast into demoniacal wombs,
deluded birth after birth, attaining not to Me, 0 Kaunteya

!

they sink into the lowest depths.” (B. G. XVI, 17-20.)

The pure Vd^sana is of that kind which knows the

Thing to be known The form of the thing to be known
is thus set forth by the Lord in Chapter XIII of the

Bhagavad-glta

:

“ I will declare that which ought to be known, that
which being known Immortality is enjoyed—the beginningless
supreme ETERNAL, called neither being nor non-being.
Everywhere THAT hath hands and feet, everywhere eyes,
heads, and mouths ; all-hearing, THAT dwelleth in the world,
enveloping all. Shining with all sense-faculties without
any senses ; unattached, supporting everything ; and free from
qualities, enjoying qualities ; without and within all beings,
immovable and also movable ; by reason of ITS subtlety
imperceptible

;
at hand and far away is THAT. Not divided

amid beings, and „y©t seated distributively
; THAT is to be

known as the supporter of beings ; THAT devours and THAT
generates. THAT, the Light of ail lights, is said to be beyond
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darkness ; Wisdom, the Object of Wisdom, by Wisdom to

be reached, seated in the hearts of all.” (B. G. XIII, 13-18.)

Here are set forth the Conditioned and Unconditioned

forms (of the Brahman), with a view to facilitate the

comprehension of Its Tatastha4ak$a'i}a and Bvarupa-

laksai^a. A random quality applied exclusively to

signify a thing is its Tatastha-lak^ana ; for instance,

“ the crow-resting house of Devadatta ”. So also that

which defines a thing in relation to all time, is its

Svarupa-lak^ana ; for example, “ that which is highly

luminous is the Moon.”

It may here be asked: VhsanU has been described

as that which “ precludes even enquiry into the ante-

cedents and consequents of things”; knowledge of the

Thing (which is set down to pure VOsanSL) cannot be

acquired without reflection ,- hence, in the case of pure

VOsand,, such a description does not hold good. This

need not be so ;
for, in the description of F3sa?^3, the

words, “ which gain such mastery over the mind,” have

been added. In the same way as, by such mastery over

the Mind in numerous previous incarnations, the sense

of “ I ” and “ mine ”, desire, anger and the rest come to

us, out of impure VasanA in this life, without any

instruction from others, so the Thing at once presents

itself before the Mind, like jars, etc., directly cognizable

by the Senses, without the help of any words, explanation

or reasoning, in consequence of its (Mind’s) entire

identification with it, by long continuous and ardent'

application, although the first knowledge thereof is

obtained through reflection. Pure FSsana is that activity

’ These words refer to a well-known Sutra of Patahjali : Dirghakala-

nairantarya-satkara-sevito drdha-bhumifi ; Ecstasy is confirmed when carried

on with long continuous and ardent application.

10
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of the Senses which is still pervaded with an under-

current of the perception of the Thing; it is of use

only in keeping the body alive ; it leads neither to the

Life of the Lower Self consisting of hypocrisy, vanity,

and the rest, nor to the production of Dharma and

Adharma (religious merit or demerit) leading to future

incarnation. Grains of corn, such as paddy and the

like, baked on fire, may be stored in a granary ; however,

they can be of no use either for delicious food or for

producing any fresh corn.

Impure- Fasa?^a is of three kinds : those relating to

^he World, to Learning and to the Body. Loka-vOsana

Iconcern for the opinion of the world) consists in that

strong desire of the Mind which takes the form of “ I

shall so conduct myself that the world around would not

censure me, but would, on the other hand, praise me
This is impure, inasmuch as it involves something which

is impossible of achievement. Valmiki asked Narada in

many ways :
“ Who, at the present day, in this world is

virtuous and who is valiant ? ” (Ra. 1, 1.) Narada said in

reply “He is verily Rama, the born of the Iksvakus,

known to all the world.” (Ra. I, 1.) Yet the world

spared not the same Rama and his wife Sita, the

Crest-jewel of chastity and the Mother of the world,

and attached to their names a stigma shocking to the

ear. If such spotless beings fared thus at the hands
of the world, what need be said in regard to others?

Similarly, there is slandering prevalent on a large

scale, with reference to local peculiarities. The
Southern Brdhma'npas upbraid their Northern fellows,

well-versed in Vedic lore, as flesh-eaters
; the Northern

Brahmaypas retaliate by finding fault with the Southern
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custom of marrying the daughter of a maternal uncle

and of carrying earthenware in their travels. The

Bahvrcas of the AsvalcLyana-sakhU, look upon the K^Tyoa-

s'akhS, as inferior to theirs ; while the Vajasaneyins think

otherwise. Thus, from the learned down to women and

ignorant herdsmen, is found this general tendency to

glorify one’s own family, section, relatives, gods and so

on, and to belittle those of others. It has been said with

this in mind:

“ The pure man is looked upon as a devil, the clever

man as presumptuous, the man of forbearance as weak, the

strong man as cruel, the absent-minded man as a thief, and
the handsome man as lewd.—Who can please the world !

”

Al so ;
“ There is no expedient within knowledge, wherewith

one can satisfy all people. One’s own good should, by all

possible means, be looked to. What can the myriad-tongued
world do ?

”

Looking, therefore, upon the FSsawS of Public Opin-

ion as entirely impure, books treating of Liberation advise
j

the foremost of Yogins to treat censure and praise alike.

Pride of Learning (S'Sstra-vUsanS.) is of three kinds

:

Addiction to study, addiction to many subjects, and addic-

tion to the observance of injunctions laid down in reli-

gious books. The first kind of this vice is seen in Bharad-

vaja, who, though he had applied himself to the study

of the Vedas in three successive lives, began, at the in-

stance of Indra, to study the remainder of Vedic lore,

even in the fourth. As this kind of study is not within

the range of possibility, it is set down among impure

FSsanSs. Indra, of course, cured Bharadvaja of this vice,

by explaining to him the impossibility of such study and

initiated him into the mysteries of the Conditioned Brah-

man, with a view to make him eichieve a higher end than
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what could be attained by such study. All this has been

described in the Taittirlya-hrdJimana.

Addiction to many subjects of study is similarly of

the nature of impure Fasana, inasmuch as it is not the

highest aim of life, as is seen in the KUva§eya-gitCi. A
sage, by name Durvasas, came with a cart-load of S'Ustra-

books to pay his respect to the god Maha-deva. In the

learned assembly of that god, when Uarada poked a joke

at him, by comparing him to the ass carrying a load on

his back,’ he was fired with such anger as led him to

throw away all his books in the salt ocean and was

thereafter initiated by the god Maha-deva into the

5
mystery of Self-knowledge; for. Self-knowledge never

* comes from the study of books alone, to him who has not

developed the faculty of introspection, nor obtained the

good grace of a Ouru. The S'ndi, too, has it: “ This Self

is not realizable by Study, nay, not even by Intelligence,

nor by much Learning.” (Eatha. 1, 2, 22.) Elsewhere

too, it has been said

:

“What is the good of vainly chewing the dirty rag of
talk about many Sastras ? Wisemen must, by all means, try
to catch a glimpse of the Light within. Though one should
have studied all the four Vedas and all the Dkarma-s'astras in
the world many times over, he knows not the true essence of
the Brahman, even like the ladle that knows not the flavour
of the food it helps to serve.”

Narada, though well-versed in all the sixty-four

subjects of real education, was still ignorant of the Self

;

and feeling remorse, resorted to Sanat-kumara as his

teacher. This has been described in the Chandogyo-

pani§ad.

^ Vide ITttara-glta : As the ass carrying a load of sandalwood is con-
scious only of the burden, not of the fragrant wood, so, indeed; does he
carry them about like a mere burden, who, having studied the
kngws not their real import and essence/'
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Addiction to the observance of religious injunctions

is seen in Nidagha, as described in the Vimu-purUna.

Likewise, in Das'ura of the Yoga-vS,si§tha. Nidagha,

though fi'equently enlightened by Rbhu, was not cured

for a long time, of the blind faith in the observance of

religious injunctions ;
while Das'Ora, through the blind-

ness due to intense faith, was not able to select any pure

spot throughout the world, for the performance of his

religious ceremonies. This mad desire for Karma, as it

gives rise to re-incarnation, is set down among impure

FasanSs. Says the Mwi]4oMa {-upani§ad of the Atharva-

veda)

:

“ Perishable (and) transient are, verily, the rituals

allotted to the eighteen ’ supporters of the sacrifice; for, it is

said that Karma of such kind is of an inferior kind. Fools,

who consider this {Karma) as superior, undergo, over and over
again decay and death. Fools, fancying themselves wise and
learned in ' the midst of ignorance, go round and round,

oppressed by misery, as blind people led by a blind man.
Living in ignorance in various ways, youths imagine, “ We
have attained our end.” Because performers of Karma,
from attachment (to the world), are not possessed of

wisdom of the right sort, therefore, suffering unhappi-
ness, they lose heaven, when the fruit of their Karma
has become nought. Fancying oblations and pious gifts

(lead to) the. highest (object of man), fools do not re-

cognize any other (as the cause of good). Having enjoyed
(the fruit) of their works, on the high place of heaven, which
(high place) they gained by their actions, they enter (again)

this world or the one that is lower.” (Map. 1, 2, 7-10.)

The LORD also has said Bhagavad-gltd)

:

“ Flowery speech is uttered by the foolish, rejoicing in

the letter of the Vedas, 0 Partha ! saying: “ There is naught
but this ”

; with desire for self, with heaven for goal, they

offer birth as the fruit of action, and prescribe many and
various ceremonies for the attainment of pleasure and

1 Sixteen priests, the master of the house and his wife, make up the

eighteen.
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lordship. For them who cling to pleasure and lordship, whose
minds are captivated by such teaching, is not designed this

determinate Reason, on contemplation steadily bent. The
Vedas deal with the three attributes ; be thou above these

three attributes, 0 Arjuna 1 beyond the pairs of opposites,

ever steadfast in purity, careless of possessions, full of the

Self. All the Fat/as are as useful to an enlightened Brahmana,
as is a tank in a place covered all over with water.” (B. G. II,

42-46.)

Inasmuch as Pride of Learning {S'Ustra-vUsavM) is

the cause of vanity, it is impure. It is mentioned in the

Sixth Chapter of the CMndogya, that S'veta-ketu, after

having mastered all the Vedas in a short time, was so

much puffed up as not to behave modestly even towards

his father. So also the Kau^taki-brahmaiia and the

Brhad-Sira'i}yakopani^ad speak of Balaki, who, vain with

his knowledge of a few forms of devotion (ZTjpSsaM),

went the round of many countries, beginning with

Uslnara, everywhere asserting his omniscience and

dealing insolently even with the best of Brdhmanas and

lastly had the impudence to offer to instruct Ajata-s'atru,

the Crest-jewel of all Knowers of the Brahman, at Kasl.

VdsarVL relating to the Body {Deha-vdsand) admits of

three divisions : False identification with the Self; false

acquisition of grace ; and false relief from inherent evil.

Identification of the physical body with the Self has been

thus set forth by the Bhdsya-kdra

:

“The body with

consciousness is alone the Self, thus do understand the

vulgar, as well as the Laukayatikas {i.e., the Cdrvdkas).”

(I, 1, 1.) The TaiUinyopani§ad explains the same vulgar

notion with the words beginning with “ This Puru§a is

all food and water,” and ending with “ therefore It is

food.” (2, 1, 2.) The Ckdndogya also mentions in the

Eighth Chapter, how Virocana, though instructed by
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Praja-pati, due to the perverse bent of his mind derived

confirmation therefrom of his false conviction, that the

body is the Self, and taught the same to his people

—

the udswras.

The acquisition of bodily grace is two-fold : the way
of the world and that which is set forth in religious

books. The acquisition of a good voice and the like is of

the first kind. People are seen striving, by drinking oil,

swallowing pepper and similar ways, to sing or chant the

Vedas with a mild soft voice. Men use highly nutritious

food and drugs to get a soft skin; they use fragrant

ointments, powders, fine clothes and ornaments, to impart

grace to the form ; they use flowers and sandal-paste for

perfume. The second kind of bodily grace they bring

about, by a dip into the waters of the holy stream of the

Ganges—by the sprinkling and sipping of water used in

bathing the &ali-gra,ma and so on. The relief from in-

herent evil consists in curing disease by the use of such

medicines as may be prescribed by some doctor and also

in rinsing the mouth and the like. This is the ordinary

method of relief. The extraordinary method consists of

washing, sipping holy water (^camana) and the like

prescribed by the Veda. The impurity of the Deha-

vasand described above will just be explained. Identifi-

cation of the Self with the body, as it is unsupported by

any scriptural authority and is the source of much
misery, is certainly “ impure ”. Begarding this there has

been vehement condemnation by all former teachers.

The acquisition of bodily grace, we do not practically see

anywhere. Well-known musicians and teachers fail to

acquire a good voice, notwithstanding unremitting effort

in that direction. Imparting softness of touch or
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nourishment to the body is not a necessary consequence

of human effort. The grace and fragrance are all in the

clothes and flowers which produce them and not of the

body (which wears them). Hence it is said in the

Vi$nu-purUT},a :

“ If the deluded fool loves the body, a mere collection

of flesh, blood, pus, fseces, urine, muscles, fat and bones, he
will verily love hell itself ! To him who is not disgusted with
the nasty smell from his own body, what other argument need
be adduced for detachment ?

”

The bodily grace that comes of observing religious

injunctions is counteracted by other injunctions more

powerful than the first, even as the injunction, " One

should not kill any being whatever,” has an exception in

“ The victim of the Agnl^orna must be sacrificed.”

The philosophy (of Mok^a) expounded herein is far

more powerful than others

:

“He, who sees the Self in his mortal frame, which is

after all made up of the three humours, who regards his wife,

child and the rest as really his, who attributes divinity to

things earthen, who attaches sanctity to the water (in a place
of pilgrimage), but by no means holds in veneration the
worthy wise men—such a man is verily the ass that carries

fodder for cattle.”

“ The body is all impurity, the one within (the Atman)
is all purity. Knowing that the two are thus poles asunder,
to which of them should purity be prescribed ?

”

Though these verses apparently discourage the

attempts at relieving the body of inherent evil, and not

the attempt at the acquisition of bodily grace, still they

only discourage the latter, as it is absolutely impossible

to acquire bodily grace, so long as its very opposite evil

quality inherent in the body itself would strongly

prevail.
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The supreme impurity of the body is set forth in the

Maitrayanlya-mkhU

:

“ What is the use, O Lord ! of desires and enjoyments
for this worthless stinking body, rendered impure by the
bones, skin, muscles, fat, flesh, semen, blood, tears and puru-
lent exudate from the eye—a veritable storehouse of faeces,

urine and the three humours/’ (1,1,2.)

‘‘This body of ours, generated by mere sexual inter-

course and devoid of intelligence, is placed as it were in the
veriest hell, coming out of the urinary orifice, gaining rigidity

from the bones, plastered with flesh, covered with skin and
turned into a storehouse filled with faeces, urine, bile, phlegm,
fat, lymph, membrane and numerous other impurities of the
same kind, like a treasure-house filled with treasure.”

It is not always certain that medical treatment will

cure the disease one may be suffering from. Disease once

allayed may reappear at some other time. Who can,

even with the greatest difficulty, attempt cleansing this I

nasty body, with its nine orifices continually excreting

the dirtiest filth and numerous pores ever letting outf

perspiration ? Teachers of yore have well said

:

“Bodies with nine holes bored in them, continue to

leak like earthen pots | no amount of external washing can
purify them ; as for internal purification it is simply nought.”

Hence Deha-vUsana is impure. Vasistha has the

same in mind, when he says

:

“ The conviction, ‘ From head to foot I am only the

form which my father and mother gave me,’ is, O Rama 1

born of a wrong point of view and leads to bondage. That is

walking into Death’s trap ; that is the snare leading into the
hell of Avici ; that is the labyrinth in the forest of Asi-patra
(tree with Sword-leaves)—the thought :

* I am this body.’

This way of thinking must, by all means, be given up, even
if confronted with utter ruin. One, desirous of his own good,

should not even come in contact with it, as with the Pulkasa
woman carrying dog’s flesh.”

XI
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These three VUsanOs then, relating to the World,

Learning, and the Body, though apparently agreeable to

the Mind of the uninformed, should entirely be given up

by those who have acquired Discrimination ; for, they

obstruct the rise of Knowledge in the Seekers and inter-

fere with the permanence of Gnosis acquired by the

Enlightened. Hence the Smjii :

“ Gnosis does not rise with its full effulgence in that

puny thing, which is all-beclouded with the three FasanSs,
*.e., fear of public opinion, pride of learning and undue
affection for the physical body.”

The impurity of that Vsisand. of the Mind assuming

the form of hypocrisy, vanity and the like, which makes

up the Life of the Lower Self, is too well-known, as it

leads to Perdition. These four kinds of FSsanas should,

therefore, be destroyed by some means or other.

The Mind, too, must be dissolved even as the FSsowSs

should be destroyed. The Vaidikas do not accept the

definition
.
of the Mind, as given by the J&rto’fca, that

the Mind is an eternal substance of atomic dimension, as,

in that case, the dissolution of the Mind can hardly be.

accomplished. On the other hand, the Mind is, to them,

that substance which has parts, which is not eternal,

which is ever capable of transforming itself, like lac,

gold and such other things, into various forms. The

Vajasaneyins (Brhad-S,ra/}yakopam§ad) thus define its

nature and bear testimony to its existence. “ Desire, Will,

Doubt, Belief, Disbelief, Eesoluteness, Irresoluteness,

Shame, Intelligence, Fear,^—all these make up the Mind.”

(B?. 1, 5, 3.) So much about its nature. In other words these

transformations, beginning with Desire, coming about as

occasions arise, are quite clearly perceived directly by the
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"Witness, as earthenware, etc., are directly by the eye.

The material cause of all these percepts is, therefore, the

Mind. The testimony for its existence is thus set forth

in the same place :
“ I had my Mind engaged elsewhere,

so I did not see; I had my Mind engaged elsewhere,

so I did not hear.” (By. 1, 5, 3.) “ One sees through

the Mind, through the Mind one hears.” (Br. 1, 5, 3.)

The meaning of the above is this. Here, through the

application of the Anvaya (positive) and Vyatireka

(negative) methods, is borne out the existence of that

common cause (the Mind) of perception of all objects,

by the attention or want of attention of which a pot

exposed to full light and in the direct range of the eye,

or a Vedic Mantra loudly repeated in the direct range

of the ear, is perceived or not perceived. (Says the S'ruti)

:

“ Hence also, one touched on the back perceives through

the Mind ” (By. 1, 5, 3.) would be an illustration. “ Hence ”

means—Shaving thus established the existence of the Mind,

both by the definition of its nature and the testimony of

its existence. Devadatta, though touched upon his back

by some one, feels the touch particularly as of the hand,

the fingers, and so on. The eye does not see the spot,

while the skin can cognize but the hardness or softness

of the touch and no more ; whence it would follow, by

elimination, that the Mind alone is the cause of such

particular knowledge. It is called Manas from its func-

tion of simple thinking; it is called Citta when it

localizes the sensation, in other words, performs an act

of perception. Citta is of the form oi Sattva, Bajas and

Tamas, as radiance, outgoing energy and delusion are

to be seen there. Radiance and the rest are pointed out

as results of these forms in t^e description of a QwriMilta
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(in ib.% Bhagavad-gUa)-, for it says: “ (He), O PAndava

!

(who hateth not) radiance, (nor) outgoing energy, (nor)

even delusion, etc.” (B. G. XIV, 23.) So also the Sarfikhya :

“ Radiance, outgoing energy and delusion are mentioned

as principal guides.” “ Eadiance ” here means intelli-

gence, wisdom, not the form, white and shining, for it

has been said

:

“Prom. Battva wisdom is born and also greed from
Rajas', heedlessness and delusion are of Tamas and also

unwisdom.” (B. G. XIV, 17.)

Bliss too, is, like wisdom, a result of Sattva, for, we
have it

:

“ Sattva attacheth to bliss, Rajas to action, O Bharata I

Tamas, verily, having shrouded wisdom, attacheth, on the
contrary, to heedlessness.” (B. G. XIV, 9.)

The Gunas, constantly changing their form one after

another in a series, like the waves of the ocean, allow

any one of themselves to gain mastery over the rest,

which stand neutralized for the time. It has been said :

“ Now Sattva prevaileth, having overpowered Rajas
and Tamas, O Bharata 1 no'vr Rajas, having overpowered
Sattva and Tamas; and now Tamas, having overpowered
Sattva and Rajas.” (B. G. XIV, 10.)

Also

:

“ They destroy themselves and become destroyed like

the waves of the ocean.”

When Tamas predominates, there arises the Life of

the Lower Self : the predominance of Rajas gives sway

to the three VUsavMs relating to the World, etc.; when
Sattva gains mastery, the Life of the Higher Self is

established. It has been said with this in view

:

“When the wisdom-light streameth forth from all the
gates of the body, then it may be known that Sattva is

increasing.” (B. G- XIV, 11,)
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Though the “ Inner Sense ” (Mind) appears to be

endowed with all the three properties, its principal

material cause is 8attva alone; and JRajas and Tamas

are only accessories. Hence it is, that Sattva is the

residual native form of the Mind of a man of Gnosis,

when he has done away with Bajas and Tamas, through

application to Yoga. It has been said with this in mind

:

“ The Mind of the man of Gnosis is no Mind at all, for,

such Mind is called Sattva.”

This Sattva, being void of all Rajas, the cause of

fickleness, is always one-pointed. It is also very subtle

in consequence of its being void of Tamas, the cause of

the gross forms assumed by the Not-self, the child of

false Imagination. Hence this Sattva is fit to receive the

Light of the Atman. Says the “ It is seen with

the one-pointed and subtle intellect by men of subtle

vision.” (Katha. 1, 3, 12.) It is not possible to determine

the quality of jewels, pearls and the like, with the help

of a lamp, whose flame oscillates in the breeze
; nor can

a piece of fine cloth be sewn with a large crowbar, as

with a needle.

It is only this Sattva, which becomes the Citta of

the Non-yogins, when affected by i?ajas mixed with

Tapias, as it is roused into conciousness by the numerous

ideas which originate from the sense of duality. With
the preponderance of Tamas, this Citta gains in bulk, by

gathering to itself the elements which constitute the Life

of the Lower Self. Says VasiSTHA :

“ The Mind finds the elements of fattening itself, by-

imagining the Not-self to be the Self, by taking the body for
the Self, and also by attachment to child, wife and relatives.

The Mind certainly regales itself in the various dishes of
egoism, and fattens itself upon the thought, “ This is mine ”,
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by deriving pleasure from swirling in the filth of “ mine-ness ”

it creates. The numerous ways in which the world is looked

upon as a source of unmixed good, despite the various forms

of disease—mental and physical—obtaining there, the con-

ventionality which divides things into good and bad, affection,

greed, the acquisition of jewels, wealth and women,—all
these allurements tend to nourish and fatten the Mind. The
serpent of the Mind grows bulky on draughts of the milk of

avarice, by deriving strength from breathing in the

atmosphere of enjoyment and by exercising itself on (the

field of) faith.”

“Faith” here refers to the false faith one has in

the permanence of things which are really illusory.

“ Exercising ” is moving hither and thither. Thus is set

forth the nature of VhsanS, and Manas, the couple to be

got rid of.

Next, the Obliteration of VssanS, and the Dissolution

of the Manas are dealt with. Vasi§tha refers to the

method of bringing about the former in the folllowing :

“ Bondage is nothing but the bond of VasanBs, while
Liberation is but the Obliteration of such VasanUs. Having
given up all VUsanas, give up the Desire for Liberation as
well. Surrendering, first of all, the mental Fosaraas and
those relating to objects of enjoyment, set up the current of

pure VasanUs, such as Friendship and the like. Even though
outwardly attached to these, give them up from within.
Tranquil at heart and attaining mental equilibrium, remain
attached to Gnosis pure and simple. Get rid of even this,

which is, after all, conceived by the Mind and the Intellect.

Resting firmly on the residuum, abandon even the means
whereby you have given up all along.”

The words “ mental Yosands ” (MUnasa-vUsand.^) refer

to the three FssanSs mentioned before, viz., of the World,

Learning and Body. “
”, those relating

to objects of enjoyment, refer to the Life of the Lower

Self, consisting of hypocrisy, pride and the like. This

twofold division of YH^anOs is based on the weakness
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of the one and the strength of the other. Or, the basis

of such division may also be understood thus: By
“ objects ’’ are meant Sound, Touch, Form, Taste and Smell.

Mental FSsana is that impression which is born of the

desire for these ; Vo.sand,s relating to objects are im-

pressions born of actual enjoyment of desired things.

With this rendering before the mind, we may consider

the four ’ kinds of FSsanSs previously referred to, as

included in these two; for, there can be no other Fssanfl

beyond the (Mind) within and the (objects) without.

It may be asked: “how is it possible to ‘ give up
’

FSsands? For, FasaMs have no form such as would

permit of their being thrown out by the hand, as dust

and straw swept with a brush.” This need not trouble

you; for this giving up is as much possible, as the

“ giving up ” implied in fasts and vigils. Eating and

sleeping, which are natural occurrences in life, have no

form whatever and yet all keep fasts and vigils which

consist only of giving these up. The same may apply in

the present instance as well. If you say, the vow we
take, after muttering the prescribed Mantra “ Passing

this day without food, etc.” and the care we bestow

thereafter in keeping it up, make all the ‘ giving up
’

implied therein, we reply—" there stands nothing, no one

with a club, to prevent you from entering on the same

line of argument with regard to the ‘ giving up ’ in this

instance also.” For, the vow here consists in uttering the

formula of Renunciation (Pira^>a),^ after which you

may keep the vow with aU possible care. Those who
cannot pronounce the Fedic formula, may take the vow

^ Vi2 , of the Body, Learning, and the World, and Mental Vasanas,
^ See foot-note page 5.

i.M ^
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^

^

in their own vernacular. If you say, in fasts we do

not touch vegetables, soup, rice and the like, here too

there is the avoiding of all contact with flowers,

perfumery, women and the like. Whereas you have,

in the first instance, pastimes provided in the form of

listening to the exposition of the Puranas, worshipping

the gods, dancing, singing, playing on musical instru-

ments and the like, which all tend to draw the mind

away from hunger, sleep, or sloth, you have here the

corresponding provision of pastime for the mind in

“ Friendship and the rest ”. “ Friendship and the rest
”

are mentioned by Patafijali in his aphorisms: “The

Mind (becomes) clarified by the practice of Friendship,

Compassion, Complacency, and Indifference respectively,

towards Happiness, Misery, Virtue, and Vice.” (I, 33.) The

Mind is muddled by Love and Hate, and Virtue and Vice.

Patafijali thus defines Love and Hate :
“ That which dwells

on pleasure is Love.” (II, 7.)
“ That which dwells on pain is

Hate.” (II, 8.) A peculiar transformation of the mind of the

form “ May all kinds of pleasure be mine,” is concomitant

with pleasure of any kind enjoyed by one. Such enjoy-

ment (of pleasures of all kinds) is impossible for want of

adequate means, either well-known or revealed (only to

the Seers). The hankering after such pleasures muddles

the mind. If, however, such a one should show a

friendly disposition towards those who are happy and

should so far identify himself with them as to feel, that

they are aU his, the moment he feels himself in the full

enjoyment of their happiness, his hankering vanishes.

By way of illustration may be cited the case of a person

without a kingdom, who yet looks upon the kingdom

of his son or some other relative as his own. Hankering
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being thus put an end to, the Mind becomes transparent-

ly clear, like a river during the S'arad season,^ after

the rainy season is over.

The same is true of the transformation of the mind
which takes the form of “ May all such pain be never

mine This feeling of pain is, however, not easy to

be got rid of, as long as disease, enemies, tigers and

the like continue to exist ; nor is it entirely possible

to do away with the causes of pain. Thus, then, the

feeling of hatred or dislike consumes the heart like

fire. When, through the exercise of compassion for

every miserable being, one feels, that others, like himself,

should never experience pain of whatever kind, the Mind
becomes clear, as the hatred felt towards the enemies

and the like vanishes. Hence it has been said

:

“ Life is as dear to all beings as it is to oneself
;
the

wise feel compassion for every being, taking their own
selves as the standard (of comparison).”

Great men show how this can be achieved

:

“ May all be happy in this world ; may all enjoy
immunity from disease ; may all find themselves at their

best ; let no one come to grief.”

Moreover, all beings, by nature, never lean towards

virtue, but are prone to vice. It is said

:

“ Men love the benefits of virtue, but do not act

virtuously ; while abhorring the wages of sin, they persist

in committing it.”

These acts, virtuous and vicious, both lead to

Remorse ; the form of which, the describes

thus :
“ Ah ! why did I never do good, why did I indulge

m sin ? ” (Tai. 3, 9.) If one should feel exultant at the

sight of virtuous men, he would, out of such VUsand,

* The season between Autumn and Winter.
'
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(habit), turn, of bis own accord, to acts of Virtue with a

clear conscience. Similarly if he shows supreme Indiffer-

ence towards the sinful, he easily keeps himself off from

Sin. Thus, there being no cause for Eemorse, the Mind

gets clarified.

From the feeling of friendliness for those who are

happy, there follows not only absence of Attachment but

also the disappearance of Malice, Jealousy, and the like.

Malice is attributing Vice to Virtue. Jealousy is impati-

ence towards the superiority or Virtue of another. Wheri,

out of friendliness, the happiness of others is made our

own, how can there be Malice and the like ? The methods

of freedom from other vices of the same kind should be

inferred accordingly, in the same manner. When, by

cultivating the habit of feeling compassionate towards the

miserable, the feeling of hatred, which culminates in the

destruction of the enemy and the like, goes away from one,

along with it the Vanity begotten of his finding himself

in a position just the opposite of misery, (.e., happiness,

also vanishes. It is this Vanity which is referred to,

while speaking of egoism, under the Life of the Lower

Self:

“ I am the Lord, I am the enjoyer, I am perfect,

powerful, happy ;
‘ I am wealthy, well-born

; what other is

there that is like unto me ? ” (B. G. XVI, 14-15.)

The' question may arise :
“ You say that turning to acts

of Virtue is the fruit obtained by one who feels exalted

at the sight of virtuous men. Will not such a turn of

mind be quite inappropriate in a Yogin ? For, in a previous

passage dealing 'with the impure VOsana relating

to Learning, acts of Virtue have been included.” This need

\
not to be so, for, it is only acts of Piety done with a
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motive, such as J§td-pUrta, etc., that are included under*

that impure Vdsand,, as being causes of Re-embodiment.

The Virtue here implied is that result of the practice of

Toga v?hich, being “ neither white nor black,” does not lead

to re-embodiment. “ Being neither white nor black ” is thus"

referred to by Pataiijali :
“ Actions are neither white nor

black, in the case of Yogins-, they are of three, kinds, in

the case of others.” {IV, 7.) Karma with a motive, being
|

enjoined (by the Scripture), is white, Karma prohibited by

the Scripture is black, and that which partakes of both is

mixed Karma. All these three are found “ in the case of*

others ”, i.e., “ those who are not Yogins ”. These three

lead to three kinds of Re-embodiment. Says VlS'YA-

RBPACARYA:

“ By good deeds one attains divinity ; by bad deeds he
is reduced to the hellish state ; by a mixture of the two, viz.,

the virtuous and the sinful, he inevitably reaches the human
state.” (Nai. 1, 11.)

If you say, though Toga is not Black Karma, inas-

much as it is not prohibited, there is nothing to prevent

it from being white, it being enjoined (by the Scripture),

we demur. For, Toqa is described . as not-^eA^^e with a
.|

view to point out its being devoid of motive. Hence the
j

Yogin's exclusive preference to all action tending to be

neither white nor black, viz., Virtue.

If you still say, on this assumption, even Yogins, by

feeling exultant to the requisite extent at the sight of

virtuous men, will turn only to acts of Virtue, we say let

them by all means do so, for, those only are real Yogins,

who clarify the Mind with Friendship and the rest. The

four qualities comprised in “ Friendship and the rest”

bear an implication. In additiqn to these, the Life of the
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Higher Self, comprising “
Fearlessness, Cleanness of life,”

etc., the means of Gnosis, viz.,
“ Humility, unpretentious-

ness,” etc., and the characteristics of the Jlvan-mukta,

Sthita-prajna and others, detailed in the previous Chapter,

all these are implied, as all these, being of the form of

pure FSsawSs, tend to destroy all impure VCLsancLs

whatever.

If you say, “ There are any nuniber of pure VcLsaniis

;

they cannot all of them be cultivated by one, and the

attempt to so cultivate them will prove useless, ” it is

not so. For, it is impossible for the innumerable impure

Fasanas, that could be obliterated by these, to take

hold of one’s mind. It is not possible for one man to

try on himself all the medicines mentioned in the

Ayur-veda I nor is it ,at all likely that all the diseases,

for curing which these medicines are prescribed could

catch hold of the body of one and the same person. It

being so, one should examine his own Mind and should

then apply himself to the cultivation of such pure

Vhsands, as are thought necessary to counteract the

impure Vdsancls, in relation to their number and duration.

As one, harassed by children, friends, wife and the like,

feels much disgust for them all and betakes himself to

Renunciation, so should one, afflicted with the impure

Vdsanas, such as, Arrogance begotten of learning. Opu-

lence, Pedigree and the like, cultivate “ Discrimination
”

to counteract them. Discrimination has been pointed out

by JAITAKA :

“ Those who, to-day, are at the head of the great, sink,

in course of time, to the lowest depth. Alas, O Mind!
Wherefore dost thou place such implicit faith on greatness ?

Whither has gone the fabulous wealth of emperors ? Where
are the innumerable worlds created by Brdhmd ? The old
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order of things have found their way to Oblivion^ Why
then this foolish faith of thine ? Millions of Brahmas have
come and gone. Myriads of heavens have vanished one after

the other. Potentates have been turned into dust. What
hold have I then on this life? Persons, by the closing or

opening of whose eyelids worlds were created or destroyed,

have passed out of memory. Why then should the existence

of persons of my type be reckoned with ?
”

It may here be asked: “This Discrimination

precedes the rise of Onosis, as knowledge of the

Brahman is not possible without employing means, such

as, discriminating between the Eternal and the Non-

eternal. We are now dealing with the employment of

means, such as the Obliteration of FSsanSs, so as to enable

the Knower of ihe Brahman to enjoy the Bliss of Jivan-

mukti. While so, the introduction of Discrimination at

this stage will be tantamount to dancing at the wrong

moment, i.e., thoroughly out of place.” No such mistake

has really been committed. The knowledge of the

Brahman comes to one, only after the mastery of the

four means.’ This is the reputed royal road common to all

nlen. In the case of Janaka, however, through the matu-

rity of previous merit, Onosis dawned upon him suddenly,

as a result of his having heard the Siddha-glta, even like

the fall of a fruit from heaven. Thence Discrimination

had to be resorted to, for acquiring peace of Mind.

Therefore Discrimination has been introduced quite in

its proper place. If still it be said : As Discrimination

follows immediately after Onosis, there being no

impure VSLsavBs at the time, the cultivation of

pure VcLsanas is not essential, we say, it is not

^ The four means are: (Discrimmation), (Desireless-

ness), ^at-sampatti (Acquisition of the six Eequisites) and Mumuk^utva (the

Desire for Liberation)

.
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SO. For, though, in the case of Janaka, there was
no recurrence of impure VSsanSs, Yajfla-valkya,

Bhagl-ratha and others had enough of such recurrence.

In Yajfla-valkya and in his opponents, Usasta, Kahola

and others, there was considerable arrogance of learning,

for, they took part in disputation with the object of

vanquishing their opponents. If you say, they were

learned in some lore other than Brahma-vidya, we say

no ; for the questions and answers exchanged in the

progress of the debate, refer distinctly to the Brahman.

We cannot also accept the suggestion that, though

referring to the Brahman, these men had only superficial

and not real knowledge of the same
;

for, that line of

argument would lead to the conclusion that the knowledge

we have had from their words and instructions, is also

unreal. Nor is the idea worth entertaining that, though

real, their knowledge must, at least, have been indirect
;

for, we find therein questions referring exclusively to

Direct Cognition (of the Brahman) in words such as “ that

which is directly, and not indirectly, cognized” and so

on. You may yet say: the Acarya does not tolerate

Pride of Learning in the Enowers of the Self, as witness,

what he says in the C/pa^s'a-sSMsrt

:

“ He alone is the Knower of the Self and no one else,

who has, in the aforesaid manner, given up the idea that he
knows the Hrafemam (IJp. 12,13.)

and also what is said in the Nai$karmya~siddhi :

“ The Knower of the Self has no pride of such know-
ledge, for pride belongs to the Life of the Lower Self ; if the
Life of the Lower Self should affect the Knower, Realization

of the Rraknon will be of no use whatever to him.”

Granting that it is so, it does not matter, for, the

“Knowledge” implied in these quotations is Knowledge
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which ends in ; nor Would we concede that

there is Pride of Learning in If you say,

there can be no Light of the in those, who^^^^^
^ ^

engage themselves in debate with a view to v^quish
^

^

their opponents, as witness, what even the Acarya

has said

;

“ Attachment to any one of the many fields, wherein
the Mind exercises itself, is the surest sign of Ignorance ; how
can verdancy be expected in a tree, that conceals a consuming
fire in its hollow ? ” (Nai. 4,67.)

We demur, for, he himself grants these very things

in the words

:

“ Let Attachment and the like by all means remain ;

their mere existence can certainly give no offence
;
for, like

the serpent deprived of its fangs, what can Avidya do ?
”

(Va. IV, 4746.)

Further, there is no mutual inconsistency between

the two ;
for, it is possible to understand both these

positions with reference to the Ascetic of the well-poised

mind {Sthita-prajna) and the mere man of Onosis. If

you argue that Attachment and the like in men of Qnosis,

will lead to their future embodiment, through merit or •'

demerit, the answer is that it need not be so, for, like i

unbaked seeds, only^ Desire and the like, begotten of /
^

I^orance, lead to future birth, through Attachment and

the like. On the other hand, in the man ol Q7iosis there

is the mere semblance of Attachment and the like, even

as seeds already baked on fire are but seeds in name. It

has been said with this in view

:

“ Attachment and the like, even when they come into

existence, are burnt up by the fire of Discrimination then and
there. Where, then, is the chance of their sprouting up ?

”

(Panca. 7.)
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If you maintain, " In that case, let us concede Attach-

ment and the like even to the Ascetic of the well-poised

mind”, we emphatically repudiate it; for, even verisi-

militude proves harmful. For instance, the rope-snake is

known to cause as much fear, for the time being, as a

real snake. If you further urge that there is no harm

in acting on the assumption, that you deal with a mere

semblance of reality, we say “ Long life to you! ”

for, this is verily what we have recognized as

muML
(To revert then to the point at issue) : yajfia-valkya,

while engaged in debate, was surely not in this condition

(Jlvan-mukti), because he was about to enter upon the

Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened, with a view to obtain

peace of Mind. He shows, not only the Desire to win a

victory, but also his Greed-of-gold; for, while carrying

away the prize of a thousand cows adorned with costly

jewels offered to the various Knowers of the Brahman
there assembled, he says “ We salute the best one among
the Knowers of the Brahman

; only we have eager long-

ing for these cows.” (Br. 3, 1, 2.) If it be thought

that this was only a euphemistic style of expression,

adopted by him to insult the other Knowers of the

Brahman assembled, this will add another fault;

for, the other Knowers of the Brahman, finding

themselves deprived of the prize by him, flew into

anger, while he—Yajfla-valkya-—quite beside him-

self with anger, cursed S'akalya to death. But, all

the same, it should not be supposed that such a

heinous sin, as killing a Brahmana, would bar his Libera-

tion ; for, say the Kau^ltakins :

“ He loses not that state

by any act whatever, whether it be Matricide, Patricide,
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Theft or Foeticide.” (3, 1.) S'BSA, too, says in his iTryS-

panccl^lti :

“ The Knower of the Absolute Truth, being^ ever pure,

is never affected either by the merit or the demerit resulting

from the performance of a hundred thousand horseTsacrifices

or the murdering of an equal number of Brahmanas, respect-

ively.” (77.)

No useful purpose will be served by dwelling longer

on the theme. Even,reputed Knowers of the Brahman,

like Yajfla-valkya and others, are subject to the influence

of impure VasanU,. Vasistha, in an episode (of the great

work, the Yoga-vU,si$tha) speaks of Bhagl-ratha, who,

though he knew the Truth, while engaged in ruling over

his kingdom, finding himself unable to command peace

of mind owing to the impact of impure Vcisanas, re-

nounced everything and then only obtained relief. Hence

it follows, that one should carefully diagnose the defects

due to impure VUsand,, even as he would examine, in a

carping spirit, the faults in others and then apply him-

self to remedy the disease. With this in view, the Smrti

has it

:

“ If a man of the world, who is bent on picking holes
in the character of others, should, in the same manner, expend
his skill in analysing his own, whosoever would not be liber-

ated from the Bonds (of Ignorance) ?
”

If, in the first place, it be asked, what is the remedy

for the Pride begotten of Learning, it is essential to know
which is meant, whether it is the Pride felt by one, in

tending to impress others with their inferiority, or to the

Pride which others feel, tending to bring about acceptance

by one of his own inferiority. If it is the first, one must

constantly have, before his Mind, the idea, that such Pride

13
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will somewhere be crushed. For instance, ffveta-ketu,

puffed with the Pride of his Learning, went to the court

of King Pravahapa, but stood dumbfounded, when
questioned by the Prince on the topic of Pancn.gni-vidya,

of which he (S'veta-ketu) was ignorant. On being taken

to task by the Prince, he returned crest-fallen to his

father and expressed great sorrow at his defeat. The
father, who was devoid of such Pride, thereupon sought

the favour of the self-same Prince and obtained that

Vidya of him. Impetuous Balaki also, being taken to

task by King Ajata-s'atru, gave up his Pride and turned

the other’s pupil. Usasta, Kahola and others entering

into a disputation through Pride, were all ousted in

argument. If the Pride proves to be of the second kind,

that is to say, if it appears in some one other than

ourselves’ and tends to make us feel our inferiority at

every step, the best course will be to think, “ The other

man is simply beside himself with Pride
; let him slander

or insult me; either way I cannot come to grief”. Hence

it has been said : .

“If they slander the Self (in me), they slander only
themselves, of themselves ; if they slander my body, they
would be looked upon by me as my friends. How can the
intellect of that sharp Yogin, whom slander and insult verily
serve to embellish, be overpowered at all, by the babble of
idle prattlers ?

”

In the Nai^harmya-siddhi also it has been said:

“ What does it matter to him, who has cast off excreta,
as some unclean thing, not worthy of being retained in the
body, if some one should descant on its unclean nature ? In
the same manner, when the gross and the subtile bodies have
both been given up by one, through Discrimination, if one
should find fault with them, what recks the Knower for such
Slander? Grief, Joy, Fear, Anger, Ambition, Illusion. Desire,
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Birthj Death and the like, belong to egoism not to the Self,’"

(NaL2,1647j

Slander is, spoken of as .an embellishment , in the

JMnUhku^a :

' '

‘'When men desirous of: achieving a high ideal, give
up even .wealth acquired with considerable pains, with a view
to satisfy others, I would consider it a real blessing, brought
about without any effort of mine, if men should derive: satis-

faction in speaking ill of me. In .this world, where we
stumble upon poverty of spirit at every step, and which is

devoid of happiness of any kind,' if any one should find

pleasure in speaking ill of me, let him by all' means indulge
himself in doing so, either in-.my presence.or behind my back ;

for^-: in this world of all-misery, it is very hard to come across
even a single occasion for pleasure/’

The S'ruti enjoins insult as an ornament in these

words:

“ Without deviating from the path of rectitude, the
Yogin should so conduct himself, as to cause people to avoid
his company in sheer disgust.”

; Even as the two varieties of .Pride of Learning,

subjective and objective/ seen in Yajfia-valkya, 'Dsasta

and others, have to be got rid of by proper Discrimination,

so also should Greed-of-gold and likewise Anger. The

necessity for applying Discrimination in the matter of

the acquisition of wealth is thus explained

:

“There is considerable trouble involved in the
acquisition of wealth, likewise in its preservation ; should it

be lost or squandered, there results extreme anguish. 0 fie

upon wealth, the producer of misery in every way !

”

Anger, again, is of two kinds : Anger in one’s self

pertaining to others, and Anger in others pertaining to

one’s self. With regard to the first it has been said

;

“While thou art angry with one, who does thee harm,
why doest thou not feel vexed at the passion itself, which is

the inveterate foe of the four ohief aims of D/iarma (Moral
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;

^

.
Excellence), Ar#?ia (Wealth), Karm^ (Noble Desire), and Ifo^r^a

(Liberation)? How can Anger, which completely blocks the,

way of one who seeks to attain Moral Excellence, Fame and
Wealth, which serves no useful purpose whatsoever, which
would altogether consume the body of its victim and which is

by no means conducive to well-being, either in this or the

other world,—how can it seek harbour in the minds of

the wise ?"”

With reference to the second kind of Anger it has

been said

:

“ One cannot, with any sense of propriety, give room
to the thought :

“ I have offended none. Why should people
be Jealous of me?” For, he has to consider as his gravest

i

offence his inability so far to secure freedom from future
^ incarnation. My salutation to the god of Anger, the merciless

consumer of his own seat, the bestower of the boon of

detachment to me, the victimized devotee at his shrine, and
the great teacher who has imparted to me an insight into my
own faults.”

Attachment to wife and child should also be got

rid of, in the same manner as Greed for gold and Anger.

VasistHA refers to Discrimination as applied to women
thus-:

“ What is there of an auspicious nature in the cage-
like automaton of a woman,

—

b, veritable doll of flesh, Jointed
with knots made of muscles and bones ? Scrutinize her eyes
closely and see, after an analysis, if there is, after all, anything
charmingly beautiful about the membraneous sheaths, muscle,
blood and tears composing them. Why, then, are you enam-
oured of them in vain ? Her breast, whereon the movements,
hither and thither, of the pearl-necklace, are comparable,
in point of elegance, to the swift waters of the Ganges rolling
down the summits of mount Meru, the self-same toeast of a
damsel is, however, voraciously devoured, when occasion
arises, by dogs, on the cremation ground situated in some
out-of-the-way spots, even like a small ball of rice. Wearing
the soot-like locks of hair and therefore best left untouched,
though attractive to the eye, women, who are the veriest
flame of the fire of sin, consume men like so much straw. It

is woipen who, though appearing all Juicy and green, are
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verily devoid of grace
.

and who, by their attractive looks,

allure men to their destruction and feed the fires of hell

raging in a far off region. They are, verily, traps laid by the

bird-catcher Cupid, to catch his bevy , of birds, viz.^ unsophisti-

cated men. Woman is the treacherous bait, attached to the

line of impure latent desires, to catch men, who are, so to say,

so many fish in the pond of birth and death, wallowing in the

mire of the mind. Enough with woman—the treasure-chest,

wherein the serene gems of the deadliest sins are kept and
the endless chain of torturing misery. Made up of flesh here,

blood there and bones in. a third place, this female form,
O Brahman 1 after all disentegrates in a few days. He
feels the desire for intercourse, who has a woman about him.
Where is the scope for such enjoyment to the womanless ?

Abandon her and you abandon the whole world ; by
abandoning the whole world, you find Supreme Bliss.”

Discrimination, as applied to Attachment towards

children, is thus set forth in the part (of the Panca-dasfl)

devoted to BrahmUnanda :

“The son, as long as he is not brought forth, gives a
lot of anxiety to his parents ; even when there is the prospect
of his coming, there is the anxiety created by the risk of
abortion, or parturitive pain; infantile fits and maladies
pursue him as soon as he is born; the fear of his turning
out a fool is a fruitful source of trouble during his childhood

;

he may prove to be a confirmed ignoramus, even after being
duly initiated by a teacher ; he may not find a suitable

partner in life, though he might have attained proficiency in

learning. Youth lays him open to the temptations of illicit

love. After he becomes a family-man, there is the constant
danger of poverty. Should he amass immense wealth, death
might possibly synchronize with it and snatch him away.
Thus there is no end to the parents’ misery !

” (65-67.)

As he does away with the impure Vtsands pertain-

ing to Learning, Wealth, AngerfWoman and Son by pro-

per discrimination, so also should he allay other similar

VUsann^s, by skillfully discriminating the evil attendant

on each of them and by having recourse to the re-

medies prescribed in the Bdstrm and out of his own
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resourcefulness. This being done, the highest condition,

characteristic of Jlvan-mukti, is within easy reach. Says

VaSISTHA, with this in view :

“If thou shalt put forth effort sufficient to destroy all

VasarMS, all thy ills, physical and mental, will dissolve of

themselves in a moment. Forcibly tearing thyself away
from Yasams, by strong personal effort, if thou fix thyself

to the condition (of harmonious evenness), then shalt thou
gain sufficient accesh to the highest state attainable.”

“ Personal effort ” here means Discrimination of the

evils attendant on objects
; and this has been described

before. Such Discrimination, though often exercised,

is as often baffled by the activity of the Senses, which

are, by nature, overwhelmingly powerful. Says the

LOED

:

“0 sun of Kunti ! the excited Senses of even a wise
man, though he be striving, impetuously carry away his

Mind. That one among the roving Senses the Mind yieldeth

to, hurries away the Understanding, just as the gale hurries

away a ship upon the waters.” (B. G. II, 60, 67.)

Such being the case, the Senses should be heldUnder

proper control, if Discrimination, once acquired, should

be preserved further. This has been hinted at, in the

same place, in the verses that follow

:

“ Having restrained them all. he should sit harmonized,
with Me as his supreme goal; for, whose Senses are
mastered, of him the Understanding is well-poised. There-
fore, 0 mighty-armed! whose Senses are alt completely
restrained from the objects of sense, of him the Under-
standing is well-poised.” (B. G. II, 61, 68.)

Says another yS'mrf*:

“ He is verily the typical Ascetic, whose hands and feet

are not restive, whose eyes and tongue are not restless;

control of these is the true mark of an adept.”
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The same has been explained in brief and at length

elsewhere thus :

'‘Tongue-less, impotent, lame, blind, deaf and mad
the mendicant with these six characteristics finds certain

Liberation. He is tongue-less, who, even while eating, does

not attach himself to the food, regarding it as agreeable or

disagreeable—and who above all, speaks moderately and
always tells the truth with a view to do good. He is

impotent, who remains as unaffected at the sight of a full-

blown woman of sixteen, as of a girl born this moment or a
dame bent low with the load of a hundred years. He
whose movements are confined to begging alms or answering
the calls of nature, and do not by any means exceed a
Yojana (five miles), is verily a lame man. He is the really

blind Saninyasin^ the ken of whose eye, whether standing
or walking, does not extend far beyond four yoke-lengths.

He who turns a deaf ear to words uttered within ear-shot

of him, however friendly, measured, pleasing or soothing
they may be, is said to be a deaf man. That Mendicant
who, though all alert and with his senses unimpaired,
behaves as if he is asleep, is said to be a mad man.
Such a one would not indulge in censure or praise, nor
sting any one to the quick, nor talk too much and would
treat all alike. He would never tete-a-tete with any woman,
nor recall to mind any one of the other sex seen before. He
would avoid all talk about her, and not consider her even in

a picture.”

As one who has taken a vow, such as eating only

at night, or fasting, or keeping silence and so on,

should carefully carry out the same without deviation,

so the Ascetic, firm in the vows of tongue-less-ness and

the rest referred to above, should take care to exercise

proper Discrimination. Thus, when “ Friendship and

other qualities ” have been established, through Dis-

crimination and Control of the Senses carried on for

a sufficient length of time, without break and with

ardour, comes about the Obliteration of impure impres-

sions of the form relating to the Life of the Lower Self.
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Then, even like the coming in and going out of the breath

or the twinkling of the eye, there arises in him a constant

flow of “ Friendship and the rest ” without any conscious

personal effort. Acting in the ways of the world, he

does not concern himself with the fullness or in-

sufficiency of the influence of those qualities, but lays

to rest, with great effort, acts such as Sleep, Langour,

Eeverie and the like. Having accomplished this, he

should apply himself to the study of the VcLsava of

“ Gnosis pure and simple.” Then, the entire universe

appears of itself, made up of animate and inanimate

things. Though the Senses have, as the very reason of

their being, the cognition of material things, such as

Sound, Touch and the like, as mentioned in the

text, “ The Self-existent turned the face of the Senses

away from him ;
” (Katha. 2, 1, 1.) still, inasmuch as

it is not possible to overlook Consciousness, which is the

material cause of all being, the material world appears

as it were with Consciousness as the back ground.

Even the S'ruti has it :
“ As It shines, every thing else

shines in unison. All this is illumined with Its light.”

(Katha. 2, 2, 15.) Having thus resolved that the Nou-

menon, the Transcendent Consciousness underlying all

phenomena—which appear in and after It—is the

natural and real form of everything, he should

cultivate in his mind “ the VcLsa-M of pure Gnosis ”, dis-

regarding the phenomena. This is rendered further

plain from the questions and answers of BALI and

S'UKRA

:

“ What is there here ? What is It in Itself ? What is It

made of ? Who are you ? Who am I ? What are these

worlds ? Pray explain this to me at once,” “ All this is Cit.
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(simple Gnosis)-, all this is (lit in itself ; all this is made of

at

;

thou art Cit and so am I ; nay these worlds too are

all Cit. In short the whole world is Cit.”

As a person, who is in need of gold, when buying a

bracelet (of gold), fixes his mind only on the weight and

colour of the thing and not on the beauty or otherwise

of its form, just in the same manner should the Mind be

fixed in Cit (simple Qnods). Till the consciousness

underlying phenomena is entirely obliterated and the

consciousness of simple Gnosis becomes as unconsciously

natural as the coming in and going out of breath, effort

to keep up the “ VcisanoL of simple Gnosis ” should not be

discontinued.

It may here be said, if “the V3sanS of simple

Gnosis,” which alone is sufficient to do away with impure

VSsanci, be cultivated even from the beginning, where is

the necessity for this crooked method of passing to it

through “ Friendship and the rest ” ? It cannot be so, for

in that case “ the VasanU of pure Gnosis ” cannot stand

on firm ground. The house, though provided with walls

and pillars, does not stand without a secure foundation ;

medicine conduces not to health, if taken without clear-

ing the stomach by administering proper purgatives, etc.

If you still argue “ Even as the text “ One should

give up even this” {i.e., the VS,sanci of simple Gnosis) has

it, apparently “ VcisanoL of simpleO'nosfs ’’ has also to be

given up like the rest ; this is however not possible, for,

there is nothing else in favour of which the Mind can

afford to give up this Fflsana ”, we reply, “ This is not

so ”. “ VcisarwL of simple Gnosis ” is of two kinds ; one

conceived through the Mind and Intellect and the other

subsisting without them. The “ Mind ” {Manas) is the

14
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instrument ;
the “ Intellect ” (Buddhi) is the Agent. “I

shall, with concenti’ated Mind, unerringly rivet my ima-

gination on to simple Gnosis”—this is the first kind of

ihe “ Vctsana of simple G^nosfs” arising from the co-

ordination of the agent and the instrument and called

Concentration {DhySLna), and it is this that has to be

given up (in favour of the higher process called Samtldhi

—^Trance). When, by constant practice, both the con-

sciousness of co-ordination of agent and instrument as

well as attention cease, there arises what is called Ecstasy

or Trance {Samcidhi), which has to be taken up (by the

Yogin as the next and last step). Patafijali thus defines

DhyUna and Samadhi : “The unity of the Mind with it

(the object) is Dhycina

;

the same, when conscious only of

the object, as if unconscious of itself, is Samadhi.” (Ill,

2, 3.) After getting confirmed in such Ecstasy with

long continuous and arduous application, he should

give up even the effort which has to be put forth,

for escaping the said co-ordination of agent and

instrument.

You may still argue : If so, the effort to give up this

must be given up and so on, leading to a regressus in

infinitum. We say no. For, the last effort we have just

mentioned, not only puts down what is desired to be put

down, but also itself, like pulverized Kataka. As pul-

verized Kataka, when added to turbid water, loses itself

by settling down along with the mud in the water, so

would the effort (for doing away with the co-ordination

of agent and instrument) put down, not only the con-

sciousness of the agent and the instrument, but also

itself. This being accomplished, the Mind stands emptied

of all Va,sancL whatever,: as pure VUsanas also would
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cease to exist, like the impure / ones. VasISTHA says,

with this very thing in view:

/‘ The Mind, therefore, experiences bondage through
Vasana; void of Vasana it is liberated. O Rama ! try, as
soon as possible, to acquire freedom from FasanS. Vasana
melts away, on developing the right type of Intuition. On
the Dissolution of Vasana the Mind is extinguished like the
flame of an oil-less lamp* He is the real who
is wide awake though asleep, who does not know any
waking and whose knowledge is ever free from all Fasawa.”

Also,

“ He who, though awake, keeps his Mind in a tranquil
state and not responding to the phenomenal world around,
as in sleep, and is eagerly sought after by the wise, even as

the Moon with his Kalas ^ is by the gods—such a one is here
known as the truly Liberated {Mukta), The Liberated with
a virile intellect, who, renouncing every thing from oif

his heart, stands ever free from all distraction, is himself the
great Is'vara, Let him attain the state of Samadhi or not,

let him observe the Karma prescribed to his Order or not, the
high-souled one stands still liberated, with a heart rid of all

attachment. With his mind cleared of all Vasana, he has
nothing whatever to do with performance or non-performance
of Karma, nor has he any concern with efforts to attain

Samadhi or with methods of performing Japa (such as by
telling the beads of a rosary, while mentally repeating
particular formulae). There has been enough of philosophy
studied, nay there has been enough of pondering over the

themes for a long time; yet the conviction, that there is

no condition higher than that Silence, which comes of the

abandonment of all Latent Desire, alone remains/’

It should not be thought that one, whose mind is

devoid of all V&sands, will be deprived of such intercourse

(with the world) as would conduce to his sustenance. Is

it intercourse through the eyes and other senses that is

thus thought of? Or is it intercourse through the Mind ?

The first is thus explained by UddALAKA :

“ The Senses, such as the eye, etc., tend, of themselves,

to function with their objects without, even in the absence of

1 Kalas means learning and artr as also the digits of the Moon.
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any Vasana to induce them to do so ;—whence it appears
:FaiSa«a is not the cause.” '

:

VaSISTHA explains the second thus :

the eye perceives the space and things presented

in space, in the course of nature, and feels no attachment
whatever, so should the wise man of firm intellect engage
himself in all action whatever,”

The same sage argues in favour of enjoying with

such intellect ”, all such experience as may come from

previous Karma

:

“ Enjoyment, well enjoyed through Gnosis^ conduces to

supreme contentment; the thief, admitted into companion-
ship with the full knowledge of his being a thief, turns out
to be more a friend than a thief. As wayfarers, coming
upon a village-festival without having at all expected it,

see and enjoy the bustle, so do those ivho knoio look upon
and enjoy all the glory of wealth and pleasure.”

He points out, how those without VSsancl could be

distinguished from those with Vasana, even at the

moment of actual enjoyment, thus

:

“ They are not dejected by adversity, like the gold-lotus

in the night
;
they attend to nothing but the actual present,

joyfully treading the way of the wise. Constant fullness (of

the heart), unruffled and peacefully pleasant, such as of the
moonlight ;““this they never forsake even in adversity, even
as the Moons do not forsake their native coolness. Constantly
remaining within limits and spreading over a vast expanse
at the same time, like the Ocean, the Great ones never swerve
from the path of Necessity, even like the Suns.”

Even JanakA is described to act in the same manner,

in moments when he is out of Trance

:

“Having remained long in the condition of (ecstatic)

Silence, Janaka, on regaining ordinary consciousness, be-

thought himself, with his Mind all at peace, of the life and
ways of men. “ What is worth being taken up by me in this

world ? What can I accomplish with effort ? What imaginings
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are possible for me, who am of the Consoiousness, self-

sustained and ever pure ? I desire not what I have not

I

care not to part from what I have; I stand in the Eternal;
Seif in me ; let that be mine, which has been mine ’*. Thus
taking thought, Janaka addressed himself, without the least’

attachment (to results), to whatever came up in the course
of duty, even like the Sun running his diurnal course. He
relates himself not with the future, nor with what has gone
by ; he lives the present out with a smiling heart.”

Thus, it is plain that on the Obliteration of

in the manner described, Jlvan-mukti of the kind explain-

ed herein, immediately follows.

End of the Second Chapter on “ Obliteration of VasanU.''



CHAPTER III

0¥ THE DISSOLUTION OF THE MIND

We now come to deal with the means of attaining

Jlvan-mukti, viz., the Dissolution of the Mind. Even

though, when the entire brood of VUsanUs stands ob-

literated in one, his Mind is obviously dissolved with it,

yet, if he should carefully devote himself to the

Dissolution of the Mind to the exclusion of every other

thing, further immunity from the Vasanas once oblitera-

ted will be secured. It should not be supposed, that constant

application to what has been set forth in the verses

“ Tongueless, impotent, etc.,” (in the previous Chapter)

would afford such immunity. For, it is only when
the Mind is dissolved, the necessity for the eiffort involved

in constant application to what is implied by “ Tongueless,

etc.,” altogether vanishes. If it be urged that the

requisite effort for the Dissolution of the Mind is also

there, we say, let it be so, as such dissolution is absolutely

necessary ;
for, application to “ Tonguelessness, etc.,”

would after all prove desultory and unsteady, without

the Dissolution of the Mind. Hence it is, that Janaka
speaks of the Mind as what ought to be dissolved in

the following;

“The Mind is, as it were, the root of the Tree of

Sarhsara (the Wheel of Birth and Death), with its innumerable
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sprouts, branches, fruits and leaves. I believe it to be none
other than thinking. By ceasing to tWnk, I parch the Mind
up, so as to parch up the Tim of Saihsara, lam awakened!
I am wide awake! I have now found out the thief, who has
stolen my Self 1 His name is Mind ; I shall presently inflict

the extreme penalty on him ; I have been subjected to severe

torture all along by him.”

Also VaSISTHA has said

:

“There is only one way of destroying this Tree of

Sarhsara, which bears all kinds of ills as fruit that is the
control of one’s own Mind. The rising of the Mind brings on
misery in its wake, while its dissolution brings on happiness

;

the Mind of the wise man is dissolved in no time ; while that
of the ignorant forms, as it were, his fetters. The midnight-
ghosts of Desires have their revels in one’s heart, only so long
as his Mind is not subdued by deep and constant application

to the one Truth. All Desires for enjoyment die out, even
like the lotus-bud fading away in the cold season, in him
who has lost all Pride and has held in powerful check his

Arch-enemy—the Senses. Pressing hand to hand, gnashing
teeth with teeth, curbing limb with limb—one should, at the
beginning, control one’s own Mind. On the face of this wide
earth, it is only those enlightened souls, that are not subdued
by their own Mind, that are really happy and deserve to be
numbered among heroes. My adoration to that Waneless,
Immaculate Soul, who rises with his full effulgence like the
Moon (after an eclipse), in the hole of whose heart lies inert

the coiled form of the serpent of the Mind, with its virulent

venom of Desires. The Mind is verily the nave of the Wheel
of Illusion. If one can withstand it in all possible directions,

it cannot affect him to the slightest extent.”

GAUPA-PADACARYA too has said

:

“ In the case of Yogins in general, the condition of

Fearlessness depends on the proper control of the Mind;
Freedom from Misery, the dawning of Wisdom and the

Attainment of endless Peace, likewise depend on it,” (3, 40.)

What Arjuna says in the following

:

“For the Mind is verily restless, O Kysna ! It is

impetuous, strong and difficult to bend. I deem it as hard to

curb as the wind.” (B. G. VI, 34.)
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applies to the Hatha-yoga. Whence Valmiki has' said

:

^ “The Mind is not capable of being subdued by one,

though he devotes his entire attention to it and assumes
Posture after Posture, over and over again, unless and until

he adopts the right plan. Even as a mad, wild elephant can-
not be brought under control by one without the iron hook,

so also the Mind, without adopting the right plan. Vasistha
has clearly set forth the various devices to be adopted by one
to bring about the Dissolution of the Mind. Whoever follows
them with care, will have complete sway over his Mind.
Control is considered to be attainable in one of two ways

:

by practices involving Physical or Mental Exercise. The first

consists in exercising control over the sensory and motor
organs. This leads, at times, to some sort of control over the

Mind, whereby it is dissolved. Application to Spiritual

Science, Company of the good, entire Abandonment of Latent
Desire, Restraining the flow of Breath—these are some of the

most effective means of mental training leading to the

control of the Mind. Those, who, while these means are
available, try to control it through physical practices, are
very much in the position of persons vainly trying to dispel

darkness with dark collyrium, losing sight of the lamp. Fools,

who set about gaining mastery over the Mind through physi-
cal practices, are very much in the position of persons trying*

to bind the mad leader of elephants with the gossamer of the
lotus-stalk.’*

Control is of two kinds: Control-by-vehemence and

Control-by-degrees. In the first, the Sensory Centres of

the eye, ear and the rest—as also the Motor Centres of

the throat, hands and the rest—are controlled by sheer

force, when sufificient check is brought to bear on

the corresponding external organs of each. From the

analogy of the Senses, a fool is often lead into the

delusion, that he could control the Mind too by similar

means. But he is incapable of controlling it ; for, it is

entirely impossible for him to bring any external control

to bear upon the seat of the Mind, the lotus-like

Heart-centre. Hence, Control-by-degrees is the only
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possible means to this end. “Application to Spiritual

Science ” (Onosis) and the rest, are themeans to be adopted

for Control-by-degrees. Onosis enlightens one as to the

illusory nature of phenomena and the self-effulgent

nature of the Noumenon. When such is the case, the

Mind comes to realize the inutility of the phenomena

within its ken and the inscrutability of the one real Sub-

stance—the Noumenon—and is thus, forever, laid at rest, of

its own accord, like fire not fed with fuel. The S'ruti has it

:

“ As fire, not fed by fuel, subsides into its source, so,

indeed, does the Mind die out into its source, with the cessation

of transformations of any kind.” (Mai. 4, 4.)

The “ source ” here means the Self.

“ Company of the good ” is the only remedy for those

who, though often taught, are unable to correctly grasp

the Truth, as well as those who forget it, as often as

they grasp it. The “ good ” constantly inculcate the

Truth, and also recapitulate it for the benefit of others.

He who is afflicted with the evil VcisanM of Arrogance,

born of much Learning and the like and does not take

pains to seek the Company of the good, must have

recourse to the process of Discrimination previously

described, to eradicate all Vasanas from his heart. If

Vasanas prove too powerful to be thus put out, the

remedy to be sought consists in the “ Restraint of the flow

of Breath ;

” for, inasmuch as the flow of Breath and

Vasana, both of them, act as incentives to the functioning

of the Mind, restraint of the Mind follows upon restraint

of these two. The incentive nature of the two is thus

touched upon by VaSISTHA :

“ Flow of breath and strong FSsana are the two seeds

of the Tree of the Mind, tangled with the numerous trans-

formations. Flow of Breath quickens Consciousness which
15

.

' »k
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is all-pervading ; from tbis active quickening spring endless

agonies.”

As the smith blows upon live-fuel covered with

ashes, with a pair of bellows and, in consequence of the

blast, the fire bursts into a bright blaze, so does Conscious-

ness, covered by Ignorance, which stands in the place of

the fuel and is the material cause of the Mind, on being

energized by the flow of Breath, quicken itself into

innumerable transformations of the Mind. From this

quickening, viz., blazing out of Consciousness into what

are known as transformations of the Mind, arise all

ills. This is one phase of the generation of the Mind,

brought about through the flow of PrWrpa (Vital Breath).

The same Sage describes another phase of the generation

of the Mind thus

:

“0 child of the Raghus 1 Listen to the other phase of
the generation of the Mind, wherein Vasaria takes part and
which is produced by simple ideation in Consciousness and
experienced through Imagination. The Mind, which is the
cause of birth, decay and death, is born in all its fickle nature,
through exclusive thinking of objects constantly experienced.”

Not only are (the flow of) PrQ,na and VcLsari&s thus

the causes of the (generation of) the Mind, but they are

reciprocally the causes of each other as well.

Says VasistHA ;

“The flow of Prana depends on Vasaria, which, in its

turn, re-acts on the other; whence these two stand in the

relation of the seed and the sprout to the tree of the Mind.”

Hence does he speak of the vanishing of both, from

the vanishing of either : •
.

.

“ Two are 'the seeds of the Mind—^flow of the Breath
and Latent Desire ; on the vanishing of either, both of theiri

disappear- in no time.” --
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Thus are set forth the means of controlling the one

and rooting out the other, as well as the results attained

therefrom:

“Flow of iVS^a is oontrolled through constant and
steady application to PrUnayama, with such tact as the teacher
may prescribe, accompanied by the Yogas of proper Posture
and Diet. VUsatia is rendered ineffective by performing the
duties of every-day life without any Attachment, by chasing
out all ideas of worldly things from the Mind, and by ever
keeping in mind the perishable nature of the body. The
Mind becomes No-mind, when YUsann is rooted out and control
is established over the flow of breath. Such being the case,

you are free to choose either of the two. The form of the
Mind, I take it, is something like this, 0 Raghava ! the
intense and interested brooding within, over any objective
thing, in such a manner as to create an imaginary subjective
actuality of the object. The functioning of the Mind ceases,

when once Imagination, about things acceptable or otherwise,
ceases and quiescence is attained, on one’s having given up
every cause of disturbance. The condition known as Arnan-
astn (mindlessness), conducive to profound peace, is attained,

when the Mind does not function at all, owing to the
Obliteration of Fasaraa.”

The impossibility of peace in the absence of

“ mindlessness ” is thus set forth

:

“ Neither friends, nor relatives, neither teachers, nor
others can help him, who has no power over his Mind, which
obsesses him like a FaA:§a (evil spirit).”

Of the Yogas of “ Posture ” and “ Diet ” spoken of

above, the what, the how and the wherefore of Posture

is thus described in three aphorisms by Patafljali:

“ Posture is that which is steady and easy.” “ By Slacken-

ing effort and by Meditation on Ananta.” “ Thence, no

assaults from the pairs of opposites.” (11,46-48.) Any
Posture, such as the Padma or the Svastika brother posi^

tion of the body, which one finds easy and comfortable,

as causing uo strain or pain in any of the limbs and
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which keeps the body in a condition so steady as to be

free from jerks or tremblings,, is to him the best Posture

to be taken. The ordinary means of accomplishing this

is “ the Slackening of effort ”, that is to say, one should

have recourse to the slackening of the mental fervour

which leads to energetic action, such as moving about,

attending to household duties, going to places of

pilgrimage, taking baths, offering sacrifices, etc. Other-

wise, this mental fervour is sure to overpower the body

and lead it off in some direction or other. The extra-

ordinary means of attaining it (a comfortable Posture)

is “ Meditation on the Armiita ”, viz., such attitude of the

Mind as would take the form of “I am the self-same

serpent S'e^a (or Ananta) who stands unmoved, supporting

the globe of this earth on his thousand hoods.” By this

means is generated that subtle attitude, which easily

procures the requisite Posture. Posture being gained,

one is no longer assailed by the “ pairs ” of opposites,

such as, cold and heat, respect and contempt, etc., as

before. The proper place for such Posture is described

by the S'rvAi thus

:

“One taking a comfortable Posture, in some solitary-

place, with extreme (bodily and mental) purity and holding
his neck, head and- chest in a line.” (Kai. 4.)

“ In a place, even, pure,, free from pebbles, fire and
sand, as also free from noise and devoid of any great
watercourse, always pleasant and never painful to look at,

one should assume his posture, in some cave, sheltered from'
the breeze.” (S've. 2, 10.)

Thus far the Yoga relating to “ Posture.” The Yoga

relating to “ Diet ” consists in Temperance in food.

Says the B'rMff

:

“ The Yogin should ever ayoid over-bating or starvation,”
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The Lord too says

:

“ Verily Yoga is not for him, who eateth too ranch, nOr
who abstaineth to excess, nor who is too much addicted to

sleep, nor even to wakefulness, 0 Arjuna ! Yoga killeth out
all pain, for him who is regulated in eating and amusement,
regulated in performing actions, regulated in sleeping and
waking.” (B. G. VI, 16, 17,)

The Dissolution of the Mind through restraint of

PrU'na {Prci'iiayStma) by one who has gained a steady

Posture is thus set forth in the SvetSi^vatara :

“ Holding the three * erect, keeping the body well-

poised, impoun^ng all the Senses into the Heart, through the
Mind ;

thus should the Knower row across in the boat of

Brahman'^ to the other side of the terrific waters of the river

—(of the Great Illusion). He should, for this purpose, apply
himself to the Restraint of Breath, directing his activities in

the normal way and should accustom himself to breathe in

through the nose, when the Prana (Breath) has been exhaust-
ed. The Knower should exercise vigilant check over his

Mind, even as a clever charioteer would, over his chariot

yoked to restive horses.” (Hve. 2, 8, 9.)

To two Orders belong Yogins

;

those devoid of the

Life-of-the-Lower-Self, consisting of Pride of Learning and

the like, and those bound to such life. Of the two, when

the Mind of one of the first Order is retrained by Medita-

tion on the Brahman, his Breath, which is invariably

bound up with his Mind, is likewise restrained. The

verse beginning with “ Holding the three erect ” relates to

such a one. In the case of the second, when the Breath

of one of that Order is held under control, his Mind,

which is invariably bound up with the Vital Breath, is

also held under coritrol. The verse, “ He should, for this

purpose, apply himself to, etc.,” relates to him. The

^ Head, neck and chest*

^ The Word of Glory,—Aum—symbolic oi Brahman is here meant, as the

one syllable on -which the Knoww should contemplate*
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method of restraining the Breath will presently be

described. When, this restraint is accomplished, one

secures the
“ normal direction of activities ”

;

and the

activity of the Mind, such as Pride df Learning and the

rest, is altogether restrained. An illustration, to elucidate

the check exercised by Restraint of Breath over the acti-

vity of the Mindy is thus given in another place

:

“As smelting separates the pure metal from the ore

dug up from a mountain and burns up all the dross, so is

burnt up all the evil arising out of the improper functioning
of the Mind, due to the influence of Latent Desire, through
Restraint of Breath.” (A, Na., 7.)

This is justified by VasisTHA thus :

“ Flow of Breath is identically the same as the activity

of the Mind ; the wise should, therefore, seriously put forth the

best effort towards regulating the former.”

The gods presiding over the Mind, Speech, the Eye

and other Senses, having taken the vow of unceasingly

fulfilling, each his own functions, were all swallovs^ed up

by Death assuming the form of sheer Exhaustion. He
(Death) however did not assail the presiding deity of

PrcLria (Vital Breath). Hence it is, that this PrSvja,

though constantly going out and coming in, never feels

the fatigue of its activity. It was, then, that the gods,

after due deliberation, assumed the form of Pra'ria.. The

same is being thus chanted by the Fs^asanei/ms : “This

(PrctTia) is verily the best among us; he who feels no

pain, whether in motion or at rest, and never goes to

decay. Lo ! let us all assume his forna. So saying, all of

them assumed his form. Hence, they are called after

him, Pranas.” (Br. 1, 5, 21). Hence, it follows, 'that the

Senses are but /or?n§ of tliis Yital Breath, that is to say,
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they are dependent oh the Breath for their functioning.

This too has been set forth in the Antar-yUmi-brOJimana,

while speaking of the “ 0 Gautama ! Mr
indeed is that BUtra (thread) j this world and the next,

nay, all beings whatever, are held together by this thread

of Air; hence again, O Gautama ! a man is said to be

dead, when all his limbs get loose, the thread of this vital

Air alone having bound them together once.” (Br. 3, 7, 2.)

Thus, the flow of PrSina and the functioning of

Manas (the Mind) being concomitants of each other,

the control of the former leads to the control of the

latter.

It may here be argued, that this concomitance is

not borne out, as, in sleep, the Mind does not appear to

function, though the flow of Breath has not ceased. It is

not so, for, the Mind, which is then only in a condition

of potential existence, is as good as not in existence

altogether.

Again, it may be argued that, what has been said in

the Srv^i “ When the Prci'r}a has been exhausted, breathe

in through the nose,” involves a contradiction, for, we do

never find any Breath in the body of a dead man for-

saken by Prana ', nor is there cessation of Pra^a in the

case of one who is breathing and alive. In fact there is

no such contradiction, for, absence of heavy breathing is

all that is meant by “ exhaustion of Prd,'rj,a ” in the present

instance. The speed of the flow of breath, observable in

one engaged in digging the ground, or felling a tree, or

ascending a hill-top or running swiftly, does not obtain

in one, who is standing or sitting or asleep. Similarly,

one who has acquired sufficient skill in the practice of

PrSinStyama, has his flow of brea-th rendered thinner than
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that of another person. Says the Sruti, with this very

thing in mind

:

“ Having drawn the Breath in, long enough, he should
then give it out very slowly.”

Just as a chariot with restive horses is dragged away

from its right course to any place whatever and has to

be restored to the right path again, by the driver curbing

the horses through the reins, so also the Mind, dragged

hither and thither by the senses and Vu,sanUs, is held in

perfect check, only when the string of Pram is held fast

and well.

The “ Eestraint of Breath ” referred to in the passage

“ He should apply himself to Restraint of Breath, etc,,”

quoted above is elsewhere thus described

:

“ With Prana of proper length, one should thrice repeat
the Gayat-tri with the VyUhrti, the Pranavo- and the Siras
this is PranayUma. Pranayamas are said to be three in

number, .Recaka, Puraka and Kumbhaka. Drawing the air

up, completely exhausting the air from the Akas'a (space)

and creating a void therein, one should control the void thus
created : this is Recaka. As one sucks in water through the

stalk of a lotus, so should the air be drawn in (for PrUnayama)
'—this is Puraka. Neither inhaling nor exhaling any air, nor
moving any of his limbs, one should direct himself towards
Pr'^nayama : this is Kumbhaka." (A. Na. 11-14.)

Here, in order to expel all air from within the body,

the Aka^a (space) within the body should be emptied of

all air, by raising it up from within. When, thus, the

body is emptied of all air, not a particle should be allow-

ed to re-enter it and control should be exercised on this

idea of perfect void : This is Becaka.

Kumbhaka is of two kinds : internal and external.

Vasistha describes the two thus

:

“ That condition, when Apana has just ceased to flow
out from within and i¥S^ has not yet commenced flowing
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into the heart firom without, is of Kuwbhaka (internal) as
experienced by Yogins, When Prana has just ceased to flow
in from without and Apana has not yet commenced flowing
oiit from within, that condition of fullness is of external
Kumbhaka.”

It may be added that Inspiration adversely affects

the Internal and Expiration, the External Kumhhaka ;

while the slightest movement of the body would prove

detrimental in the case of either Kumhhaka, as such

movement has, as its necessary concomitant, either the one I

or the other of the two, Inspiration and Expiration, I

Even Patafijali describes Pra,'i}ciyd,ma, which is the next
|

stage after Posture, in his aphorisms, thus :

‘
‘ This (Posture) |

being accomplished, PrariMyUma (follows)—the cutting off

of the course of Inspiration and Expiration (of the

breath).” (II, 49.) It should not be supposed that, though

there is suspension in the flow of breath in

there is such flow of breath in Inspiration and Expiration

during Becaka and PUraka ; for, by constantly practising

these two in an increasing measure, the natural, even

course of ProLm is invariably modified to some perceptible

extent. This practice is spoken of by Patafijali thus

:

“ It is External, Internal, or Steady ; regulated by Place,

Time, and Number ;
and is long and subtle.” (II, 50.)

Becaka is the external course, PUraka the internal course

and Kumhhaka the suspension (of breath). Each of these

has to be regulated by the “ Region ”,“ Duration ” and
“ Number ” tests. It is as follows : When Becaka is in its

natural course, the breath rises from the heart and flows

in the direction of the tip of the nose, becoming impercep-

tible at a distance of twelve digits (from the tip of the

nose). By practice, however, it gradually rises from the

navel or the rectum (instead of from the heart), and is

16
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rendered imperceptible at a distance of twenty-four or

tbirty-six digits, as the case may be. During Recaka,

through excessive effort, the breath, which rises from the

navel or regions below, is discernible within, by the pecul-

iar sensation round the region whence it rises. Externally

too we can determine its length by holding a piece of

cotton against the breath so expired. This is the “ Eegion
”

test. Determining the number of times one is able to

(mentally) repeat the Pra/jam (Word-of-Glory) during

one Recaka (as it naturally flows), such as ten, twenty or

thirty is the “ Duration ” test. Reckoning the number of

times one does the Recaka, such as ten this month, twenty

the next, thirty the one following, and so on, is the

“ Number ” test. Reckoning the PrWr!ayU,mas characterized

by the regions and durations set forth above performed

per day, as ten, twenty or thirty, is another kind of

“Number ” test. The above tests should, in the same

manner, be applied in the case of PUraka. Though in

Kumbhaka it is impossible to apply the “ Region ” test,

yet the “ Duration ” and “ Number ” tests are surely

applicable to it. As a thick lump of cotton, on being

spread out, becomes long and gets flimsy on account of

attenuation, even so does Pra^a, on being subjected to

practice, by the gradual increase in region, duration and

number, become long and is rendered subtle on account of

its imperceptibility. Patanjali speaks of an altogether

different kind of PrU;nSyUma from the three mentioned

above, viz., Recaka, Puraka&rxdi Kumbhaka, :

“ The

fourth is that which has no bearing on the external and

internal positions.” (II, 51.) The performed

after expiring all breath from within, as much as it

lies in one’s power, is external Kumbhaka

;

the same
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performed after filling up the breath, as much as it lies in

one’s power, is internal Rumbhaka. The Pra-naySma that

is practised purely as Kumbhaka, without any bearing on

Recaka -dnd PHraka, becomes the fourth, in consideration

of the three described before. The three processes, Becaka

and others, are meant for those who are addicted to sleep,

sloth and other grievous vices, while the fourth is for

those who are free from such vices.

(Patafijali) sets forth the result of Prd,'r}Syama thus,

in his aphorism :
“ Thence is destroyed the covering of

the light.” (II, 52.) The light, i’.e., light of Sattvay that

which obscures such light is Tamas, the cause of sleep,

sloth and the like ; this is removed (by the practice of

Prd,'/}Eiy(2ma). Another result which follows the removal

is thus described in the aphorism :
“ The Mind becomes fit

for the stages of Contemplation, Absorption and Trance.”

(II, 53.) Contemplation is the transfixing of the Mind on

some particular region, such as the plexuses situated

respectively at the rectum, the navel, the heart, the

middle of the eye-brows, the crown of the head, etc., as

set forth in the aphorism :
“ Contemplation is the fixing

of the Mind on something.” (Ill, 1.) The Sritii too

corroborates this

:

“ That state, wherein the wise man considers the Mind
as the ever active instrument of imagination, projects it on
the Self and retains it in the self-same condition, is described

as Dharana (Contemplation).” (A. Na. 15).

The Mind, freed, through Prayayama, from its native

fickleness, due to the inherent quality of energy {Rajas),

and from its native indolence, etc., due to the inherent

quality of grossness (Tamas), becomes fit for such

contemplation,
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By the word “method” occurring in the passage:

“ By constantly practising the and adopting

the method expounded by the teacher,” is implied any

one of the several processes well-known to Yogins, such

’ as, the whirling of the Mem, z'.e., the head, setting the

uvula in motion with the tip of the tongue, contempla-

tion of the Light at the navel-plexus and the heart, the

use of drugs calculated to stupify and so on. Thus have

been shown the several effective means of mental training

: leading to the Dissolution of the Mind, viz., application to

Spiritual Science, company of the good, entire aban-

donment of latent desire and restraining the flow

1 of breath.^
’ Henceforward we touch upon “Trance” which is

w another means to the same end. After excluding the

first three of the five stages of the Mind, the two stages

that remain make up what is called “ Trance ”. The said

stages have been enumerated by the author of the Yoga-

sutra-bMsyci thus :
“ Distraction, Dormancy, (constraint.

Concentration and Absorption, are the five stages of the

Mind ” {i.e., of mental activity). The Mind is “ distracted,”

when inclined towards the Life-of-the-Lower-Self or

attracted by the (impure) VUsanOs relating to love of

worldly fame, pride of learning or the acquisition of

bodily grace ; it is “ dormant,” when overpowered by

sleep, sloth and the like ; it is “ constrained,” when resting

occasionally in Contemplation and, as such, in a state

distinguishable . from Distraction. Of these three, there

is not the remotest possibility of doubt that the dis-

tracted and dormant stages have anything to do with

Trance. When the Mind is constrained, such Trance

'See page H?,
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as may be possible, being rendered subordinate to

Distraction, would not lie within the legitimate province

of Yoga. In other words, such Trance, being subjected

to Constraint, is forthwith reduced to nothing, even as

seeds encompassed by fire. That condition, which reveals

a thing in its real form to the one-pointed Mind, removes

all pain altogether, loosens the bonds of Karma and

brings the state of Absorption within sight, is called

Samprajnata-yoga (Trance of the conscious variety).

That condition of the Mind, when all transformations

are held under check, is called Asamprajfiata (Trance of

the unconscious variety). The one-pointedness which is

characteristic of the conscious variety of Trance is thus

set forth (by Pataftjali) in the aphorism :
“ The condition

of the Mind, known as concentration-tranformation,

is attained, when the “ repressed ” and the “ revived
”

transformations are similar.’’ (Ill, 12.) By “ repressed
”

is meant “ that have been put out ” i.e., past. By
“ revived ” is meant “ that have arisen,” i.e., present.

These two kinds of transformations would be similar,

only when each of them relates to the same thing in

succession. Such transformation is known as Concentra-

tion. Trance, wherein Concentration is accelerated, is

set forth in the following jS’iZtm : “Trance-transforma-

tion is the setting and rising of Distractions and

Concentration of the Mind respectively.” (Ill, 11.)

The Mind impelled by the quality of Rajas (Energy),

runs after objects one after the other. These Distrac-

tions diminish day by day, by special effort put forth

in that behalf, by the Yogin and “ Concentration ” rises

in an increasing measure. Such transformation of the

Mind is called “ Trance ”, . , , .
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Of the eight stages leading to this Trance, Forbear-

ance, Obseivances, Posture, Regulation of Breath, and

Abstraction are the five exterior ones. Of these. Forbear-

ance is thus spoken of in the aphorism :
“ Forbearance

consists in abstaining from killing, falsehood, theft,

incontinence and greediness.” {II, 30.) Forbearance

iYama) is that which induces the Yogin to forbear from

prohibited acts, such as killing and the rest. Observances

are set forth thus: “Observances consist in purity,

contentment, mortification, study and resignation to

jTs'wra.” (II, 32.) Observances {JSfiyamas) are those which

turn one away from actions based on desire, which are

the cause of incarnation, and induce him to duly carry

out such disinterested duties as bring about Liberation.

The difference between (the carrying out of) these two is

thus shown in the Smrti :

“ The wise man should ever devote his attention to

Forbearance, no matter whether he ever neglects Observances
or not; for, one devoted solely to Observances, falls, should
he neglect Forbearance. One devoted to Observances and
neglecting Forbearance, meets with sure destruction. Not so
one full of Forbearance, but careless of Observances. Thus,
taking due note of the relative strength of Forbearance and
Observances, the wise man should carefully apply his mind
mostly to Forbearance.”

The results of Forbearance and Observances are thus

described in the aphorisms : “There arise suspension of

antipathy (on abstinence from killing being acquired as

a habit), bestowal of fruits (on veracity being confirmed),

approach of all jewels (on abstinence from theft of all

kinds being acquired as a habit), attainment of supreme

vigour (on the confirmation of continence), knowledge of

the how and wherefore of existence, i.e., immunity from

the fear of rebirth, etc., (on abstinence from greediness).”
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“ From purity arise disgust for one’s own body and non-

intercourse with others”; “Moreover there arise clear

passivity, pleasantness of mind, fixity' of attention,

subjugation of the senses, and fitness for communion

with the soul.” “ Superlative happiness (arises) from

contentment.” “ There arise, from mortification, after

the destruction of impurities, occult powers in the body

and the senses.” “ By studj’' is produced communion with

the desired deity.” “ From resignation to Isfvam (follows)

the accomplishment of Samadhi (Trance).” (II, 35-45.)

Posture and Regulation of Breath have been defined

and explained before.

Abstraction is thus defined in the aphorism

:

" Abstraction is, as it were, the imitation, by the Senses,

of the Thinking Principle, by withdrawing themselves

from their objects.” (II, 54.) Sound, touch, form, taste

and smell are the objects of the Senses. Turned away
from them, the Senses, ear and the rest, stand (abstracted

within), acting as it were in accord with the then

condition of the Mind. Says the Sruti

:

“ The five (Senses) having Sound, etc., as their objects

and the ever restless Mind should all be meditated upon, as

so many reins handled by the one effulgent Self ;—such
meditation is Abstraction.” (A. Na. 5.)

“ The five, having Sound, etc., as their objects ” are

the five Senses, ear and others. These and the Mind,

which forms the sixth with them, should all be turned

off from their respective objects and should be thought

of as so many reins of the inner Self. This is PratyQhSra

—Abstraction. The result of Abstraction is thus given

in the aphorism ;
“ Then follows the greatest Mastery

over the Senses.” (II, 55.)
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Then are described Clontemplation, Absorption and

Trance, in the three aphorisms; “Contemplation

{DharanU) is the fixing of the Mind on some thing.”

“The unity of the Mind with it, is Absorption

{Dhyana)” “ The same, when conscious only of the

object, as if unconscious of itself is Trance {SamoLdhi)”

(III, 1-3.) Reference has already been made to the

plexuses of the rectum, etc., as regions whereon the

mind is fixed during Contemplation. Another such

region is hinted at in the :

“ That state, wherein the wise man considers the Mind
as the ever active instrument of imagination, projects it on
the Self and retains it in the self-same condition is described

as i)/iarana (Contemplation).” (A. Na. 15.)

“ Let the Mind which thinks of every possible

object, think of itself and of nothing else.” Effort in

this direction is the fixing of the Mind on itself.

The “unity of the Mind with it” spoken of in

reference to Absorption means the flow of the Mind in

the one direction of Tattva. This is of two kinds:

intermittent and continuous. These two, in due course,

become Absorption and Trance. These two are thus

spoken of by the great Fog^m, Sarvanubhava

:

"'Gnosis of the kind just described, comes of Con-
centration of the Mind. The method to be employed for
acquiring the means to such Gnosis, to wit, Absorption, is

as follows: One should meditate upon the residual S'a^, Cilt

and Ananda, after causing the several orders of creation
to melt away, by reversing the process of evolution in his
mind. That stream of the transformations of the Mind,
ever conscious of the Brahman and devoid of the least
vestige of egoism, is the result of confirmed practice of
Dhy'ana (Absorption) and is known as Saifiprajndta-samadhi
(Trance of the conscious variety).’;’ ,
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^ariikara-bhagavat-pada explains the same thus:

“ in form resembling Akas'a, luminous
once for all, unborn, one, immutable, unattached, all-

pervading, without a second I, the liberated, am ever that,

the Word of Glory. I am all-pure-Gwosia and immutable.
I have, by nature, nothing for my object. I am the un-
conditioned All, pervading everywhere,—-before, behind,
above and below ; having no beginning and standing fully

reflected in the Self. I am unborn, immortal, undecaying,
undying, self-effulgent, all-pervading, without a second,

transcending the chain of cause and effect, entirely pure,

ever content and hence, verily ever liberated,—the Word of

Glory.” (Up. 10, 1-3.)

It may here be asked why the conscious variety of

Trance, which is the principal, should be made to take

the place of one of its auxilliaries, viz., that Trance

which comes after Absorption, as the eighth in order

(from Fama, etc.). The answer is that there is no

such inconsistency involved therein, as there is

really no sharp difference between the said two

kinds of Trances. Just as a pupil, learning the Veda,

stumbles very often, but all the same rectifies

himself eventually, while after finishing the whole course

he is cautious enough not to stumble; and a teacher (of

the Veda) makes no such mistakes while engaged in

teaching, even though he may be absent-minded or

slothful occasionally, similarly, it should be understood

that there is difference between Absorption, Trance and

the conscious variety of Trance, which mark three

different stages of perfection, even though the object

in view is the same in all the three cases. Contempla-

tion, Absorption and Trance are the internal auxilliaries

of Conscious Trance, as they relate to the Mind. The

five auxilliaries, Fama and others, are the external. This

has been thus spoken of in the aphorism :
“ The three are

17
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more intimate than the previous ones. (Ill, 7.)
” There-

fore, when the internal means are, in the first instance,

gained in virtue of some past or present merit, much

effort need not be put forth towards accomplishing the

external ones. Though Patafijali has elaborately des-

cribed the Sawpm/M#a and the Sawte/pa kinds of

Trance in their relation to material objects, the physical

elements and their subtle counterparts, the senses, egoism,

etc., yet no heed need be paid to them by us, as they

have, for their aim, the acquisition of certain occult

powers, such as disappearance, etc., which run counter

to the end and aim of real (absolute) Trance, which is

Liberation. The following aphorisms bear out the position

assumed above-. “These are obstacles in the way of

Samadhi (Absolute Trance), and are powers in moments

of suspension.” (Ill, 38.) “(There should be) entire

absence of attachment or pride in the invitations by the

powers (of various places), for there is the possibility of

the recurrence of evil.” (Ill, 52.) The “powers of various

places” are the several gods. It is on record that

Uddalaka, though invited by the gods, disregarded them

and took to Absolute Trance {Nirvikalpa-samadhi) alone.

The same is gathered from the following dialogue

;

Rama

—

“ 0 sage, the best among the knowers of the Self I Why
is it that powers such as, soaring up in the sky and the like,

are not seen in those that are liberated while yet living

iJlvan-muktas)^”

Vasistha—
“ Even one, who is ignorant of the Self and is yet in

bondage, attains, by requisitioning the aid of proper
materials, incantations, practices and observances of tinie,

opcult powers, such as sparing up in the sky, etc., O Raghava {
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The attaining of such powers is not within the sphere of the
Knower of the Self ; for, verily the Knower of the Self has
to cast his eye only on the Self. Content in the Self, through
the Seif, he does not pursue (Ignorance), The wise
consider, whatever things pertain to the world are so many
forms of gross ignorance. How is it possible for the Knower
of the Seif, who has given up ignorance, to drown himself
in them ? The influence exercised by materials, incantations,
action and time, though conducive to the successful acquisi-

tion of occult powers, does not help a jot towards attaining
the highest condition of Beatitude. How can the Self, which
can be attained only on the oessation of all kinds of desire,

ever be attained by one, whose mind is yet immersed in the
desire for occult powers ? These worldly objects do not
attract the Knower of the Truth, even as rustic women-folk

afford no charms to the gallant in fast love with the polished

lady of fashionable life. The Jivan-mukta will not be filled

with wonder, even if the Sun should shed cool rays of light

or the disc of the Moon emit hot beams, or, even if a jet of

flame were to shoot downwards. No curiosity is roused in

him by any of these or other wonderful things, ^as he looks

upon them all as so many forces of the Supreme Self, mani-
festing themselves in these diverse ways, in this world. He,
who, even after realizing the Self, desires these occult

powers, will easily gain them, by degrees, through materials

which would serve as means tending to that end.”

The conscious variety of Trance {SamprajMta-

samadhi) directed towards the Self, leads to Obliteration

of Vdsana and Absolute Interception {Nirodha-samMdhi).

Hence due importance has to be attached to it.

Now is described, this Absolute Interception which

is the fifth stage. This is thus defined in the aphorism

:

‘‘ Intei'ception ^ is the transformation of the mind at the

moments of Interception,—the impressions of Distraction

^ The word Interception 'Ms a literal rendering of what is called

Nirodha-parinama, that transformation of the mind leading to Nirodha-
samadhi, here rendered by the words Absolute Interception It means
the utter emptying of the Mind of all thought other than the one on which
it stands intercepted, so to speak. The supreme fullness of the Mind with
this idea, even up to the forgetfulness of such experience, may, taking th©
positive aspect of the state, be describe as Absolute Interception
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j S' ;
:

and: iBterceptiGD.: going out andrrismg. up' respectively.”

^ Tlie :‘'‘; impressions of 'Distraction ” are unfavour-

able to SamadhL ' They have been set forth, while speak-

ing of the Trance of Uddalaka

:

' When shall I rest for a long time, in that exceedingly
holy state, free from all thinking whatever, even like a
cloud resting on the top of mount Meru P—Overwhelmed
with this anxiety, Uddalaka forced himself into posture after

posture and practised Absorption. When his mind, restless

like a monkey, was drawn hither and thither by the various
objects of enjoyment, he did not find that steadiness (in trance)

leading to the supreme Ecstasy of Bliss. The ape of his mind,
drawn off at one time from external objects, ran thereafter to

the groups of things stored within ;
at another time, giving up

the internal groups, it resorted to the external objects. Then
again, taking to wings, it moved hither and thither like a
frightened bird ; it saw, yet again, an expanse of light,

resembling the rising Sun ; next, it saw the Akas^a alone and,
last of all| utter darkness. He cut off these thought-images,
surging up again and again at random, with one strong effort

of his mind, even like a valiant hero cutting off his enemies
in battle, with one stroke of his sword. The crowd of images
having been thus laid low, he saw, in the Akas'a of his heart,
the darkness of ignorance, as black as floating soot and
obscuring the Sun of Discrimination. He dispelled even this

with the light of the Sun of proper Gnosis; and when all

darkness had been dispelled, he saw a huge mass of effulgence
within. He scattered’ it off, as the young elephant does a
forest of land-lotuses ; the light having disappeared, the Mind
of the sage, which began to reel, went to sleep like lotuses at
the close of day. He soon shook off even this, whereupon he
found himself awake to the consciousness of all-pervading

Akas'a. When this too was lost, his mind sank into stupor,
which again this large-hearted sage wiped off (with effort).

Thence attaining, at the end, the indescribable condition
bereft of light, darkness, sleep, stupor and the like, the Mind
(of the sage) found supreme rest for a moment.”

ThesCg'^ impressions of Distraction” are daily and hour-

ly wiped off, by effort, put forth by the Yogin, with a view

to intercept them and impressions of Interception ” which
are adversaries continually rise in their place. When
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this is accomplished, Interception keeps pace with the

Mind, at every moment. In this manner is accomplished

the transformation of the Mind known as “ Interception

It may here be asked : in accordance with the rule

:

All objects, except consciousness, undergo transformation

every moment ”, the Mind should be considered as subject

to a series of transformations for all time. This is no

doubt true. This continuity of transformations is obvious

in the case of the distracted Mind. But what about the

intercepted Mind ? With a view to meet this difficulty,

the next aphorilm is made to say: “Its flow becomes

steady by impressions.” (Ill, 10.) As fire burns brighter

and brighter, with every fresh addition of sacred fuel and

clarified butter and as, after the fuel, etc., has been

consumed, it burns, at first, a degree lower than before,

and continues gradually to burn lower and lower; so,

indeed, does the intercepted Mind become more and more

confirmed in the habit of steadiness. In the acquisition

of this habit, the impression born of every previous

effort, serves as the cause of the steadiness that sub-

sequently follows. The Lord very lucidly explains this

“ steady flow ”

:

“ When his subdued thought is fixed on the Self, free

from longing after all desirable things, then it is said, “ he is

harmonized”. As a lamp in a windless place flickereth not,

to such is likened the Yogin of subdued thought, absorbed in

the Yoga of the Self. That in which the mind finds rest,

quieted by the practice of Yoga

:

that in which he, seeing the

Self, in the Self is satisfied ; that in which he findeth the

supreme delight which the Reason can grasp beyond the

senses, wherein established he moveth not from the Reality

;

which, having obtained, he thinketh there is no greater gain
beyond it ;

wherein, established, he is not shaken even by
heavy sorrow; that should he known by the name of Yoga,

this disconnection from the union with pain. This Yoga must
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be clung to with a* firm -conviction and with undesponding

mind”
,

(IB. G. VI, 18-2.3)
;

•

The means of .Absolute Interception is mentioned in

the aphoi’ism: “The other (variety) is th&t {Saynadhi)

which consists of the. remnant, left by the

practice of the cause of complete suspension.” (I, 18.)

Complete suspension is- suspension of the transformations

of the Mind, For .bringing about this, strong personal

effort is essential. Such effort, when put forth frequently,

accomplishes the suspension, The result of such repeated

effort is the variety, other than the conscious variety of

Trance, spoken of in the preceding aphorism ; that is to

say, the variety spoken of here is AsamprajMta-samddhi^

As' it is not possible to conceive of the form of the Mind

free from transformation, in that condition, it is said to

consist of “,the.remnant h&a?rasA:ara.” The generation

(qf -this condition) from the cause of complete suspension

is thus clearly set forth by the Lord :

“Abandoning without reserve all desires born of the
imagination, by the mind .curbing in the aggregate mf the
senses on every side, little by, little let him gain tranquillity,

by means' of Reason controlled by steadiness ; haying madp
the mind abide in the Self, let him not think of aiiything. As
often as the wavering and unsteady mind goeth forth, so often
reining it in, let him bring it under the control of the Self.”

(B. G. VI, 24-26.)

Though objects of desire, such as, garlands, perfumes,

women, children, friends, mansions, lands arid the

like,' are full of many evils, well-known to wise men who

are well-versed in the' Sbience of Liberation, yet through

the influence of beginningless AvidycL, the Mind, after

covering up all such evilsL invests the objects with a

core of good. From spclh '“.^agination ” arise demres
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of the. form May th|f be .mine.” So -says the

“All desire has ftsroat In imagination ; even sacrifices

are born of imagmation ;—tQ Desire 1 I know thy origin.

Verily thou art hbfh'bf imagination ; I do not propose having
anything to do with thee. * Werily shalt thou perish root

and brauoh.”
^ ,

,

The evils inherent ih the objects of desire, being

rendered clearly palpable,
;
by bringing discrimination to

bear on them, desires turn away, from them, as from

the milk-porridge vomited by a dog, . The word “ all ” has

been used to qualify “ desires ”, with a view to suggest

that the desire for the attainmentiof Brahma-loka, etc.,

or the eight occult powers^ \.i’^«OTara, etc., should be

abandoned likewise, along with the desire for garlands,

perfumes and the rest. ' One who has taken the vo\y

of abstinence from all • food for -a month, though

abstaining from it during that period; . feels that the

craving for it springs up agath and again. The words
“ Without reserve ”

• have ' been used tonsignify that

cravings such as these, ^should be altogether curbedi

Thbugh, on the abandonment of desire, all deliberate

action cease's, the activity iof the senses like- the eye;

which cannot, in consequence of their very nature, be

curbed from cognizing forms and the like. ishould also be

controlled by strong mental effort. The words “ dn every

side ” have been used in this connection, with a view to

imply the suspension, even of activities such as, visits

to temples for worship. The words “ little by little ’f

suggest that tranquillity is to be attained stage by stage.

These stages which are four in number are thus

described in the Kathopm,t^adi "1h.& wise man should

reduce all speech into thought, all thougijt into the Self
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that discriminates {BuddM), the discriminating Self into

the Great Self {Mahat), and the Great Self into the Self

that is all peace and tranquillity.” (1, 3, 13.)

“Speech” is of two kinds : temporal (LaM/ctfe) and

spiritual {Vaidika), The first consists of conversation

relating to every-day life, the second of the muttering of

incantations, etc., enjoined by the Fecfei. Of these,

temporal speech being the cause of considerable distrac-

tion, the Yogin should abandon it, even in moments of

resumption from Trance. Hence says the Smfti :

“The bearer of the , single ' must have these
seven : silence, posture, meditation, indifference, love of

solitude, contentment and equanimity.”

The second kind of speech, consisting of Vedic incanta-

tions, etc., should also be given up at the time of Absolute

Interception. This is the first stage (of reduction) relating

to speech. Having mastered this stage with strong effort

in a few days or months or years, the student should

apply himself to the next stage (of reduction) referring
Is,

,

to thought. Otherwise, the higher stages will fail,

through failure of the first stage, even as, with the fall

of the lowest storey of a palace, the higher ones will

topple down. Eyes and the other senses have, no doubt,

to be brought under control, but their control may be

included, either under the control of thought or of

speech.

If it be argued that speech cannot be reduced into

thought, for the reason that one sense cannot get reduced

into another, such argument is based on misunder-

standing, for, no such reduction is actually meant.

What is meant is that, between speech and thought,

. ' The Eka-dandin^ this prder pf BamnyasinB Is called.
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which produce innumerable distractions, by first bringing

speech under control, mental activity alone will remain

to be dealt with.

When control of speech gets confirmed into a habit

and speechlessness becomes, as.it were, part of our

nature, as in the case of cows, buffaloes, horses and

the like, thought should thence be reduced into the

“ Self that discriminates The Self is of three kinds

:

“ The Self that discriminates ”, “ the Great Self ”, and

“the Self that is all peace and tranquillity”. That,

remaining in which the Self knows, in fact, the condi-

tion essential to the act of knowing, egoism, is here

implied by the word “ discriminates ” used in the phrase

“ the Self that discriminates”. The instrument of such

discrimination, viz., the Mind, being separately men-

tioned as that which has to be reduced, this discrimi-

nation is none other than egoism. Egoism is again

twofold : Individual and Cosmic. “ Here I am, the son

of so and so ”—egoism of this explicit type belongs to the

Individual vareity. The Cosmic variety of egoism consists

in the mere consciousness “ l am ”, which, being common
to all beings, is called “ Cosmic ”, *.e., great (Mahaf). The

two kinds of Self, conditioned by these two kinds of

egoism (are the “ Self that discriminates ” and the “ Great

Self ”). The unconditioned Self is the “ Self that is all

peace and tranquillity ”. All these are inter-related and

may be looked upon as being within or outside one

another. The Self that is all peace and tranquillity is

the inmost core of all, being all pure Onosis; in It

subsists primordial matter {MUla-prakrfi), in the form

of crude force which is Unmanifest {Avyakta). This

manifests itself primarily as Cosmic egoism, being then

18
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called the Mahat. This Mahat continues to externalize

itself further as Individual egoism, which further

develops itself into the Mind, which ultimately expresses

itself in speech and the other senses, which are its final

developments (in man).

With all this in mind the S'rvti speaks of the inter-

relation of the same series, proceeding from outside

inward

;

“ Objects transcend the Senses, the Mind transcends

objects, the Intellect transcends the Mind, the Mahat-Atman
transcends the Intellect, the Unrnanifest transcends the

Maliat, the Self {Purusa) transcends the XJnmanifest,—-beyond
the PuTusa there is nothing which can transcend Him.
He is the ultimate limit, the Goal (of all).” (Ka-(ha.

1, 3, 10-11.)

It being so, one should reduce the Mind, the

instrument
,

wherewith the various kinds of analytic and

synthetic processes of thought are brought about, into

egoism ; in other words, giving up all mental functions,

he should retain egoism alone. It should not be supposed

that this is impossible. For, in reply to ARJUNA’S

observation:

“ I deem it (the Mind) as hard to curb as the wind.”
(B. G.VI, 34.)

The Lord has well said :

“ Without doubt, 0 mighty-armed ! the Mind is hard to

curb and restless ; but it may be curbed by constant practice

and by dispassion. Yoga is hard to attain, methinks, by a
Self that is uncontrolled ; but by the Self controlled it is

attainable by properly directed energy.” (B. G. VI, 35, 36.)

“ Constant practice ” and " Dispassion ” will be ex-

plained later with reference to the aphorisms of Patafl-

jali. By “ a Self that is uncontrolled ” is meant one who
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has not acquired firm and steady mastery over the stage

preceding the one he finds himself in. He who is thus

equipped is “ the Self-Controlled GAUPA-PADACAEYA
has well explained, with illustration, the properly directed

energy which leads to Fogfa

:

“Even as the emptying of the ocean, drop by drop, at

the tip of a blade of Kus'a-gxass, could be accomplished (by

one) with sustained and patient effort, so also could be estab-

lished Control over the Mind.” (3,41.)

“ Though one may be more powerful (than others), he
should never stand pitted against a host of such, at the same,
time. Such a one is sure to meet with defeat, even as the

ocean at the hands of the

In this connection, those well-versed in folk-lore relate

the following Fable : The ocean carried away with its

receding tide the eggs of some bird laid somewhere on its

beach. (Enraged at this), the bird resolved upon drying

up the ocean, and began to pump out the water drop by

drop with its bill. Though dissuaded by other birds of

its kind, nothing daunted, the bird sought their alliance.

The sage ISTarada, observing the trouble and worry of so

many birds constantly flying to and from the ocean,

took compassion on them and sent Garuda, the Lord of

birds, to go and assist his kindred. Thereupon, the

ocean, which began to dry up by the flapping of Garu4a’s

wings, was filled with consternation and restored the

eggs to the puny bird.

Even so would the Lord bless the Yogin, who applies

himself with untiring effort to the highest Dharma, viz.,

the Control of the Mind. This untiring application comes

of using expedients favourable to it from time to time.

This is very much like one eating cooked rice, taking

soup,, condiments, etc., appealing to the palate and the
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tongue, between every morsel. VaSISTHA says, with this

in mind :

“ The right course to be adopted by one who is in his

novitiate is this : Two parts of the Mind must be filled with
objects of Enjoyment, one with Philosophy, and the remaining
one with Devotion to the teacher. Having advanced a little,

he should fill one part of the Mind with objects of Enjoyment,
two parts with Devotion to the teacher and the remaining
one with getting an insight into the meaning of Philosophy.
When he has attained proficiency, he should every day fill

two parts of his Mind with Philosophy and supreme Renuncia-
tion and the remaining two with Meditation and devoted
Service to the

By “ objects of enjoyment ” is here meant the going

about for alms, to keep body and soul together and such

duties as pertain to the class and station in life (Farwa

and ASrarna) to which one belongs. After practising

Yoga for, say, one OhatiM (twenty-four minutes) or a

Muhurta (forty-eight minutes) according to one’s capa-

city, spending the next Muhurta in attending to the

Guru, when he expounds Philosophy, or in attending on

him, then attending to creature comforts for about one

Muhurta, thereafter, studying some exposition of the

Philosophy of Yoga for about the same time, one should

apply himself again to the Practice of Yoga. Thus,

giving prominence to Yoga in every other act of his in

the course of the day, he should combine them with it

and carry them out then and there. Before retiring to

bed, he should count the total period of time he has

devoted to Yoga during the day. Taking note of this, he

should further try to add to the time devoted to Yoga,

during the next day or the next fortnight or the next

month. If, thus, there is an increase in the time devoted

to Yoga, say by a minute for every Muhurta^ it will be
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found at the end of a year, that there has been a con-

siderable addition to the time devoted to Yoga. Fo doubt

need be entertained that an exclusive devotion to Yoga
would afford little scope for other activities. For, it is

only when totally free from all other activities that one is

fit for Yoga. It is for this reason, that the Renunciation-

of-the-Enlightendd has to be preferred. Hence, one who
is exclusively devoted to Yoga, attains the height of Yoga,

stage by stage, even like a student or one apprenticed to

a trades-man acquiring proficiency in his subject or

trade. As a student learns a part of a quarter of a jBfc,

then a quarter, then a half, then the whole JRk, two Bks,

and then a whole section and so on, and becomes a

teacher in ten or twelve years
j
or, as some apprentice

engaged in trade earns as profit one coin, two coins, and

so on and at last becomes a millionaire or a multimillion-

aire, similarly by commencing his Yogic Practice at the

same time as the student and the apprentice (commence

their respective avocations), nay, by emulating their ways

as it were, why should one not reach the highest stage

of Yoga, within the same period of time? Giving up,

therefore, like Uddalaka,. all analytic and synthetic

processes of thought welling up in the Mind, by main

personal effort, one should reduce the Mind into the

“ Self that discriminates” i.e., conditioned by Individual

Egoism.

Having gained mastery over this second stage (indi-

cated by entire Suspension of the Mind), when Mindless-

ness, such as obtains in the case of children and dumb

persons, gets confirmed into a habit, the Yogin should

reduce this “ Self that discriminates,” viz., this explicit

sense of Individual Egoism into the implicit Cosmic
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Egoism, viz., the Principle called the Mahat. Even as, in

one under the influence of the slightest tendency to Sloth,

Individual Egoism becomes dormant of its own accord, so,

even without the influence of Sloth it ceases in the case

of one who is trying effectively to forget it. This condi-

tion, which resembles what is known to the world as

“ Sloth ” and answering to what is called “ Abstract Percep-

tion ” {Nirvikalpaka-jMna) by logicians {Tarkikus), is the

third stage, wherein the Principle of the Mahat alone

remains.

Having mastered this stage by dint of skilful appli-

cation, the Fopm should reduce this “ Great Self ” of the

form of “ Cosmic Egoism ” into the Self, which, on account

of its being unconditioned, is " all tranquillity and peace ”,

and whose nature is all pure consciousness. It has been

said: “Having subdued the Principle of the Mahat, one

should let pure consciousness alone prevail.” The afore-

said effort at forgetfulness is much more useful here

than in the previous stage. A student, who launches

upon a course of the study of the S'astras, stands in need

of help in the form of interpretation and explanation of

every line to him, till he has gained proficiency, but as

soon as he has gained it, the rest of the book is plain to

him without such help. In the same manner, the Yogin,

who has mastered thoroughly every preceding stage, finds

of himself the means to accomplish the stages that succeed.

The author of the Yoga-bha^a says to the same end

:

“ Yoga should be understood bj Yoga, Toga develops
from Yoga ; that Yogin who does not lose his presence of
mind by the practice of Yoga, finds Supreme Bliss.”

At this stage there may arise the doubt. In the

ffruti (quoted above), between the “ Great-Self ” and “the
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Self that is all peace a,nd tranquillity ”, there is mention

made of the Principle called (Unmanifest) as the

material cause of Mahat. Why is there no reference

made to the reduction of the Mahat into the Avyakta^

The answer is, it is not so, as thereby Mahat would meet

with its Laya (Dissolution). Just as a jar of earth on

being immersed in water, which is not its material cause,

would not be reduced (to water) and lose its form, but

would, on the other hand, be turned into clay and lose

its form when buried in earth, so also the Mahat would

not lose its form when reduced into the Self, but would,

on the other hand, be annihilated when reduced into the

Avyalcta. This Annihilation (of ^e Mahat) is certainly

not the goal of life, as, in that case, the Realization of

the Self, (the means wherewith the goal of Liberation

could be attained) will be shorn of its very purpose ; as

also for the reason that “ Interception ” is mentioned

as the means of acquiring the subtlety of intellect

referred to in the stanza prescribing the way of Realiza-

tion of the Self, which is as follows

:

“
‘ That is realized only by the sharp and subtle Intellect

of those possessed of keen Observation ;
’ and last of all, as

no special eft'ort is necessary to attain this kind of Annihila-
tion, which is self-evident and within the daily experience of

everyone during sleep.”

Again it may be argued that, even though the

Conscious variety of Trance (SamprajfiOta-samadhi) that

may be brought about by Concentration, Absorption and

Trance, being of the nature of an one-pointed transforma-

tion of the Mind, is useful as a means towards the

Realization (of the Self that is all tranquillity and peace),

yet as the Mind, when intercepted in the “ Self that is all

peace and tranquillity ” and thus thrown into the condition
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of the Unconscious variety of Trance {AsamprajMta-

samadhi), is not subjected to any transformation, as

during Sleep, it cannot be of any use towards the

Realization 6f the Self. The answer is that the Realiza-

tion (of the Self) cannot be warded off, as it is of the

nature of an established fact. It has been said in

the S'reyo-mcirga with the same in view :
“ One should

cause the Mind which, by its very nature, is ever proiie

to assume either of the two forms of the Self and the

not-Self, to throw into the back-ground its non-Self

aspect, by taking on the form of the Self alone.” Ajar

of earth, which is undergoing the process of manufacture,

comes forth filled with the all-pervading ^tos'aj filling

it up with water, rice and so on is due to human effort

afterwards. Though the water, etc., in the jar may be

taken out, the Akasfa (in the jar, adhering to it since its

production) cannot at all be removed; nay, it still

continues to be there, even though the mouth of the jar

be hermitically sealed. In the same manner, the Mind,

in the act of being born, comes into existence only full

of the Consciousness of the Self (Atma-caitanya). It takes

on, after its birth, owing to the influence of Virtue and

Vice, the causes of all enjoyment, the form of jars, cloths,

colour, taste, pleasure, pain and other transformations

of that kind, even like melted copper, cast into moulds.

Of these, even though transformations, such as colour,

taste and the like, which are of the not-Self variety, are

warded off from the Mind, the form of the Self, which

does not depend on any external cause, cannot be warded

off. Thence, by the Mind, intercepted from all transfor-

mations by the Trance, known as “ Interception ”
; render-

ed sufficiently subtle, in consequence of being devoid of
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all but impressions whatever
; one-pointed, because of

being turned towards Consciousness alone by such a

Mind is realized the Mman, without any impediment

whatsoever. The author of the VSLrttika, as well as

SaeVANUBHAVA-YOGIN, says, adopting the same view :

“ The Mind takes on the form of Pleasure, Pain and the

like, owing to the influence of Virtue and Vice, whereas the
form of the Mind, in its native aspect, is not conditioned by
any extraneous cause. To the Mind intercepted from all

transformations, is revealed the Supreme Bliss ; known by
the name of “ Asa'thprajnata-mmadhi ”, this Trance is the
favourite of the Foffms.”

Though the Realization of the Self is by itself an

established fact, application to the practice of “ Intercep-

tion ” is meant for the prevention of transformations (of

the Mind) of the not-Self variety. It has, therefore, been

said:

“ Having made the Mind abide in the Self, let him not
think of anything at all.” (B. G. VI, 25.)

As the Science of Yoga concerns itself only with the

Trance as the proper method of treatment of the Mind,

there is no direct mention made in it of the Realization

of the Self, while dealing with the Trance induced by

Interception. This, however, is in a way indirectly

hinted at; for having begun with “Yoga is the

suppression of the transformations of the thinking

principle,” (I, 2.) it says in the very next aphorism:

“Then the Seer abides in himself.” (1,3.) Though the

“Seer”, who is immutable, always abides in himself,

yet he appears to be ill at ease as it were, owing

to the want of Discrimination as to identifying his

own reflections in the series of mental transforma-

tions arising in the usual course. Even this has

19 :
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been referred to in the very next aphorism :
“ Other-

wise (he) becomes assimilated with the transformations.”

(I, 4.) Elsewhere occur other aphorisms as well ;
“ Ex-

perience results from the utter incapability of differen-

tiation between the conceptions of Sattva and Puru$a,

which are absolutely apart; true knowledge of the

Puru^a arises from Bamyama on the conception of

Purusa himself, apart from that of the other,” (III, 36.)

and also “ When the never-changing Soul takes its form,

then arises Knowledge of its own Cognition.” (IV, 22.)

Though, purified by the Mrodha-samadhi (Intercep-

tion-Trance), the Tvam-paMrtha (the Substratum of the

Ego) is realized, yet, in order that it (the Substratum of

the Ego) may reach the stage of Realization of itself as

the Brahman (the Universal All), a special Icind of trans-

formation of the Mind, known as Brahma-vidya {Onosis)

has to be induced, through the influence of the Mafea-

vdkya (“Thou art That” imparted by the Ouru). It

should not be understood that the Interception-Trance is

the only means, whereby the pure Substratum of Ego

could be realized. For, such Realization is also

possible by a process of careful differentiation and

separation between Spirit and Matter. Hence does

VASISTHAsay:
“ 0 Raghava 1 Yoga and Gnosis are the two paths

leading to the Dissolution of the Mind : Yoga consists in

intercepting transformations of the Mind, and Gnosis in the

proper viewing of things. To some Yoga is unattainable,

while to others is denied the capacity to judge aright

hence, the Lord Parames'vara prescribed these two paths.”

If it is thought, that this “ careful differentiation and

separation ” after aU leads only to Yoga, for the reason

that the one-pointed transformation, directed towards
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the Self alone, which the Mind undergoes at the moment
of Eealization (of the Self), is a kind of momentary Trance

of the Conscious variety, we grant that this is so j still

the distinction between the CJonscious and the Unconsci-

ous varieties of Trance is indeed very great, both in their

nature and the means adopted for practising them.

The difference in their nature is plain, involving as it

does the presence of transformations of the Mind in the

one case and their entire absence in the other. As to

the means employed. Concentration and the rest being

similar in nature to the Conscious variety of Trance, they

are the kindred means of inducing it, whereas, being

dissimilar by nature to the “ Unconscious variety of

Trance ”, which implies absence of all transformations

whatever, they are only the extraneous means, of

inducing that Trance. So also says the aphorism ;

“ Even it,’ is external to the Seedless.” (Ill, 8.)

This extraneous means, though “foreign” to the

“ Unconscious ’’ variety, being of use, in that it wards off

transformations of the Mind into things which are Not-

self, is therefore not opposed to its interest. To render

its utility in this direction clear, it is laid down in the

aphorism :
“ In others (it) is preceded by Faith, Energy,

Memory and Discrimination.” (I, 20.) Having indicated

in the aphorism preceding this, that certain gods and

others have the proclivity to Trance conferred on them

even at their birth, this aphorism is laid down with

reference to men. “ This Yoga alone is to me the means

of attaining the ultimate end of existence ” ;—^conviction

of this kind is called “ Faith ”, Such Faith is born of the

^ That is Samyama which is one name for Concentration, Absorption

and Trance..
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excellence (of Yoga). Says the /Swiff* relating to such

excellence:

“ The Yogin is greater than the Ascetics ; he is thought
to be greater than even the wise ; the Yogin is greater than
the men of action ; therefore become thou a Yogin, O
Arjuna!” (B. G. VI, 46.)

Ybgra is superior to austerities of the kind of

Krcchra and C'Sndruyana and rituals such as Jyotistoma

and others, inasmuch as it is the means of attaining the

highest Loka. It is superior to Gnosis and is also the

cause of bringing the Mind to a state of rest. Faith in

Yoga is generated in one who knows as aforesaid. Such

Faith getting confirmed in one, Enthusiasm of the form
“ I shall somehow accomplish Fog'a,” gets possession of

his Mind. Out of such Enthusiasm, the auxilliaries to

Yoga to be practised by the Yogin are remembered in

their proper sequence. When one, who has practised

Trance in the right manner, with the help of such

Memory, attains internal clarity, there arises in him the

Truth-bearing Intellect. The Unconscious variety of

Trance which is preceded by such Intellect, i.e., has this

Intellect as its cause, is successfully accomplished in

“ others ”, i.e., in the case of that order of beings lower

than the gods, viz., by men. This Intellect is thus

referred to in the aphorism: “The Intellect is there

truth-bearing.” (I, 48.) “ Truth ” means the condition of

things as they are ; the Intellect which conveys know-

ledge of such a condition is “ truth-bearing ”. “There ”,

that is to say in the internal clarity brought about by

the height of Trance. Further justification for this

“ truth-bearingness ” is dealt with in an aphorism which

runs :
“ (The Range of this Intellect) is quite different
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from those of Revelation and Inference, owing to refer-

ence to particulars.” (I, 49.) There is no direct

cognition of subtle, mediate and distant things by those

who are not Yogins •, such things could be known only

through “ Revelation ” and “ Inference ” by ordinary men.

Knowledge derived from “ Revelation ” and “ Inference
”

has reference always to things in general, while the

direct cognition spoken of here as peculiar to Yogins,

has in its range particular aspects of things and is

called “ Truth-bearing ” on that account. The utility of

this direct cognition of the Fog'm, as the extraneous

means of the Unconscious variety of Trance, is referred

to in the following aphorism :
“ The impression thereof

stands in the way of other impressions.” (1,50.) Having

thus described the extraneous means of the Unconscious

variety of Trance, the author proceeds to describe the

effort towards the Interception-Transformation (of the

Truth-bearing Intellect) as the immediate cause of the

Unconscious variety of Trance, in the aphorism :
“ With

the prevention of even that, through the prevention of

all. Meditation without Seed (is attained).” (I, 51.) This

trance which is similar to Sleep, is capable of being

experienced by that type of consciousness which is

known as “Witness”. It should not be supposed that

this condition is none other than Sleep, as in it too there

is entire absence of aU transformations of the Mind ; for

in the one there is the potential existence of the Mind,

while in the other it is altogether non-existent. It has

been said by GaUDA-PADACAEYA :

“The functioning of the Mind, when well-controlled,

undifferenoed and full of Gnosis, is altogether different from
its functioning during Sleep and not at all like it. While
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it (the Mind) is absorbed in Sleep, it is not so, when well^

controlled. The same (Mind) is itself all Brahtnan, not
affected by fear of any kind and full of the Light of (?«osts

out and out.” (3, 34-35.) “Non-cognition of duality is

common both to the Pmjna and the Turya (fourth)
; the

former has the Seed of Sleep in himself, whereas the latter

has it not. The first two (Ftsw, and Tbiyasa) have Dreamy
Sleep in them, the Prajna has only Dreamless Sleep ; those
who are confirmed in the fourth, perceive neither Sleep nor
Dream. While Dream is experienced by one, on account of

Perverted Cognition, Sleep is experienced by him on account
of the Ignorance of the Truth ; the False Knowledge induced
by the two (Dream and Sleep) having worn out, one realizes

the condition of the fourth.” (1, 13-15.)

“ The first two ” are Vi&va and Taijasa. “ Perverted

Cognition ” means cognizing the Non-dual Entity

(Advaita-vastu) as dual (Dvaita). This “ Perverted Cogni-

tion ” of the V'is^va and Taijasa (the Atman in the

waking and dreaming states respectively) is called

Dream. Ignorance of the Truth is called Sleep. Sleep

exists in Vi^va, Taijasa and Prajna. The False

Knowledge induced by these two—Dream and Sleep
—^being put an end to, through Vidyd, (Right Knowledge),

one realizes the fourth, the condition of the Advaita

(Non-dual Entity).

It may here be asked: “Let there be this vast

distinction between the Unconscious variety of Trance and

Sleep. Though this Trance may be of use to one desirous

of realizing the Truth, as the means leading to such

Realization, still, to one who has realized the Truth, that

Trance is no longer necessary for the attainment of

Jlvan-mukti; for, the painful bondage of the form of

likes and dislikes is easy to destroy even by Sleep.” This

is not so. Is it the Sleep that comes on occasionally of

itself every day, which is the destroyer of bondage, or
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the Sleep that may last uninterruptedly, as the result of

practice? In case it is the first alternative, is it the

destruction of the bondage prevailing during the time of

such Sleep that is meant or of the bondage prevailing at

other times ? The former is not possible, inasmuch as

such a thing is incompatible with human nature. Even

fools experience no bondage of the form of suffering in

Sleep, for, should it be so, there should be reluctance felt

by them to resort to it. The second contingency cannot

arise, on account of its absurdity
;

for the relief of

suffering experienced at some time, cannot certainly be

brought about by Sleep at some other time. In that case

even fools will easily free themselves of all the mental

pain experienced by them during the waking and dream-

ing states. As to Sleep that may last uninterruptedly
, it

is impossible to induce such Sleep by practice, for the

reason that Sleep in itself is entire suspension of all

activity whatever. Therefore there is the supreme

necessity, even for those who have realized the Truth, to

resort to the Unconscious variety of Trance, with a view

to destroy mental suffering.

The first stage of such Trance is control of speech

(Silence), such as is met with in cows and the like ; the

second is Mindlessness, as in children and idiots and the

like. The third stage consists of Absence of all sense of

Egoism, as in the condition of Lassitude. The fourth

stage is freedom from all relation with Cosmic Egoism

{Mahat), as in deep Sleep. It is with reference to these

four stages that it has been said ;
“ Little by little, let him

gain Tranquillity ”. Of this pacification, the “ Intellect
”

sustained by “ Courage ” is the surest means
;
for, the

•greatest Courage is required in exercising proper control
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over Gosmic and Individual Egoism, as also over the

Mind, speech and the rest, which all tend to externalize

themselves with a rapid velocity, even as in intercepting

the flow of a stream running with tremendous force,

eroding the banks between which it runs. The “ Intellect
”

here means proper Discrimination. One should pass

on to the second stage after having carefully examined,

through this Discrimination, whether the first stage has

been mastered or not and satisfied himself that it has

been fully covered. If the very first stage has not, as

yet, been fully gained, the same should be practised over

again, by carefully discriminating the course of develop-

ment every now and then. “Having made the Mind

abide in the Self, etc.”—by these words (of the Lord) with

which the other half of the couplet quoted above begins,

together with the couplet immediately following, refer-

ence is made to the practice of the fourth stage. Says

GATJPA-PADACARYA :

“ The Mind, distracted by Desires and Enjoyment, as

also finding supreme comfort in its Lassitude (Laya), should

be brought under control by adopting suitable expedients, for.

Lassitude and Desire are alike (to be avoided). One should

turn the Mind away from the objects of Desire and Enjoyment,
bearing in mind, that all is pain and suffering in this world.

He views not things of the universe as having had an origin,

remembering as he does that they are identical with the

Unborn. One should rouse the Mind, when it is prone to

Lassitude, humour it back to its peaceful condition, if it gets

distracted; find out, by proper knowledge, whenever it is

tainted ; and disturb it not when it is equipoised. He should

not taste the bliss thereof, should be intellectually detached

and should, with every possible effort, concentrate his calm
Mind, whenever it is prone to be disturbed. When the mind
rises above Lassitude and Distraction and ceases to have any
characteristic mark or expression, then indeed it becomes the

Brahman." (3, 43-46.)
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Lassitude, Distraction, Taintedness and Equipoise are

the four states of the Mind. Of these, if the Mind, while

turning away from objects of desire, in the attempt to

intercept its activity, should, from previous habit, become

prone to Lassitude, i.e., Sleep, at such moment, it should

be vigorously roused into action by effort or by warding

off the cause of Sleep. The causes of such Sleep are,

unduly keeping awake, over-feeding with indigestible

food and fatigue. Hence it is said

:

“ One should, after sleeping for the requisite period, eat
moderately food that could be easily digested and avoid
fatigue, then seek some solitary place free from disturbance
and sit there rising above all desire and putting forth little

effort, or practise Prarfayama after his wonted manner.”

If the Mind, roused from lethargy, should, from daily

practice of wakefulness, get distracted by objects of

desire and enjoyment, one should restore it to its Equi-

poise, again and again, by recalling to mind all the

misery arising from objects of enjoyment, so well-known

to wise men and by recalling to Mind the Brahman, the

Non-dual Entity, which is not subject to birth, old age,

decay, etc., and which is so well set forth in philosophic

treatises, wherever he casts his eyes on objects of

enjoyment.

Taintedness is an acute form of contamination of

the Mind. The Mind, when infected by it in the form

of vivid impressions of likes and dislikes, sometimes

appears as if in a state of Trance, free from the

influences of Lassitude and Distraction and solely directed

towards Misery. The Mind so infected should be re-

cognized, i.e., distinguished from the Mind fixed in a

state of Trance. Having made himself sure that this is

no Trance, one should set himself about curing it of this
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contamination, as in the case of Lassitude and Distraction.

By the word Evenness is designated the jBra^raan ; for,

says the :

“ The Supreme Lord pervading all things is Evenness
itself.” (B.G. XIII, 28.)

Lassitude, Distraction and Taintedness being cured,

the state of the 5ratean, Evenness, is attained as it

were by the law of survival of the residue. One should

not disturb the Mind, when it has attained the state of

Evenness, by mistaking it for either Lassitude or Tainted-

ness. He should learn to distinguish between the states

of Lassitude and Taintedness with great effort and with

his sharp intellect and should fix the Mind, as long as he

could, on this state of Evenness. When the Mind is so

fixed, the Highest Bliss, which is the very essense of the

Brahman, distinctly shows itself out in the Mind. This

is described as follows :

“ The Supreme Bliss, which the Reason can grasp,
which lies beyond the Senses.” (B. G. VI, 21.)

The S'ruti too has it

;

“The Bliss experienced by the Mind, purified_of all

dross from the practice of Trance and fixed in the Xi.ware,
cannot be adequately described in words, but can be
comprehended only by the Inner Sense acting by itself.”
{Mai. 4, 9.)

That the Bliss of the Brahman, tlcms revealed in

Trance, is cognizable by the Intellect, is recognized by
the B'ruti and the Smrti alike. Gau4a-padacarya, on the

other hand, says “ He should taste not the Bliss thereof
”

and does not admit that this Bliss is cognizable by the

Intellect. How could this be reconciled with the other

position ? There is really no inconsistency involved herein.

In the passage quoted above, it is not the Bliss revealed in
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Trance and cognizable by the Intellect, that is sought to

be prohibited, but the tasting of the Bliss which one experi*

ences, when he recedes from Trance, as it is incompat-

ible with Trance. Just as the pleasant and cool sensation

experienced by one immersed in the deep waters of the

Ganges at midday, in the hot season, is incapable of

being described by him at the time, but is borne testimony

to on his coming out of the waters
; or as the Bliss of the

Self, experienced, even during Sleep, through the operation

of the subtle forms of AvidyU, is incapable of being

perceived by the transformations of the Thought-bearing

Inner Sense at the time, but clearly comes within the

range of memory on waking ; in the same manner, during

Trance, the experience of Bliss, through the Mind free from

all tranformations whatever, or existing in a very subtle

condition, being only of the form of residual impressions

(of itself), is recognized by and /S'mrti alike. The
“ Taste ” spoken of by Gau4a-padacarya is with reference

to the idea that assumes the form of :
“ I have experienced

this excessive Bliss in Trance ”, when he recedes from

Trance. It is this indulgence in the memory, of the sense

of gratulation during moments of break, that is deprecated

by Gau4a-padacarya in the words :
“ Taste not the Bliss

thereof.” It is added “ Be intellectually detached ”—
^to

bring out this very meaning as plainly as possible. Clear

and well-defined knowledge is “ Intellect ” (Prajna). One

should give up all connection with this Intellect;—this is

all that is meant by “ Be intellectually detached ”. Or
“ Intellect ” (PrajM) may refer to the “ Intellect sustained

by Courage ” already referred to. By such means one

should try to be free from the “ Taste ”, consisting of the

experience and description of the Bliss of Trance. If the
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Mind, immersed in the Bliss of the Brahman during

Trance, should some time go out, for the pleasure of

enjoying such Bliss or from causes of disturbance, such

as heat, cold, mosquitoes and the like, it should be turned

often and often into the steadiness of Trance, in such a

way that it might be identified with the Brahman. The

means to this end is constant application to Interception

(of the transformations of the Mind). Only this identi-

fication is rendered clear, in the words, “ when the Mind
rises above Lassitude and Distraction, etc.” The words,

“ceases to have any characteristic mark or expression ”,

refer to the absence of Taintedness and the Taste for

pleasure respectively. The Mind, free from Lassitude,

Distraction, Taintedness and Taste for pleasure, becomes

undisturbedly fixed in the Brahman. It has been said in

the KafAoj>omsad, with the same in view

:

“ That is called the Highest Ideal, wherein all the five

Senses and the Mind remain in full control and wherein even
the Intellect does not function. This steadying of the Senses
is called Yoga ; the Yogin is wide awake in that condi-
tion, for. Yoga is Evolution coupled with Involution.”

(2, 3, 10, 11.)

Yoga, if neglected, is the cause of the Evolution of

activity in the Senses ; properly practised, it leads to the

Involution of such activity. Hence it is that Yoga is thus

defined in the aphorism :
“ Yoga is the suppression of the

transformations of the Thinking Principle.” (I, 2.) In

order to dispel the doubt (that may arise) that, it would

be impossible to suppress them, as these “ transformations
”

are endless, their limit has thus been laid down in the

aphorism :
“ The transformations are fivefold : and are

painful or not-painful.” (I, 5.) Such transformations

which relate to the Lifo-of-the-Lower-Self and which
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assume the form of suffering, such as likes, dislikes and

similar distractions, are “ painful Transformations

other than these, which relate to the Life-of-the-Higher-

Self,
are “ not-painful The “ painful ”

. as well as the

“ not-painful ” varieties are all included in the “ five
”

transformations. Lest the ignorant be misled into

supposing that “ painful ” transformations alone have to

be suppressed, the “ not-painful” ones are clubbed along

with the “ painful ” ones. Then follow six aphorisms to

explain the nomenclature and character of the five-fold

“ transformations ”
:
“ They are Right Knowledge, Wrong

Knowledge, Fancy, Sleep and Memory.” (I, 6.) “ Right

Knowledge is direct cognition or inference or testimony.”

(I, 7.)
“ Wrong Knowledge is false conception of a thing,

whose real form does not correspond to such conception.”

(I, 8.)
“ Fancy is the notion called into being by mere

words, having nothing to answer to it in reality.” (I, 9.)

“ That transformation which has Nothing-ness for its

basis is Sleep.” (I, 10.) “Memory is not-allowing a

thing cognized to escape.” (1, 11.) That is the trans-

formation having “ Nothingness ” for its basis, wherein,

on account of the veil of darkness, is cognized the absence

of all objects whatever. Sleep, indeed, is that trans-

formation of the Mind which relates to this “ darkness ”.

The “not-allowing a thing cognized to escape” means
the grasping (by the Mind) of the thing perceived. Then

are given the means of “ suppressing ” these five kinds of

“ transformations ”
:

“ Their suppression is secured by

Application and Detachment.” (I, 12.) Just as it is

possible to obstruct by a dam the rapid current of a river

and cause it to flow through canals across the corn-fields,

even so is the stream of objects filling this river of the
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Mind obstructed by “Detachment” and converted into

a placid flow, by the practising of Trance. It may be

argued that, while practice by frequent repetition is

possible in the case of the muttering of incantations,

meditation on some god and so on, as these are of the

form of action of some kind, it is not so in the case of

Trance, which means of all action whatever.

With a view to dispel any such doubt the aphorism lays

down :
“ Application is the effort towards that' state.”

(I, 13.) “ That state ” means complete Steadiness, i.e., the

condition, wherein all transformations are suppressed,

the moment of Interception. “ Effort ” is propulsion of

the Mind. The frequent propulsion of the Mind to the

firm resolve “ I shall, by all means, control the Mind from

its inherent tendency of straying away to objects,” is the

kind of “ Application ” here implied. Then follows an

aphorism which throws light on how such “ Application ”,

just commenced and therefore necessarily unconfirmed,

will succeed in neutralizing the impressions of Unsteadi-

ness, operating from time without beginning :
“ It stands

on firm ground, when practised for a long time, without

intermission, and with perfect devotion.” (1, 14.) People

very often speak of the argument of a fool, who would

say, “the Fedas extant are only four in number and it is

a wonder why a (pupil), who went to study

them, has not yet returned, though it is already five days

since he left.” The Fog'in, who thinks that Fog'u can be

accomplished in a few days or months, adopts the same
logic. Hence Yoga should be practised for a long time,

measured in years, nay in births. So also the 8mrti

:

“ Fully perfected through manifold births, he reacheth
the supreme goal.” (B. Gr. VI. 45.)
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It Yoga is being practised for along time, but at

frequent intervals, then, as the impressions of Yoga, which

are produced in consequence, will be overpowered by the

impressions produced immediately thereafter, at the

moments of unsteadiness, breaking its continuity, the

following maxim of the author of the Kha'/}dana-khanda-

khadya will prove true :
“ What shall he have to rest on,

if one should leap forward and fall back at the same

time, even as one conning by rote, but given to lapse of

memory.” Hence it is, that such practice has to be with-

out intermission. “ Devotion ” refers to the earnestness

brought to bear on such practice. If there is want of

devotion, what has been said by VASISTHA will

ensue

:

“ If the Mind is devoid of impressions of any kind
whatsoever, its activity would be very much the same as
inaction, even as one with his Mind transfixed on something
at a distance, listening to a religious discourse.”

“Want of devotion” means the not carefully

doing away with the four obstacles of Trance, viz.,

Lassitude, Distraction, Taintedness and Taste for en-

joyment. Hence this practice should be “ with devotion ”.

“ The standing on firm ground ” of Trance, practised in

conformity with the three injunctions relating to the

manner of practice, viz., long time, etc., means the

state wherein there is the utter incapability of its being

disturbed by impressions of the pleasure derived from

objects of enjoyment or by impressions of any pain-

ful experience whatever. This is referred to by the

LOED:
“ Which, having obtained, he thinketh there is no

greater gain beyond it; wherein, established, he is not

shaken even by heavy sorrow.” (B. G. VI. 22.)
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Vasistha has illustrated by the story of Kaca as to

how “ he thinketh there is no greater gain beyond it ”

:

‘*Once upon a time, Kaca, rising from Trance with a
cheerful Mind, soliloquized thus, in words bubbling with
emotion :

“ What shall I do, where shall I go, what shall I

take and what giye up ? The whole universe is filled with the
Self, as if with the waters of the Great deluge.” Within and
without the body, below, above and at all points of the com-
pass, here, there and everywhere, is the Self ; there is no
spot filled with the Not-self anywhere. There is nothing,
wherein I do not abide, nor is there anything, which is not in

me. What else shall I desire, when everything is pervaded
by the Supreme Consciousness ! The (seven) mountains,
fabled to hold up the globe of this earth, are but the foam
over the waters of this vast, mighty and pure ocean of the
all-pervading Brahman, Before the great radiance of the
Sun of this Supreme Consciousness, all the wealth and glory
of the world are but so many mirages.”

“The not being shaken by heavy sorrow ” is thus

illustrated by the same sage, in the Tranceof S'ikhi-

dhvaja, which outlasted three long years

:

“ Cudala, (the Queen of S'ikhi-dhvaja), there saw the
Lord of the earth immersed in the thought-suppressed variety
of Trance and bethought within herself, “ I shall presently
rouse my lord, the King from this state of Ecstasy There-
upon she roared mightily like a lion, over and over again,
frightening the beasts of the forest. When he, 0 Rama

!

could not be moved by this mighty noise, though frequently
repeated, she shook him out of his Trance by physical force.
But, though thus shaken and felled (to the ground), the King
would not awake to the life of the ordinary world.”

The same is illustrated also in his account of

Prahlada

:

“ Wrapt in his thought, PrahlEda, the slayer of the
mightiest and most valiant among his foes, lost himself in

the Supreme Bliss of Ecstatic Trance. While in this condition,
he appeared, as it were, a mere picture of his, painted on
canvas; he continued in this condition, with body ever fresh
and bright and with his eye fixed upon one point, for a period
of five thousand years. “ Awake, ye great soul 1

”—adressing
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him thus, the Lord Vis^iu blew his conch—P5«ca-ia«2/a—filling
the quarters with the echo of its sound. By the impact of

this mighty sound, generated by the vital breath of Vispu,

the Lord of the J.SMras was awakened, by slow degress, to the

life of the world.”

The Trance of Vlta-havya and others also may serve

as illustrations of the same

:

“ Detachiment ” is of two kinds ; Lower and Higher.

Again, the lower variety has four stages : Investigation,

Sifting, Isolation and Mastery. Patafljali, referring to

the first three by mere implication, speaks of the fourth

in the aphorism :
“ The consciousness of having mastered

(every desire), in the case of one who does not thirst

for objects, perceptible or scriptural, is Detachment.”

(1. 15.) “ Objects perceptible,” are, such as flowers, per-

fumery, women, children, friends, land, wealth and so on.

“ Objects scriptural ” are, such as are revealed by the

Veda, to wit, heaven and the like. When there is thirst

for the two kinds of objects referred to above, the first

three stages of Detachment spoken of above become

well marked, by bringing careful Discrimination to bear

on them. “ Investigation ”—is the stage, wherein one

strives with the resolve— With the help of books and

teachers, I shall try to understand what is good and

what is not good in this world.” “ Sifting ”—is the

process of sorting out the several defects previously

existing in one’s Mind, by bringing proper Discrimination

to bear on them, thus: “These are the ripe ones (fit to

drop down); these are still subsisting (in an unripe

state).” “ Isolation is the remaining of the Mind in

a state of Ardour pure and simple, after giving up the

hankering after objects “ perceptible ” as well as “ scrip-

tural ”, with the full knowledge that it is all evil and
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misery. “ Mastery is cessation of all desire whatso-

ever. This fourfold Detachment of the lower order, as

being the initiative of the eight stages (of Fog^a), con-

stitutes the intimate means of the Conscious variety of

Trance. Of the Unconscious variety of Trance it is only

the mediate cause. The “ Height of Detachment ” which

is the immediate cause of the Unconscious variety of

Trance is thus described in the aphorism : “That is the

highest, wherein, in consequence of being the

there is entire cessation of any the least desire for the

Ounas." (I, 16.) From the constant practice of the

Conscious variety of Trance, which leads to the dis-

crimination of the Purti§a from the PradhSLna made up

of the three Qunas in a state of equilibrium, the being,

to wit, the realization of the Pumsa is attained. That

complete thirstlessness for all objects whatsoever, which

are but the effects of the three G^unas, after the realiza-

tion of the Purma, is the Highest Detachment. Patafljali

refers to the varying degrees in the rapidity with which

Ecstatic Trance is attained, which are based on the

varying degrees in the several stages of Detachment,

thus : “The attainment of Samldhi is nearest to those

whose Detachment is the most ardent.” (I, %1.)^ Yogins

are of three classes, according to the degree of the

ardour of Detachment, to wit, those whose ardour is

light, those whose ardour is moderate, and those whose

ardour is excessive. “ Nearest ” means “ attained in the

shortest time possible”. Again with reference to the

^ There are two readings of this aphorism : Tlvra-samveganam
asannah samadhi-labhah/* a>ndL ** Ttvra-samvegdnam dsannah.'* The former
is here adopted for obvious reasons : the point of the aphorism being only
to show*' the way of approach to Sarnddhi and not to dedno the nature
of Samyama,

. , .
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third class of Togrms alone, i.e., those whose ardour is

excessive, it has been said :
“ A further distinction arises

on account of the light, moderate and excessive (nature

of the means employed), such as lightly excessive,

moderately excessive, and extremely excessive.” (I, 22.)

These degrees of ardour lead sooner to the successful

accomplishment (of Trance) in the order they are here

mentioned. The best among the best Yogins, such as

Janaka and Prahlada, belong to the class of practitioners

with extremely excessive ardour, for, they can, at a

moment’s thought, work themselves up into the condition

of confirmed Ecstatic Trance. Uddalaka and others, of

the lowest among the low sort, belong to the class of

mildly ardent practitioners, for, they can find the con-

dition of Trance, only after considerable effort put forth

in that direction. In the same manner other practitioners

as well, may be classified according to the degree of

ardour reached by them. When, in this manner, the

“ firm ground ” is obtained in the Unconscious variety of

Trance, by those Yogins of the class of the extremely

excessive ardour, there being no scope for its coming out

of it, their Mind is entirely dissolved. Obliteration of

FasanS being thus spared, Jivan-mukti is fully and

firmly established, from the Dissolution of the Mind.

It should not be supposed that the Dissolution of the Mind
leads on only to Videha-mukti and not to Jlvan-Mukti ;

for, the following dialogue settles the point

:

RAMA:
“ Tell me, O sage ! where, in the Yogin, would the

virtues, Friendliness ’ and others arise, after the form of the

^ The reference is to the aphorism which speaks of Friendliness
towards equals, Inditference towards adversaries, Complascence towards
superiors and Pity towards inferiors.
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Mind gets all dissolved, on the rise of proper Discrimi-

nation ?

VASISTHA:
‘'The dissolved Mind is of two kinds : with form

and without form. The first belongs to Jlvan-m/iikti^

the second to Videha-muktu That which makes much
of the Gunas belonging to the Prakrti, as if they* belong to

itself and attaches itself to happiness or misery, is called the

Mind. Thus have I described to thee, O prop of the Race of

Raghus ! the Existence of the Mind ; hear henceforward, 0
foremost of catechists! the mode of its Dissolution. That
man of supreme fortitude, whose evenness, no condition,

whether of pleasure or of pain, disturbs in theleast and on
whom all desires fall flat like the flow of breath on the lord

of mountains,—the Mind of such a one is verily dead and gone
for ever. His Mind is indeed quite dead, who is never
touched by calamity, miserliness, exhilaration, infatuation,

dullwittedness, jubilation and the like. When the Mind,
which is the treasure-house of Desire, is entirely dissolved,

then, 0 Raghava ! rises resplendent with the virtues

of Friendliness and others. The Mind of the Jivan-mukta is

thus forever freed from repeated incarnations. This is the
Dissolved Mind but with form, which is characteristic of

Jwan-mukti, The Dissolved Mind without form, referred to

by me at the beginning, is found, 0 best of the Raghus ! only
in the condition of Videha-mukti^ as it is only in Videha-
mukti that it is without any descriptive parts. Even Sattva^

though based on all the best virtues, is dissolved for ever, in

Videha-miikti, the holiest and the purest state. The great
souls, having the all-pervading Akasrt for their body, live in

that condition, wherein is annihilated all misery, which is in

no relation whatever with Matter, which is all-one in form.
Bliss en-masse, devoid of as and rumas,—dropping off

even the least touch of the Mind and forever.”

m The Jivan-muktas never lose themselves in the
tasting of pleasure or pain ; they may or may not act
anywise, in accord with the tendency of their Prakrti,

Thus, it is plain, that the Dissolution of the Mind
but with form is the right means to be adopted for

Jlvan-mukti,

End of the third Chapter on ‘ The Dissolution of

the Mind



CHAPTER IV

THE PURPOSE OF THE ATTAINMENT
OP JIVAN-MUKTI

The three questions : What is this Jivan-mukti ? What
is the authority on which it rests? How is it to be

accomplished ?—have been answered (in the preceding

Chapters). Here is attempted an answer to the fourth

question ; What is the Purpose of its attainment ?

The aims are five in number ; Safe-guarding Onosis,

Penance (Tapas), Absence of Discord, Cessation of pain

and misery, and the Genesis of Supreme Bliss.

It may be asked, where is the chance for Onosis, at-

tained by having recourse to means recognized by proper

authority, being in jeopardy, wherefore it requires safe-

guarding ? The answer is, Doubt and False Knowledge

may crop up in the Mind, if it is not in a state of

Quiescence. Vis'va-mitra has well illustrated this

possibility of Doubt, in the case of Raghava, who was

well initiated in Onosis, before he attained the condition

of peaceful tranquillity

:

“ 0 child of the Raghus I the best of knowers 1 there is

nothing more that remains to be known by thee. Thou hast
known, through thy own sharp Intellect, all that is to be
known. Thy Intellect, though well enlightened in regard to

all that is worth knowing, even like that of Huka, the son of
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the revered Vyasa, stands in need only of the attainment of
Quiescence.’*

As for S'uka, having himself first attained Gnosis

and riot still being free from Doubt, he applied to his

father, who taught him only what he already knew.

Wot being free from Doubt even after that, he approached

Janaka, who also taught him likewise (what his father

had already said). Whereupon said S'uka to Janaka :

S'UKA:

“I knew this, of myself, even before, through
proper discrimination. My father too taught me the very
same thing, on being asked about it. O best of the knowers
of the Word (of the Veda)i You also say the same thing.
This is the sum and substance of what is found in treatises on
the subject. This wretched, worldly existence, which is after
all the creature of one’s own imagination, disappears, the
moment such imagination is suspended. It is verily an
empty Chimera.—This is the absolute Truth. Explain what
this is to me, 0 valient sire! Tell me the real truth of the
matter, so that my Mind, which is straying as it were
through the universe, because of Doubt, may find complete rest
and repose, once for ail, in your reverence.”

: Janaka—
‘'The Truth is none other than what you say. O

sage! you have known it of yourself and have heard it

from your sire again. There is only the one the
All-unbroken Consciousness, there is nothing else besides. One
is subject to Bondage on account of his own Imagination

;

from suspension of such Imagination he becomes liberated.

Thus have you already distinctly known, all that is to be
known. 0 sage !

your glorious Self has learnt to abhor
ail kinds of enjoyment, nay, the phenomenal world in its

entirety. You, with your capacious Mind, have acquired
all that is worth acquisition. You put forth no effort towards
the phenomenal world.—O Brahman ! You are ever liberated.
Give up the Delusion that torments you.”

“ Thus taught by the high-souled Janaka, S'uka derived
rest in perfect silence in the Sublime Thing. Free from
sorrow, fear and exertion, devoid of desire and with Doubt
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dispelled, he went to the flawless top of the ilferw for the

practice of ecstatic Trance. Having spent ten thousand years
there in such Trance, he dissolved himself in the Self, even
like the flame of a lamp extinguishing itself, for want of oil

to feed it.”

It is thus plain, that Doubt crops up in the mind,

even after the knowledge of the Truth, from want of

proper rest and peace, as, in the case of S'uka and

Raghava. Such Doubt, like Ignorance is an impediment

to Liberation. The LORD too says with the same in view

;

“ But the ignorant, faithless, doubting Self goeth to

destruction ; nor this world, nor that beyond, nor happiness, is

there for the doubting Self.” (B. G. IV, 40.)

By “ faithlessness ” is meant False Knowledge ; this

will be explained further on. Whereas Ignorance and

False Knowledge stand in the way of Liberation alone.

Doubt prevents both Liberation as well as the enjoyment

of Worldly Pleasures ; for. Doubt always hangs, as it

were, between two opposite extremes. Whenever there;

is a tendency for worldly enjoyment, then the Mind,

yearning for Liberation, curbs such tendency
; and, vice

versa, whenever there is the yearning for Liberation, the

Mind, tending towards worldly enjoyment, curbs such

yearning. Hence, one desirous of Liberation should, by

all means, get himself rid of all Doubt whatever, for the

reason that there is no happiness whatever to the sceptic.

The Sritii also says :
“ All Doubts vanish (Mup. 2, 2, 8.)

The story of Nidagha is illustrative of False Knowledge.

Rbhu repaired, out of pity, to the house of NidAgha and

having enlightened him by various means returned to his

abode. Though thus equipped with the Knowledge,

Nidagha, owing to lack of Faith, got the false conviction

that the due performance of rituals alone was the
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be-all and end-all of existence, and applied himself

to the performance of rituals as before. The teacher,

anxious, lest his pupil should be misled from the true

aim of existence and filled with compassion, returned to

his pupil and taught him again. Even then he did not

give up his false conviction. When further expostulated

by the teacher, on his third visit, the pupil gave up his

False Knowledge and attained tranquillity of mind.

From Doubt and False Knowledge, which are res-

pectively identical with the absence of faith and

false faith, is prevented the fruition of Onosis. Says

PARASAEA:

“Even as fire, though well blazing, is powerless to

burn any fuel, when its power stands neutralized by the

potent influence of certain jewels, incantations or herbs,

similarly the fire of Gnosis once produced, though fanned into

a splendid blaze and in full vigour, is not at all potent
enough to destroy sin and sorrow, if its power is neutralized

(by the strength of Doubt and False Knowledge). Having a
perverted glimpse of the truth, as well as having no grasp
of it, and nothing else, O S'uka ! stands in the way of

Gnosis."

Hence, in the case of one whose Mind is not at rest,

as there is the possibility of the attainment of Gnosis

being imperilled, from the scope for the operation of

Doubt and False Knowledge in neutralizing its fruition,

some safeguard is essential. In the case of one whose

Mind is at rest, on the other hand, as the world and the

whole panorama of the objective vanish, on the Dissolu-

tion of his Mind, where is the possibility of the occur-

rence of Doubt or False Knowledge ? The sustenance of

the body and everything connected with it, of the

Emower of the Brahman, who is unconscious of the mani-

festations of the phenomenal world, is the work of the
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Vital Breath introduced by the Supreme Lord, ' without

any conscious effort on the part of the knower. Hence

is it said in the ChUndogya :

“He remembers not this body (of his), neighboured by
(other) people ; the Prana (Vital Breath) placed (functioning)
in this body behaves, even like the proverbial draught-animal
set on his track.” (8, 12, 3.)

“Neighboured by (other) people,” i.e., this body (of

the Liberated) which is very near the eyes of other men.

In other words, the Knower of the Brahman is completely

oblivious of this body (of his). Only those near him see

his body, while he himself, owing to the attainment of

Mindlessness, never remembers, “ this body is mine ”.

“ Draught-animal ” refers to a horse broken to saddle or

harness or an ox yoked to a chariot or other vehicle and

well-trained, who, being often driven along the road by

the driver, takes the same course, without any need for

being prompted by the driver every now and then, and

takes the vehicle to the place of destination lying yonder.

Similarly, the Vital Breath, introduced by the Supreme

Lord into this body, irrespective of any individual effort,

performs its allotted vital function. The same is referred

to in the Bhd.gavata also

:

“ This mortal coil, no matter, whether it lasts or

decays—the Liberated recks not, inasmuch as he has reached
his own Self, even like the drunkard, blind with intoxication,

who recks not the cloth he wears, no matter, whether it

remains in its position or is stripped off by chance.”
(XI, 13, 36.)

' The -word " Supreme Lord ’’ is here used in the sense of that reflection

of the Supreme Consciousness in MayS,, which, as the sum total {Sama^i)
of all conscious units, is in charge, so to speak, of the world and aU
individual beings below it in the order of development. See Paftca-das'l,

Oh. II. . ,

22
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So also VasISTHA :

conduct themselves (in their everyday life) in

accordance with the time-hallowed rules of conduct, when-
ever their attention is drawn to it by persons standing by,

themselves remaining unaffected by such conduct, even like

persons awakened from their sleep,”

It may be argued that it is a mutual contradiction

in terms to say “the Liberated recks not ” and “ they

conduct themselves (in their everyday life) There is

no such contradiction involved ; for, both these positions

could be reconciled by taking into consideration the

varying degrees of rest (involved in the two). The 8'ruti

says with these varying “degrees of rest” in view:
“ This is he who revels in the Self, this is he who is

infatuated with the Self, this is he who perseveres in the

Self and this is he who is the highest among the Enowers
of the Brahman” (Mini, 3, 1, 4.) In these, four diverse types

of persons are indicated. The Knower of the Brahman is

of the first type, the Knower of the Brahman of a higher

order is of the second, the Knower of the Brahman of

the next higher type is the third and the Knower of the

Brahman of the highest type is the fourth. They should

be understood to belong respectively to the four stages,

beginning from the fourth of the seven stages oi Onosis,

These (seven) stages are thus described by VASISTHA :

“ The first stage of Gnosis is known as “ Ardour,” the
second is the “ Spirit of Enquiry,” the third, “ Attenuation,”
the fourth, “ Attainment of fi'atfua (Purity),” the fifth, “ In-
difference”, the sixth, “ Oblivion ” and the seventh, “ Trans-
cendence (of the previous three) ”. The desire arising from the
deep sense of detachment due to penitence, which takes the
form of “ Why do I stand thus steeped in ignorance ? Let
me call into aid the study of philosophy and the company
of the wise,” is the first stage called “ Ardour ” by wise men.
the second—the Spirit of Enquiry—consists of that constant
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application of the Mind in search of what is wholesome,
born of the study of philosophy, the company of the wise and
the repeated development of detachment. The wearing away,
to almost imperceptible thinness, of the deep attachment to

the objective due to the stress of Ardour and Contemplation,
leads to the third stage, called “ Attenuation When, from
constant application to these three stages, the Mind, becalmed
of all that belongs to the objective, finds complete rest in the
pure Bliss of the fourth stage called the Attainment
of Sattva (Purity) dawns. That condition, which results from
carefully passing through these four stages, which has for its

fruit the avoidance of all contact with the objective and is

the glorious gift of confirmed Sattva, is called “ Indifference
After the five preceding stages have been accomplished and
in consequence of the total recession to the back-ground of
all objects, external as well as internal, due to the complete
fusion of the objective into the subjective, is reached the next
stage, described as the sixth and called “ Oblivion ”, when,
owing to the persistent efforts of others, arousal from Trance
is occasioned. When these six stages are practised for a long
time and when all sense of separateness ceases, the condition
of “ Abiding-in-the-Self-alone ”, which results, is the seventh
stage called “ Transcendence”.

The first three stages mentioned here are only the

means of Onosis and can therefore not be included in

Brahma-vidy&, proper; for, in them the sense of pseudo-

reality of separateness is not removed. These three are,

therefore, assigned to the waking condition. It has

been said

:

“ These three stages, 0 Eama ! belong to the waking
condition. For, only in that condition is the world seen as it

is, through the sense of separateness.”

Then comes the direct Realization of the Unity of the

Self and the Brahman, with the Mind intercepted, owing

to (contemplation of the sense of) the Great Text of the

Vedanta, This is the fourth stage, the fruit (of the first

three) called the Attainment of Sattva (Purity). One in

the fourth stage, having been firmly convinced as to the

real and non-dual nature of the existence of the Brahman,
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clearly realizes the Illusory nature of all Name-and-Form,

which goes to make up what is known as the world and

which is, by mistake, superimposed on the Brahman. In

the case of the Seeker-after-Liberation, this stage would

correspond to Dream, in relation to the waking stage

referred to above. Of this it is said

:

“ The sense of Fon-dualism having gained firm foot-

hold, on the passing away of the sense of Dualism, those in

the fourth stage look upon the world as a dream. His Mind
dissolves, even like the fleecy clouds in Autumn. One thus
carried into the fourth stage stands, being alone remaining.”

The Yogin who has reached the fourth stage is

known as the Brahma-vid. The three stages beginning

from the fifth are only sub-divisions of Jivan-mukti.

They are due to the difference in the degrees of rest

arising from the constant practice of the Unconscious

variety of Trance. The Yogin in the fifth stage may, of

his own accord, issue out of the said Trance. Such a

Yogin is called the Brama-vid-vara (belonging to the first

degree). In the sixth stage, he issues out of his Trance,

only when aroused by others standing beside him and is

known as (belonging to the second

degree). These two stages are said to correspond to Sleep

and Deep Sleep, respectively. It has been said

:

“ Having approached the fifth stage called “ Sleep ”,

the Yogin stands exclusively in a non-dual state (with the
Atman), with all sense of difference completely laid at rest.

Though seemingly in touch with external phenomena, (in

reality) he is ever introspecting and appears, as one prone to

sleep out of sheer exhaustion. By constant practice in this

stage, with his desires entirely obliterated, the Yogin, by
degrees, falls into the sixth stage called “ Deep Sleep ”, where
he is neither Being nor Not-being, neither Ego nor Hon-ego, is

devoid entirely of the functioning of the Mind and stands free

frpnt ^11 sense of Unity, as well as Diversity. He is empty
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within as well as without, even like the jar standing empty
in the wide Akas'a ; he is full within and full without, even
like the jar in the surging ocean.”

The Mind, which has attained deep Trance of the

Unconscious variety and which has only hazy potential

impressions left within its range of experience and, in

consequence, has neither the power to build “ castles-in-

the-air,” nor to perceive external objects of any kind, may
be characterized as “ empty within and without,” like the

jar filled with water and placed in the ocean, as it is

immersed in the Brahman, which is Self-effulgent, is All-

being, All-thought and All-bliss and is also One-in-essence

and as it perceives the Brahman alt around and every-

where. The Ascetic in the seventh stage, known as

“ Transcendence ”, knows no issuing out (of his Ecstatic

Trance), either of himself or from any other cause. Only

with reference to the condition of such a Yogin, has it

been said in the BhRgavata “This mortal coil, no matter

whether it lasts or decays, etc.” All treatises on the

Science of Yoga devoted to an exposition of the Uncon-

scious or Ecstatic variety of Trance end here. Indeed, it

is the Yogin in this condition that is acclaimed as the

Brahma-vid-vari§tha in the Bruti quoted above.

Thus, the mutual conflict, apparently involved in the

two statements, “ Whenever their attention is drawn to

it, by persons standing by ” and “ the Liberated recks

not,” does not arise, as they relate to two different stages.

To summarize what has been said so far : The three

stages beginning with the fifth, comprised in Jlvan-mukti,

having been realized, as there is no possibility of the

occurrence of Doubt and False Knowledge, on account

of the absence of the appearance of Duality in those
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conditions, the resulting Qmsis is fully safeguarded

from all impediments whatever, thereafter. So then,

this Safeguarding of Gnosis is the First aim to be sought

in the attainment of

The Second aim is the Practice of Tapas. The stages

of Yoga should be looked upon as making up the “ Prac-

tice of Tapas ”, as they are the causes that contribute to

the exaltation of the Ascetic to the condition of the gods

and other higher beings. This could be fairly inferred

from the dialogues between Arjuna and the Lord, and

between Rama and Vasistha :

.

ARJUNA:
“ He who is unsubdued, but who possesseth faith, with

the Mind wandering away from Fo^a, failing to attain perr

fection in Yoga, what path doth he tread, O Kfsua ? Fallen
from both, is he destroyed like a rent cloud, unsteadfast, 0
mighty-armed 1 deluded in the path of the Eternal ? Deign, 0
Kpspa ! to completely dispel this Doubt of mine ; for, there is

none to be found, save Thyself, able to Destroy this Doubt."
(B.G. VI, 37-39.)

THE LORD:

“ O son of Prtha ! neither in this world, nor in the life

to come, is there destruction for him ; never doth any who
worketh righteousness, 0 beloved! tread the path of woe.
Having attained to the worlds of the pure-doing, and having
dwelt there for immemorial years, he who fell from Yoga is

reborn in a pure and blessed house ; or he may even be born
into a family of wise Yogins

;

but such a birth as that, is

most difficult to obtain in this world. There he recovereth the
characteristics belonging to his former body, and with these
he again laboureth for perfection, 0 joy of the Kurus !

”

(B.G. VI, 40-43.)

RAMA:
“ Tell me, 0 revered sire I what lot is in store for one

(in the next world), if he passes away, after reaching the first

or the second or the third stage ?
”
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VASI§THA:

“The sins of the previous incarnations of that Fogim,

whose life passes away from his body during any one of the
stages of Yoga, melt away in proportion to the degree of
development he has acquired in that stage. He then wanders
about for pleasure in Celestial cars or in the cities of the
Guardians of the Quarters and frolics in the bowers of the
pleasure gardens on the slopes of the Mem, in the company
of Celestial Damsels. His previous deeds, good as well as bad,
being thus enjoyed out in course pf time, the Yogin incarnates
on this earth again. He is born in the well-equipped house
of some pious, rich, noble-hearted man of blemishless charac-
ter. Having then rapidly passed through the three stages of
Yoga he has already gone over, he reaches the next higher
stages one after the other

At this stage it may be be asked: even assuming
that these stages (sedulously cultivated) would lead to the

attainment of the world of the gods, what has that to do

with the Practice of Tapas ? The answer is “ there is the

authority of the 8'rvM ”. Thus do the Taittirlyas chant

:

“ By Penance did the gods of yore rise to the condition of

the gods
i
by Penance again did. the Esis gain heaven.”

(Tai. 4, 79.) As such, while even the three stages preced-

ing Onosis are of the nature of Penance, much more so

would it be the case with the three stages coming after

the rise of Onosis and beginning with the fifth, which
correspond to the Unconscious variety of Trance. Hence
does the Smrti say

:

“ The Highest Penance consists in the one-pointedness
of the Mind and the Senses ; that is better than all religious

practices ; that is the Highest Religion.”

Though, according to this principle, no other incar-

nation is attainable through Penance, still it has a distinct

purpose to serve, viz., the good of the world. Says the

Lord :

. .

“ Then having an eye to the welfare of the world also,

thou shouldst perform action.” (B.G. Ill, 20.)
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The “
-world ” to be thus obliged may be divided into

three kinds: the world of Pupils, of Devotees and of

Neutrals {i.e., neither the one, nor the other). Of these,

the first, in virtue of the highest faith in the truthfulness

of the Guru (teacher), who is a real Fog'm ever centred

within, has implicit trust and confidence in the Truth

taught by him and attains mental composure in a

very short space of time. Hence, it is said in the

Srutii

“ He, who is absolutely devoted to God and verily looks

upon his Guru (teacher) as his God ;—to that great soul are

revealed the sublime truths of what is imparted (by the

teacher) ”. (Hve. 6, 23.)

The also says

:

“ The man who is full of faith obtaineth wisdom, and
he also, who hath mastery over his senses ; and, having
obtained wisdom, he goeth swiftly to the supreme Peace.”
(B.G. IV, 39.)

The second kind of men. Devotees, themselves ap-

propriate as it were, the Penance practised by the Yogtn,

merely by rendering service to him by way of accommo-

dating him in the matter of food, habitation and the like.

Says the S'ruti :
” His (the Yogin's) sons share the patri-

mony, his friends his good deeds, and his enemies

his sins.”

Neutrals again are of two kinds : Believers and Un-

believers. The first, observing the Yogin's themselves

treading the path of rectitude, follow in their wake. The

Smrti has it

:

“ Whatever a great man doeth, that other men also do

;

the standard he setteth up, by that the people go.” (B.G.
Ill, 21.)
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Even 'the : Unbeliever is rid of his, sins, on being

graced with the eye-glances of the Yogm.: It has

.been said

:

“ On whomsoever fall the eye-glances of the Yogin
whose mind is directed towards the Truth, with a view, even-
tually, to attain Self-realization, such are delivered from ail

their sins.*’

In the same manner, referring, by implication, to the
Yogin!

s

sense of high altruism, it is set forth thus :

“The man, whose mind has, even for a moment, at-

tained firmness in the quest after the Brahman^ has verily

had a dip in the holy waters of all the sacred rivers
;
has

bestowed the whole earth as a pious gift; has offered a thou-
sand sacrifices; has propitiated all the gods in heaven ; has
rescued his departed ancestors from the cycle of births and
deaths; and is fit, indeed, to be held in veneration by the
three worlds (upper, mundane and nether).”

“Through him, whose mind is dissolved in that vast
ocean of absolute Consciousness and Bliss, the Supreme
Brahmmi, his family derives its sanctity, his mother, the ful-

filment of her cherished hopes and desires and the earth
becomes replete with pious merit of a high order.”

It is not merely the intercourse of the Yogin, such

as is sanctioned by religious works, that constitutes

Penance, but all worldly activity of his is also of that

nature. The followers of the Taittirlya-^akha of

the glory of the Enlightened in the last Anuvaka of the

Narayanopmiisad. In the first part of that Anuvaka, the

limbs of the Yogin are spoken of as the several things

that form the requisites of a sacrifice

:

“ Of this, the sacrifice of the Enlightened, the AUnan is

the sacrificer, Faith is the wife {Patnl), the body is the sacred

fuel, the chest is the sacrificial altar, the hair on the body is

the Kus'a grass, S'ikha is the (tuft of grass), his heart is

the post to which the sacrificial animal is tethered, Passion is

the clarified butter, Anger is the victim, Penance is the fire,

Control is the slaughterer, (Charity) is the largesse to the

priests, Speech is the Hotr^ Vital Breath is the Udgatr, the Eye
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is the Adlwaryu^ MinA is the Brahma^ the Ear is the
(the priest who tends the fire)/’ (80.)V

111 this description, the word Charity ” is to be

understood before the words ‘‘ largesse to the priests ”

;

for, say the :

“ Now what are the Yogin's penance ? Charity, Straight-
forwardness, Non-violence and Truthfulness,—these are the
gifts of the sacrifice.”

Again in the middle of the aforesaid ArmmM, all

activity of the Yogin, nay, his very life-time, is identified

with acts which pertain to the performance of the

JyoiKsfoma-sacrifice, while, in the concluding part of the

same, they are identified with acts pertaining to all

sacrifices in general, thus

:

“ As long as he lasts {i.e.,) the duration of his life, is his

sacrificial vow, whatever he eats is the oblation, whatever he
drinks is his /Soma-drink, whatever he delights in is the
Upasada“ho7na^^ hiB going about, sitting or standing is the

Pravargya-horna^ his mouth is the Ahava7iiya‘fiTe, his speech
is the offering, his knowledge is the act of performing the

Homa, his eating in the morning and evening is the sacred

fuel, his eating in the morning, mid-day and evening are the

three Savanas, day and night are the Dars'a-and'Purnamasa-
sacrifices, months and fortnights are the Catur7nasya-sebCii6.ceB,

the seasons are the tethers that hold the victim, years and
half years are the Ahar-gaT^.as ;—in short this is a sacrifice in

which everything one has is offered as gifts, his death being
the AvabhrthaP

^

^ The five names of Ilotr, etc., are the names of the five different officers

in a sacrifice. The first belongs to the Rg-veda, the second to the Yajus,
the third to the Bamaih and the fourth to the The first offers

oblations, the scond superintends the operations, the third invokes the
gods, the fourth presides over the whole. The fifth Agnldh need not
belong to any special Veda, though he is generally a Rg~vedin and his office

to tend the fire on the altar.

2 A particular, form of oblation with specified Mantras ; see Srauta-
padartha-nirvacana, page 397, No. 137. The Pravargya is also a particular

form of offering with particular Mantras^ See, ibid., p. 281, No. 85.

® It is the bath taken at the conclusion of a Sacrifice. It is supposed
to be very holy.
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The word “this,” in the last sentence, refers to the

whole life-period of the Fog'w, as made up of days,

nights, months and years, just referred to in the text

quoted. In other words, the implication is that his whole

life is a Sacrifice, attended with the giving, as gifts, of

all that he has. In the last part of the aforesaid

Anuvaka is mentioned the fruit of Liberation, reaped in

gradual stages by one who holds the conviction that a

Yogin is all characterized by his sacrifice and becomes

one with the Sun or the Brahman, the effect, or the

Moon or the jBra^man, the cause.

“ This is indeed the life-long (lit. lasting till dotage and
death) Agni-hotra-Sacii&ce ; he who knows this and passes off

in the Uttarayana, attains the glory which is exclusively of

the gods and becomes one with the Sun ; he who knows this

and passes off in the Daksimyana, attains the glory which is

exclusively of the Pitrs and "either becomes one with the Moon
or, at any rate, reaches the lunar sphere. The Brahmana who
understands (this secret), shares in the glory of the Sun and
the Moon and thence attains the glory of Brahma ; he does,

indeed, attain the glory of the Brahman. Thus the Upani^ad.”

He who holds that the life-career of a Yogin, up to

his dotage and death, is identical with aU the rituals

spoken of in the Fcdo, commencing from Agni-hotra and

ending with the Samvatsara-satfra, becomes one with the

Sun or the Moon, in proportion to the strength of his

faith. If his faith is less fervid, he only attains the

solar or lunar sphere and having there experienced the

favour of either the Sun or the Moon, he rises further to

Satya-loka and acquires the glory of the four-faced

Brahma. Having acquired (jKOses while in that sphere,

he thence gains the glory of the J5m/jma7i, the Entity

which is All-Being, Thought and Bliss
;
in other words

finds Kaivalya. The words, “Thus the Upanmd,”
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indicate the conclusion of the exposition relating to the

aforesaid Vidya, as also of the treatise expounding the

same. Thus is established the Second aim of Jlvan-

the “ Practice of Tapas

The third aim of Jlvan-mukti is the Absence of

Discord. The foremost among Fogms, being prone to

introspection and ever detached from all external inter-

course, no one; whether coarse or cultured, has ever any

cause for conflict with him. This conflict, in the case of

the coarse, takes the two forms of Dispute and Censure.

The Yogin being ever devoid of anger and the rest, how
can the coarse ever find cause for dispute with him?
Thus, it has been said in the Smrti :

“One should return not anger for anger, but wish him
well, who menaces him with evil, should coolly pocket all

tall talk (tending to provoke him) and by all means displease
no one.”

It znay here be argued : Renunciation-of-the-

Enlightened is anterior to Jlvan-mukti, Realization of

Onosis is anterior even to that Renunciation, and

Renunciation-of-the-Seeker is anterior again to Onosis.

—How, then, is it consistent to expatiate on virtues, such

as absence of anger and the like, quoted (above) from the

Smidi, at this stage (of Jlvan-mukti) ? Quite true ; it is

because of this, that there is not even so much as the

shadow of a chance, for anger and the like, in the

Jlvan-mukta. While anger and the rest could not be

found in the much earlier stage of the Renunciation-of-

the-Seeker, more so could they not be present in the

higher stage of Onosis, still more so in the Renunciation-

of-the-Enlightened, and most of all in Jlvan-mukti.

Hence, there is little chance for the coarse to find

cause for quarrel with the Ascetic, Nor is there any
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possibility for the second kind of conflict, Censure ;

for, there is little scope for attaching any slander (to the

Yogin). So also says the /S'/nrif*

:

“He alone is the true ascetic, whose being or not-
being, coarseness or culture, character or no-character, no
one knows about.”

“ Being or not-being ’’ refers to high or low birth.

As regards the “ Cultured,” what is it he would make
the ground of dispute with the Fopm.—whether it is

based on the meaning and import of treatises on the

different Schools of Philosophy, or on the Ascetic’s conduct

in life? As for the first, the Fopm never challenges the

accuracy of what is taught by other Schools of Philoso-

phy, acting as he does in accord with the Vedic injunc-

tion, which runs thus; “Know Him alone as the One
Self. Give up talk of every other School of thought.”

(Mun. 2, 2, 5.)
“ Do not burden your memory with words

of diverse import; for it is all mere logomachy (waste of

words).” (Br. 4, 4, 21.) Nor does he care to establish the

position of the philosophy he follows, before such as

dispute it, as he clings to the views set forth in the

following Vedic Texts

;

“ One should leave aside all books whatever, even as
one, who wants to gather the corn, should leave aside the
straw ; nay, after realizing the Supreme Brahman, he should
give them up, as if they were so many fire-brands.”

When he looks even upon a disputant as (identical

with) himself, where is the room for his gloating over

his victory ? Nor is it probable, that cultured believers of

whafever School, barring Agnostics, having faith in the

reality of Liberation, will ever take exception to the

Yogin and his ways. For, though the Jaina, the

Buddha, the Vaide^ika, dhe Naiydyika, the 8'aiva, the
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Ft?is7jam, the S'akta, the Soimkhya, the Fogra, and

other Schools of thought, which believe in Mok^a
(Liberation)—all differ in their methods of exposition,

they are unanimous in respect of recognizing Fama,

Niyama and the other stages of Yoga, as the means to

Liberation. Thus is the foremost among Yogins an

object of universal favour, in virtue of the absence of

scope for Discord. Says FasISTHA, with this in mind

:

“O best of intellects! in Mm readily seek shelter all

spotless Systems of Knowledge, whose present incarnation is

the last and the best, even as pearls seek shelter in the best
bamboo. Nobility, affability, friendliness, sweet temper,
detachment and high attainments—all ever resort to him, as
do women to the harem of the house. All men seek him, who
is sweet with polished conduct, even as the wild deer in a
forest seek after the melodious notes of the flute. He is the
liberated one, who, though, on account of the supreme tran-
quillity of his mind, he remains, as it were, in a kind of sleep,

is ever mentally wide awake and who is ever sought after by
the wise, on account of his proficiency in arts and learning,
even as the Moon full of all the Kalas ‘ is by the gods.”

Also,

“ In him who is all Peace, all beings whatever

—

whether wild or domesticated, do become calm and repose
their entire confidence, even as in their own mother. The
man of Peace alone shines in all his splendour-—among men
of penance, men of learning, men who officiate as priests in a
sacrifice, nay, even among kings, men of prodigious strength
and men of high character.”

Thus is clearly made out the third aim of Jivan-

mukti—the Absence of Discord.

The fourth and fifth objects, viz., Cessation of pain

and mis'ery and the Genesis of Supreme Bliss, have been

described in the Fourth Chapter, dealing with Vidyilnanda,

of the treatise known as Brahmdnanda. A summary
^ Here is a pun on the word* In the case of the Moon it means digits,

while, in the case of the Liberated, it means Fine arts and Learning,
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of what has been there set forth about the two is

given here

:

“ If one realizes his self as “I am this (Self),” in

quest of what desire or object of enjoyment would he rouse
his body to fever-heat ?

”

In the words of the above Sridi is implied the

destruction of all temporal misery. The Vedic texts, such

as—“ Alas ! Why have I done no good, why have I

committed sin : these do not cause pain to this one ”

—

bespeak the entire destruction of pain taking the form

of regret relating to virtuous and vicious conduct, which

have a bearing on the next world.

The “ Genesis of Supreme Bliss ” is by one of three

ways ;
“ the Attainment of all Desire,” “ the Discharging

of Duties (of every kind) to be discharged by one,” and

“the Achievement of the End and Aim of Life ”. The

first, again, is attained by one of three ways :
“ Being the

Witness of all,” “ Being unaffected by desire under all

circumstances” and “Being the enjoyer of all enjoy-

ments whatever ”. He who realizes “ I am only that

Brahman, which is all consciousness and the Witness in

the bodies of all beings whatever, from Hirapya-garbha

down to the lowest order of animate creation,” is neces-

sarily the witness of the bodies of all, even as he is the

witness of his own body. The S'ruti says to the same

effect; “He enjoys all objects of desire whatever, with

the Brahman, the Witness of all.” By “ being unaffected

by desire for the enjoyment of things enjoyed by the

world ” is meant “ the attainment of all objects of desire.”

So, there is the attainment of all objects of desire in the

Knower of the Truth, who perceives the evil in the

enjoyment of things. This is also rendered clear
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by the S'raiJ, which makes mention of the “ Knower of

the Veda, who is unaffected by any desire whatever,”

while speaking of the degrees of Bliss increasing a

hundred-fold at every stage, beginning from that of the

Emperor of the world, up to that of the Hirajgiya-garbha.

He who has realized his own Self as pervading all things

in the form of Being, Thought and Bliss, is necessarily

the “ enjoyer of all enjoyments whatever.” For, says

the with this in view: “I am all food, I am all

food, I am all food ; I am the eater, I am the eater, I

am the eater.”

“The Discharging of Duties (of every kind) to be

discharged by one ” is thus set forth in the 8mrti :

“ Regaling in the nectar of Gnosis to his heart’s content,
fully satisfied in the complete discharge of every duty, there
remains nothing for the Yogin to do ; if, at all. there is

anything which remains, then he cannot be reckoned as
having attained Gnosis.”

“ But the man who rejoiceth in the Self, with the Self
is satisfied, and is content in the Self ; for him verily there is

nothing to do.” (B. G. Ill, 17.)

The “ Achievement of the End and Aim of Life ” is

also thus touched upon in the 8'rutis '
“ Thou, O Janaka !

hast realized entire fearlessness
j

” “ Hence he became

all That ;
” and “ The knower of. the Brahman becomes

the Brahman alone.”

It may here be pointed out that, as these two, “ the

Absence of Discord ” and the “ Genesis of Supreme Bliss,

could be attained even out of Onosis, they ought not to

be set down as the aims oi Jlvan-mukti. This, however,

is not correct; for, all that is implied in regard to these

two is their safe preservation. Even as Gnosis, though
produced even before Jlvan-mukti, becomes well preserved
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after it, so also the two in question are well preserved

by Jlvan-muJdi.

At this stage, some may adopt the following line

of argument : Jlvan-mukti having thus been shown to

have these five aims in view, it is plain that the Yogin in

the ecstasy of his trance is superior to the Knower of

the Truth who is yet attached to the world. But such a

position is shown to be untenable, in the dialogue

between Rama and Vasi^tha ;

Rama—

“O Lord! the best of all beings that exist and
that are yet unborn ! Tell me which of the two is superior to

the other : he, who is ever at rest, though obsessed with the
affairs of the world, even like one roused from an occasional
Trance ; or he, who remains ever in a state of Trance, in
some secluded spot ?”

VaSISTHA:

‘‘ Trance is but that state of internal, cool composure,
which comes of looking upon this (phenomenal) world which
is a combination of the Gunas, as Not-self. There are some
who have gained this pleasant calm within, arising from
the conviction, “ I have no touch with the objective ” and
remain attached to the world; there are others who, having
attained such composure from the same conviction, choose

to shut themselves up in meditation. Both these, 0 Rama !

are equally good, if they are entirely cool within. For, the

internal composure, such as obtains in them, is the result of

endless penance.”

There is, however, no room for such misconception

;

for, it is only the necessity for the bringing about of the

“ Obliteration of Vasana.” implied by the “ internal com-

posure ” that is sought to be emphasized. It, by no

means, follows that the Superiority of the “ Dissolution

of the Mind ” which is the next stage, is in any way
'34
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called into question. For, Vasistha himself has render-

ed his meaning clear by the implication, that this

“internal composure” is the same as “ quiescence of

desire ” in the following stanza

:

“To those who have gained internal composure, the

whole world becomes cool and calm, while, to persons molten
in the furnace of internal desires, the world is one huge
conflagration.”

It may still be pointed out that, in the following

passage. Trance has been spoken lightly of, while the

“ remaining attached to the world ” has been extolled

;

“ If the Mind of the Yogin sitting in a state of Trance
is distracted with various transformations, such Trance of

his is no better than a kind of “ mad-folks-dance ”, But, if

the Mind of one were entirely devoid of all desires, even
when indulging in such mad revels, even such dance of his

will be equal to Brahma-samadhi (Trance of the highest
order).”

This, however, is not correct , for, it is only in recog-

nition of the excellence of Samadhi, that Yosana is

spoken lowly of. The words may be explained in this

manner. Though Trance is superior to remaining

attached to the world, still if such Trance were affected

with any the slightest tinge of VdsanO,, it would only be

inferior to such attachment without Fasana and, as

such, would not deserve to be looked upon as Trance a,t all.

In case the man in a state of Trance, as well as the man
of the world, are both devoid of Onosis and with Vdsarid,

then, Trance is of course superior, on account of its being

such a virtuous act as would, lead (the Yogin) to heaven.

When both are fully initiated into Gnosis and entirely

devoid of all FSsana, then also Trance of the form of the

“ Dissolution of the Mind ” is surely superior, as being a
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strong preserver of Jivan-mukti, which is but the Obli-

teration of all VSLsana. Hence, the foremost of Fogms

is superior (to the man of Gnosis attached to the world).

That there is no sort of impediment to {i.e., there is a

purpose served by) the attainment of Jivan-mukti with

its five aims, is well established.

End of the Fourth Chapter on “ The Purpose of the

Attainment of Jivan-mukti.”



CHAPTER V

RENUNCIATION-OF-THE-EKLIGHTENED

Thus has Jlmn-mukti been expounded, with refer-

ence to the Authorities that bear testimony to its possibil-

ity, the Means to be adopted for and the Purposes
served by its attainment. Henceforth, we shall expound
“Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened,” its chief auxiliary.

This Renunciation has been described at length in the

Parama-haihsopanmd. We shall here quote in full this

Upanisad and add our commentary, as we proceed.
By way of introduction to the same, the following
question bearing on the Renunciation-of-the-Enlight-
ened is put

:

“Now, Narada approaching the Lord asked
him thus: What, pray, is the path of those Yogins
who are Parama-hamsas ? What is their condition ?

”

Though there is apparently nothing implying im-
mediate sequence to precede this question and, as such,
the word “ now ” would evidently be merely redundant!
still, we should not forget that the question at issue is

the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened and the person
qualified for such Renunciation must be one, who knows
the Real Essence, but yet, tormented by worldly distrac-
tions of all sorts, seeks naturally to find mental peace
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I
therein. Hence the word, “ now ”, implies the possession

of the above qualifications, as a condition precedent.

With a view to exclude a mere “ Yogin” or a mere
“ Parama-harnsa" fvom the scope of such inquiry, the

i two words have been coupled together. The mere Yogin,

having no glimpse of the Essence, attaches himself to the

use of Clairvoyance, fioating in the air and other occult

powers of the kind and puts forth his effort, by employ-

ing various means, such as, Samyama (Contemplation

and the rest), in the direction of the acquisition of such

powers. Thus,
^
he swerves away from the path leading

to the real Goal of Existence. The aphorism touching

I

on this, has been quoted already :
“ These are obstacles

I in the way oi Samadhi-, and are powers in moments of

I

suspension.” (Ill, 38.) The mere Parania-hamsa, on the

f
other hand, in view of his having fully realized the

Essence, comes to the conclusion, that such occult powers

are mere trash and treats them with contempt. That

he is so, is described in the following passage

:

“The curiosity of the ParaTOa-A.a?hsa is not roused by
all this wondrous panorama, as he knows fully well that
these powers of the Self-that-is-all-Consciousness manifest
themselves in diverse ways.”

Full of Eenunciation, he disregards Injunctions and

Prohibitions, through exuberance of his knowledge of

the Brahman. It has been said; “Where can

there be any Injunction or Prohibition to them

who walk the way transcending the three Ownas^”

For this very reason, pious men, having faith (in

injuctions and prohibitions), thus censure him for such

conduct:

“ With the advent of the KaU~yuga, all and sundry will

voice forth the Brahman, None, O Maitreya ! will stand by
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their professions, absorbed fully*- in appeasing their sexual

and gastrononiical appetites.’*

In one who is a as well as a Parawa-

hamsar the two faults mentioned above Attachment

to occult powers and Disregard of Injunctions and Prohi-

bitions) are not found. Further the other (points of)

excellence of such a one, are set forth in the following

dialogue;

RAMA:
“0 revered sire ! foremost among the Knowers of the

Atman ! Even then, what extraordinary excellence is seen in

the Jvmm-mikta, full of pure intellect 9 ” *

VASISTHA :

“The Mind of one who has attained Qiiosis, does not

attach itself to any particular thing
;

for, ever content and
with his self in a state of supreme tranquillity, he rests

himself in the Atman alone. Wonders, such as floating in

the air, have often been performed by persons, who have
acquired remarkable powers by the practice of incantations,

penance and trance ! What is there extraordinary in them ?

There is only one special feature to be noticed in the man of

Qnosis, which he does not share in common with ignorant
men, viz., a detached and pure mind, due to the giving up of

desire in all things whatever. To the Knower of the Supreme
Truth, who carries with him no badge and feels happy on
the absolute disappearance of the Illusion of the cycle of birth

and death, to which he was subject for a long time past, this

alone is the characteristic badge, that passion, anger,
sorrow, foolishness, avarice, adversity,—all these get attenu-
ated, day by day, into imperceptible thinness.”

It is proposed to inquire after the “ Path ” and
“ Condition ” of those, who are characterized by such an

extraordinary feature and who are free from both the

above-mentioned faults. ‘"Path” refers to external

carriage, such as mode of attire, speech and other ways

of conduct in life; and Condition”, to the internal
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demeanour consequent on the cessation of mental acti-

vity. “ The Lord ” is the “ four-faced Brahman
The Upani^ad proceeds to answer the question thus

propounded in these words

;

“ To him the Lord replied

Then with the object of creating in the questioner

profound faith in the “ path” to be laid down by him,

he extols the same

:

“ That is very rarely to be met with in this

world, this path of the Parama-hamsas
;
and is not at

all quite common.” ^

The word “ That ’’ has to be construed as, “ the path

about which the inquirer is anxious to know”. The

word “this” refers to the “main path ”, about to be

described in the sequel, exclusive of covering, etc., for the

body, so essential for creature comforts and of altruistic

conduct. This path is “ rarely to be met with,” because

of the rarity of the occurrence of the Renunciation of

the highest degree requisite for the purpose. But at the

same time, it should not be understood, that this path is

altogether impossible. With this in mind, the Lord

qualifies his opinion in the words “ and is not at all quite

common ” and thereby seeks only to narrow the field. If

this path is so very rare, then one should not strive

towards that end, as it would be utterly useless. With

a view to avoid this contingency, the LORD proceeds

further

:

“ Even if there be only one such, he alone rests

always in the Ever-Holy, he alone is the Veda-purusa

;

—thus say those who are in the know.”

^ The use of the form (Masculine) instead of Bahulyam ”

(Neuter) in the Samskrt Text is Archaic.
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“Among thousands of men, scarce one striveth for

perfection ; of the successful striven, scarce one knoweth Me
in essence.” (B. G. VII, 3.)

Should there be found anywhere any single Fog-m-

Parama-haihsa, who is in accord with the principle laid

down in this verse of the Bhagavad-gltO,, then, such is

verily the one, who “ rests always in the Ever-Holy ”,

—

the Ever-Holy is the ParamMman—for, the S't'uti describes

such Atman in the words, “ which Atman is above all

sin By the use of the word “ alone ”, those who are

mere Yogins or mere Parama-hamsas are excluded (from

those implied in the text). The mere Yogin knows not

the “ Ever-Holy ”
; the mere Parama-hamsa, though

knowing, runs after the objective, owing to the lack of

mental tranquillity and rests not in the Brahman.
“ Veda-puru^a ” means the Purnsa pointed to by the

Veda.
“ Those who are in the know ” are persons well-

versed in that system of knowledge which deals with the

Realization of the Brahman and the mode of attaining

mental tranquillity. All men regard the Yogin-Parama-

hamsa as one, who takes his stand on the Brahman

;

but,

the aforesaid men in the know would not tolerate even

this, but would look upon him as in the state of the

Brahman So says also the

:

“ He, who stands centred entirely in himself, taking nq
heed of perception or non-perception, is 0 Brahmanl not
simply a Knower of the Brahman, but the Brahman Itself.”

Hence, there is no room for even doubting the utter

uselessness of striving (towards that rare path).

By explicitly explaining the meaning as “resting

always in the Ever-Holy” and of “being the Veda-

purma ”, the Lord hints, by way of implication, at the
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answer to the question relating to the Pamma-Aa?rtsa’s

“Condition”:

The Mahu-purma (Great Being) concentrates

what is his Mind in Me and in consequence I also take

My stand (always) in him.”

On the supreme excellence attained by the Yogin-

Parama-hamsa, amongst men entitled to the knowledge

as well as the rituals prescribed by ih.e Veda, is based the

fact of his becoming “ the Great Being This Great

Being {Mahatman) always keeps what is his own Mind

absorbed in Me, as all the transformations of his Mind

connected with the affairs of the world are, in his case,

entirely suspended by “practice and detachment”.

Hence it is, that the Lord Praja-pati, having realized the

Paramatman spoken of in philosophic treatises, by his

own experience, refers to it in the words, “in Me”.

For the reason that the Yogin concentrates his mind

only in Me, therefore I also take My stand, manifesting

Myself in the form of Paramatman in Mra and not in

others, who are unenlightened, because of their being

shrouded in AvidyU (Ignorance).

Henceforth, he expounds the “ Path ” (Narada wanted

to know at the beginning) by the query “ What, pray,

is the Path?”

“ This (person) should renounce his wife, children,

relatives, friends and the rest, along with the tuft (on

his head), the sacred thread and the study of the Veda,

—

in fact all ceremonial worship of every description, nay,

leave even this universe and should betake himself to

a mere loin-cloth, a bamboo-stick and a blanket, alike

with a view to provide for his bodily comfort and do

good to the world at large.”

25 .

'
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This precept relating to (the Eenunciation of) “ his

wife, children, etc.,” refers to that householder, who,

when the spiritual merit accumulated through previous

incarnations is about to bear fruit by his application to

Study, Reflection and Assimilation, without his entering

on the holy order of Parama-hamsatva in the form of the

Renunciation-of-the-Seeker, due to the operation of causes,

such as the injunctions of his mother, father and so on,

duly arrives at the Truth. When such a one has his

Mind distracted, with the thousand and one forms of

temporal and spiritual activities, wherein he is engross-

ed while remaining a householder, he naturally feels a

craving for the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened, with a

view to attain tranquillity of the mind. For obvious

reasons, it cannot apply to the case of one, who, having

duly arrived at the Truth by entering on the Renuncia-

tion-of-the-Seeker even before, desires to take on the

Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened, as there is no possibility

of “ wife, children, etc.,” in his case.

It may here be asked, whether the Renunciation-of-

the-Enlightened has to be brought about like the other

type of Renunciation (viz., Renunciation-of-the-Seeker),

by recourse to the due observance of the formalities

prescribed for it, such as, the saying of Praisa and so on,

or whether it consists in the mere abstinence from mixing
with temporal affairs, like giving up a worn-out piece of

cloth or keeping away from an infected town. It cannot
be the first, for, the Enlightened Knower of the Truth has
no concern whatever with action of any kind and is

therefore not affected by any formal Injunctions and
Prohibitions. Hence says the Smrti :

“ Regaling in the nectar of Gnosis to his heart’s content,
fully satisfied in the complete discharge of every duty, there
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I

remains nothing for the Yogin to do : if at all there is any-

j

thing which remains, then he cannot be reckoned as having
;

attained Greosis.”

i Nor can it be the second alternative, because of his

i having to conform to the Vedic injunctions relating to

the insignia of the order, such as, the rag, the stick, etc.

There is really no room for such doubt, as this

Renunciation has a dual aspect like (what is known as)

the Pratipatti-karman. To explain : In the sacrifice called

Jyotistoma, the performer has to conform to certain

requirements, when he has taken the vow and scratching

his body directly with the hand is, for the time-being,

prohibited, while the small horn of a black antelope is

;

prescribed for the pui'pose ; for the /S'rMie has it : “If the

i' performer should scratch with his hand, he would have

children affected with itches; if he should smile, his

progeny will remain uncovered ;
” whence “ with the

horn of a black antelope should he scratch.” Now, this

horn, being no longer of use on the termination of the

vow and also inconvenient to carry about, has of course

to be given up. This giving up and the manner in which

it should be done is prescribed by the Veda, where it is

enjoined: “The prize-money having been distributed to

the priests, he throws away the horn in Cutvala ”, (a part

of the sacrificial ground to the North of the Ahavanlya).

This is what is called Pratipatti-karman, and it has two

aspects, spiritual as well as temporal. Similarly Renuncia-

tion-of-the-Enlightened. has also two aspects. It is not

proper to allege that the Knower of the Truth has en-

tirely no concern with the doing of any action whatever

—(and is therefore precluded from the Renunciation-of-

the-Enlightened). For, the doing of an act ascribed to
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the Self which is all Consciousness is no doubt removed

hy Qnosis-, still such' doing which is self-evident

in the Antah-kara'na (Inner Sense), wherein the Self

which is all Consciousness is but reflected and which

is subject to a thousand and one transformations,

would persist as long as Matter (i.e., Antah-karana)

exists. Nor should it be supposed that there is any-

thing in it running counter to the spirit of the words

of the Smrti “ Regaling in the nectar, etc,” quoted

above. For, though Gnosis has been attained, as

there is no contentment for the Knower of the Truth

lacking in mental tranquillity and consequently,

there yet remains to be achieved the satisfaction to

be derived from the “complete discharge of every

duty”, which alone is the means of acquiring such

mental tranquillity, there is the absence of the satis-

faction to be derived from the complete discharge

of duty.

Again it may be asked: Granting that obedience to

formal Vedic injunctions is applicable to the Knower of

the Truth, then out of the Jpiirm (the mediate result,

which is laid by as an unseen store of Karman) another

incarnation will have to be begun. This is not necessa-

rily the case. For, that “ Apurva ”, having as its con-

comitant something tangibly present even in the present

incarnation, viz., the doing away with what stands in

the way of mental tranquillity, there is no logical

necessity to imagine an unseen future effect (for this

unseen cause). Otherwise such logic would lead to the

supposition that even injunctions relating to Study,

Reflection and Assimilation would cause future incarna-

tions, to the exclusion of their present tangible result of
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doing away with what stands in the way of the realiza-

tion of the Brahman. Thus, therefore, there being no

objection to the obedience to formal Vedic injunctions,

the enlightened householder, who has already attained

Qnosis, may, like the Seeker after Qnosis, take to

Eenunciation, only in keeping with the injunctions

relating to formal ceremonies such as the Nandl-muhha-

^raddha ’, keeping fasts, vigils and the like. Though the

Sraddha, etc., just mentioned are not distinctly enjoined

as preliminary to taking up Renunciation-of-the Enlight-

ened, still, this Renunciation being only a special

(advanced) type of the Renunciation-of-the-Seeker, in

accordance with the maxim :
“ The Vikrti (special)

should conform to the Prakrti (general) ” in the procedure

laid down for Vedic rituals, all the details relating to the

Renunciation-of-the-Seeker apply mutatis mutandis to

the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened. As an analogy

may be cited the Agni-^toma sacrifice, whose special

types the Ati-ratra and other sacrifices are, wherein the

rules of the original (types) are followed. Thus, there-

fore, even in the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened, the

giving up of “ wife, children and the rest,” after recit-

ing the Praisa, should be conformed to, as in the

other type.

^ The offering of oblations to the manes of the ancestors on occasions

joy—especially when a son is about to be born, or is about to be

initiated into that sanctum passing through which he becomes a twice-

born " and gains the right of continuing the line by offering such oblations

in time to come. The occasion of formal (Eenunciation) is one

of highest joy in the family, for its efficacy extends up to relieving even

the, manes of all the ancestors from the bondage of their peculiar existence

and place them within easy reach of final Liberation. Taking up

Renunciation is perhaps awkward English, but the importance attached

to the Renunciation, which is a distinct stage in life with duties peculiar

to its kind, is best expressed by that awkward phrase corresponding to

one's taking up a responsible office.
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The words “ and the rest ” put after “ wife, children,

relatives, friends,” in the text refer to servants, domestic

animals, houses, fields and all other temporal goods. The

words “ and the study of the Veda ” should be understood

to imply the giving up of even those aids to study which

are of use in understanding the correct import of the

Veda, as. Grammar, Metaphysics and Logic and amplify

the spirit of the Veda, as, the Epics, the PurUnas and the

like. The giving up of Poetry, Drama, and light litera-

ture of the kind, which are conducive only to afford relaxa-

tion to the mind, goes without saying. The word “ All ”,

in “ All ceremonial worship of every description,” refers

to all kinds of Karman whatever : temporal, spiritual,

periodical, occasional, prohibited and purposeful. Giving

up “children and the rest” implies the giving up of

(every kind of) temporal enjoyment, while the giving up

of “ all ceremonial worship of every description ” implies

the giving up of prospective enjoyment in the next world

—which acts as a powerful distractive on the Mind.

Giving up “ this whole universe ” means the giving up of

the devotional worship of the Virat-purusa with a view to

acquire mastery over such universe. The use of the word,
“ even ”, suggests the abandonment of devotion to the

Hiranya-garbha, which leads to mastery over the plane

of the Sutrutman; as also of “Study” and the other

causes conducive to the attainment of Qnosis. He (the

Renouncer) should give up all that tends to happiness in

this world and the next, beginning with “ wife, children”

and the rest and ending with “devotion to the Hiranya^

garhha,” by reciting the formula called Fraisa and then

take to the “ loin-cloth, the stick, etc.” The word “and”
in “and a small covering”, should be understood as
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implying that he may take to a pair of wooden shoes,

etc., for use. Says the /S'mrif

:

“Two loin-oloths, a blanket to ward off cold and a
pair of wooden shoes, these he may take to and should by no
means take to any other thing.”

“ His bodily comfort ” cotriprises of covering the

secret parts with the loin-cloth, warding off the discom-

fort arising from animals and venomous reptiles with the

bamboo-stick and providing against the inclemency of the

weather with the blanket ; as also the avoidance of con-

tact with unclean spots on the way, by wearing a pair of

wooden shoes, implied by the word “ and ” in “ and a

blanket ”. The doing “ good to the world at large ” con-

sists in enabling people to acquire good Karma by offer-

ing proper salutation, alms, etc., to the Samnyasin re-

cognized by the insignia of the holy order to which he

belongs, viz., the bamboo-stick and the rest. There is

also the further implication in “ and,” that the Samnya-

sin should acquit himself true to tradition, in a way befit-

ting the venerable stage of life he has attained.

Wih a view to suggest, that the taking to the loin-

cloth, etc., is intended more as a measure of convenience

than as an absolute injunction to be conformed to, it is

further said

:

“ Even that is not absolutely necessary,”

Even the injunction relating to taking to the loin-

cloth and the rest, is not absolute in . the case of the

Yogin-Parama-hamsa, but is only a contingent or con-

venient suggestion. In the case of one who has only

taken to the order of the Renunciation-of-the-Seeker,

taking to the bamboo-stick in particular, is considered
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absolutely necessary and parting witb the stick is thus

absolutely prohibited in his case in the Smrti :

“ The contact of the body with the stick is enjoined as
always ‘ necessary ’

; the wise man should never go without
the stick, even over a distance which is thrice the length
covered by an arrow-flight.”

The penalty for (the breach of this injunction) the

loss of the stick is set down in the Smrti as a hundred

Pru'fjayamas :

“ He must do a hundred on parting from

the stick.”

The text proceeds to explain the “ essential condition
”

of the Yogin-Parama-hamsa in the following question

and answer

:

“ What, . then, is the essential condition ? Only
this is essential: ‘no stick, no tuft on the head, no
sacred thread, nor blanket,’—the Parama-Hainsa goes

about with.”

Just as a Parama-hamsa in the stage of the Renun

-

ciation-of-the-Seeker has as his essential condition the

absence of the tuft and the sacred thread, so also the

Yogin-Parama-hamsa should have the absence of the

stick and the blanket as his essential condition
; for,

otherwise, his mind being distracted with thoughts gener-

ated by the scrutiny of the stick and the blanket, as to

whether the former has the characteristics of a bamboo
and the latter of a patched covering or otherwise, as also

about the obtaining or preservation of the bamboo-stick

and the blanket, Yoga which consists in “ the suppression-

of the transformations of the thinking-principle ” will be

unattainable to him. This is not desirable, for, as the

rule has it, “ the bride is never espoused at the expense of

the bridegroom’s life.” The text adds by way of suggest-

ing an answer to the doubt as to how he should manage
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without the blanket, etc., in case of suffering due to

inclement weather, etc.

“ Neither Cold nor Heat, neither Pleasure nor

Pain, neither Courtesy nor Contumely (affect him).

—

Also he is devoid of all the six Urinis (conditions).”

The Yogin-Parama-hamsa, whose mind is entirely

rid of transformations of any kind, knows no cold, for,

he does not feel it. As a child, absorbed in play, feels

no cold whatever, even on a winter morning, though all

uncovered, so does the Yogin engrossed in the Supreme

Self know no cold whatever. The absence of the feeling

of heat, in the hot season, has to be similarly inferred.

So also the absence of all feeling due to the downpour of

rain on his body, in the rainy season, has to be under-

stood as implied in the word “ nor ”. Since he feels nei-

ther cold nor heat, it goes without saying, that he knows

not the “ pleasure or pain ” generated by these two. Cold

produces pleasant sensations in the hot season and pain-

ful ones in the cold season. The opposite of the above is

to be seen in the case of heat.
“ “ Courtesy ” refers to the

regard and esteem in which one is held by others; “ Con-

tumely” refers to the discourtesy and want of esteem

shown by others. When none beside himself is at all

seen by the Yogin-Parama-hamsa in the whole universe,

both “ Courtesy and Contumely ” stand aloof from him.

The word “nor ” standing between “ Courtesy ” and

“ Contumely ” refers also to the absence of the pairs of

opposites, such as, friends and enemies, love and hatred,

etc. The “ six conditions ” are Hunger and Thirst, Grief

and Delusion, Dotage and Death; These three pairs being

respectively the characteristic qualities of the Vital

Breath, the Mind and the Body, their avoidance by the
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Yogin, who is intent on the Realization-of-the-Self is,

but proper. It may be, that all this, viz.,
“
neither cold

nor heat, etc.,” is possible in the condition of Trance, but

would not the pain of mind resulting from Scandal and

the like which affect a householder affect likewise the

Yogin during moments of break ? It has been said with a

view to clarify such doubt

:

“He (stands) unconcerned with Slander, Pride,

Rivalry, Ostentation, Brow-beating. Covetousness,
Vindictiveness, Opulent Ease, Chill Penury, Gallantry,
Anger, Niggardliness, Peevishness, Joy, Envy, Egoism
and the like.”

“ Slander ” is the attributing of bad qualities to any
one by diverse persons. “ Pride ” consists in indulging

the feeling “ I excel every other person.” “ Rivalry ” is

the desire to equal others in learning, wealth, etc.

“ Ostentation ” consists in showing one’s self off, while

in the act of prayer or meditation, before others.

“ Brow-beating ” is the confirmed tendency to cow down
others into submission. “ Convetousness ” is the greed

for wealth and chattel. “ Vindictiveness ” is the burning

desire for the killing of one’s foes. “ Opulent Ease ” is

the steadiness of the mind which comes of the acquisition

of wealth and such other things conducive to comfort*
“ Chill Penury ” is just the opposite of “ Opulent Ease

“Gallantry” is desire for delighting in the company of

women, etc. “ Anger ” is the ebullition of temper, born

of interruption in the achievement of one’s desire.

“Niggardliness” is the reluctance one feels to part with

wealth, once it is acquired. “ Peevishness ” refers to the

perversity of intellect, which causes a wrong perspective

fpr things good and bad, “ Joy ” is the emotion which is
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indicative of one’s pleasant frame of mind and which

finds expression in one’s blooming features. “ Envy ” is

that quality of the Mind, which is based on prejudice,

inducing one to find faults even in o'ther’s merits.

“Egoism” is mistaking the agregate of the body^the

senses and the like for the real “Ego”. The words

“ and the like ” refer to the sense of ownership, excel-

lence, etc., induced in one, in his personal belongings. The

word “ and” before “the like” implies the giving up

of the opposites of the things enumerated in the text

viz., Praise, Humility, etc. In other words, having

given up all these, viz., Slander, etc., that is to say,

having got rid of them by the practice of the Obliteration

of Latent Desire in the manner prescribed before, the

Yogin should take his stand.

In answer to the question, how, while one’s body yet

exists, could it be possible to give them up, the text

proceeds further

:

“ One’s body is looked upon as a corpse as it

were, as the same has been discarded.”

That body which at first belonged to the Yogin is

now looked upon by him as a corpse as it were, because

of its being looked upon as other than that Consciousness

which is his real Self. Even as a man of piety holds

himself aloof from a dead body and looks at it only

from a distance, lest its touch might pollute him, so

does the Yogin always take care to look upon his body

as apart from his real Self which is all Consciousness

;

lest any confusion should lead to the sense of false

identity of the two (body and Self). The reason for this

is, that “ the same has been discarded ” by the teacher’s
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precepts, by the word of the holy Scripture and by one’s

own experience, as being apart from the real Self.

Hence, it is possible to give up Slander, etc., even while the

body exists, *as the body, which is quite apart from

Consciousness, would be looked upon as a corpse.

Confusion as to the points of the compass, though

dispelled with the rising of the Sun, may possibly arise

occasionally ;
similarly, doubt as to the identity of the

Self with the body, etc., though dispelled with the

dawning of Discrimination, may occasionally give room

for pain caused by Slander, etc. With a view to dispel

such doubt the text says

:

“He is constantly free from that which is the

cause of Doubt, False Knowledge and Illusion.”

“ Doubt ” is the vascillation of the Mind as to whether

the Atman is possessed of the function of a doer or not.

“ False knowledge ” is the certainty of the Mind, that the

Atman is only of the form of the body, etc. Both these

are subjective ;
but the “ Illusion ” here referred to is

objective and is of various kinds, as has been explained

in the verse of the Bhagavad-gitU, which says “ Abandon-

ing without reserve all desires, etc.” (B. G. VI, 24.) The

cause of this Illusion (Ignorance) is fourfold ; Ignorance

(Avidya) in taking the non-eternal, impure, evil and

mn-fdman, to be eternal, pure, good and Atman respect-

ively, according to an aphorism of Patafijali. (II, 5.)

The first is believing mountains, streams and the like,

which are impermanent to be permanent; the second

consists in entertaining the mistaken notion of purity in

the impure body of wife, child and the like
; the third

arises from regarding husbandry, commerce and the like
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as good, though they are really the generators of evil

;

the fourth is confounding the body of wife, child and the

rest, which is only secondary to one’s own and entirely

false, as also one’s physical and other sheaths (of food,

etc.,) with one’s real Self. The cause of these, viz.,

" Doubt ” and the rest, is Ignorance and impressions born

of Ignorance, which hide the Essence of the Secondless

Brahman. This Ignorance of Yogin-Parama-hamsa

is destroyed by the knowledge of the import of the

Great Texts; and impressions of Ignorance are done

away with by the practice of Yoga. In the confusion

about points of the compass just referred to, by way

of illustration, though the original cause is removed,

there is the possibility of its repetition, because, im-

pressions born of that cause still persist. In the case of

the Yogin-Parama-hamsa, however, as both these causes

of Illusion have once for all been laid at rest, where is

the possibility of “Doubt” and its accompaniments

ever recurring ? Considering, therefore, the impossibility

of a recurrence of Doubt and the rest, it has been well

said, that the Fopm is “constantly free” from those

causes. While there is freedom from Ignorance and

its impressions, as such freedom can never be undone,

after it is once accomplished, this Obliteration of the

causes of “Doubt,” etc., is “constant.’

The text further refers to the cause of such

constancy

:

“ He is permanently Enlightened in It.”

The word “ It,” which is a pronoun which conv^s the

sense of “ reputed,” here refers to that Supreme Atman,

which is so celebrated in all the Upanwads. The Yogin
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who is for ever awake in the light of this Supreme Jitman

is said to be “ permanently Enlightened in It.” For,

it is only the Yogin, who, bearing in mind the text,

“ The 5ratoana with firm resolve, having known It,

should ever continue in the knowledge of the Self,” gets

over all mental distraction, with the force of and

continues in the knowledge of the Self, without inter-

mission. Thus, this “ Enlightenment ” being everlasting,

the Obliteration of Ignorance and its impressions, which

must disappear in the light of this Knowledge, is

bound to be equally everlasting.

The text then proceeds to distinguish this Supreme

Atman, thus revealed, from the /s'uara, recognized by

the logicians, as a separate entity

:

“ And ‘ That (is) only his own Self ’ (is) his

stand-by.”

The Fogm, gaining conviction of the truth, that

the Brahman, which is the theme of all the Upanisads,

is his own Self and is none other than his own Self,

takes his stand by it.

Next is described the manner in which the Realiza-

tion of the j5ro/iOTan is attained by the Fogfn:

“I am only He—Who is tranquil and immobile
—that Nondual Essence of Consciousness and Bliss

That alone is my highest status.”

The Yogin gains the conviction “ I am no other than

He,” that Paramatman (Supreme Being) ; tranquil, free

from all distraction, such as anger and the like ; immobile,

devoid of action, such as locomotion, etc.V above all

distinction, inherent, specific or generic and nondual,

the one Essence of Existence, Consciousness and Bliss.

That Essence, the Brahman is my highest “ status,” the
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real form and nature of the Yogin-Parama-haifisa, and

not the one which has relation with doing or experien-

cing the result of karma; for, this one is the offspring of

Illusion. It may be asked, if the Self within is the Para-

Brahman, how then is it that we do not realize the Bliss

(which is the Essence of such Brahman) in this, our

present condition? This Realization of Bliss is thus

explained with illustration, by those who know

;

“ Butter, though present in every limb of the cow,
conduces naught to her nourishment

;
it serves as the best

medicine to the selfsame cow, on being worked out into its

proper form. In the same manner, the Great Lord, present

in the bodies of all beings, even like the said butter, bestows
no favour on men, if He is not approached with due
devotion.”

If the teacher, father, brother and others who stood

in that relation to the Yogin in his previous stage in life,

should, being themselves yet devoted to the path of

action actuated by blind faith, try to confound him, by

taking him to task for his having become a renegade,

by giving up the tuft of hair, the sacred thread, the

three daily austerities and the like, the Lord seeks to

show how the Yogin should acquit himself with a view

to ward off such confusion

:

“ And That alone is the tuft, That again is the

thread,—from the knowledge of the oneness of the

Supreme Atman and his own Self, all sense of distinc-

tion between the two, stands destroyed ;—That is the

daily austerity.”

What is typified as the knowledge of the Rmtoa??,

which is the theme of all the Upani§ads, that alone

serves the purpose of the external symbols characteristic

of all austerities, viz., the tuft, the thread, etc. By the
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words And ” and again ” are to be construed MantrU

(the uttering of Vedic incantations) and Drot;2/a, the re-

quisite materials which are also the other characteristics

of austerities. The kinds of bliss, such as the attainment

of heaven, etc., which result from the austerities and

the adoption of their symbols, such as the tuft, etc.,

are all attainable only by the Eealization of the Bt^ahman;

for, all objective happiness is nothing but a speck of the

Bliss of the Brahman, ''
Others, all beings, have

their sustenance only from a particle of the Bliss,”

(Br. 4, 3, 32.) says the S'ruti, The Atharvanikas lime

this very idea in mind, when they chant in the Brahma-
panisad :

“ The Enlightened, having shorn his head clean,
including the tuft of hair, should give up also that external
symbol, the sacred thread; he should henceforward invest
himself with the immutable Supreme Brahman^ treating
It, as the sacred thread. That which binds, they call it, a
thread ;

tjais thread is verily the highest status ; that Brah-
mama who understands this thread has reached the outermost
boundary of the entire Veda. The thread on which hangs the
entire universe, even like so many bejewelled beads mounted
on a string,—that, the Yogin, who understands Yoga and has
seen the light, should wear about him. The enlightened
Knower of the Truth, standing firm in the highest Yoga,
should cast away the symbolic thread he wears. Whosoever
wears this thread of the form of the Brahman, would neither
be polluted nor unclean, in consequence of the wearing of this

thread. Those indeed are the true Knowers of the
in this world, the true wearers of the true sacred thread,^ who
have {jnosfs as their sacred thread and wear it inside of
themselves. Those, who have Gnosis for the tuft of hair on
the head, who are firmly installed in their Gnosis md have

for their sacred thread, find in the highest aim
of their life, for is^^^a^ pure and holy. That ealightened
one who has no other tuft but (issuing out of him),

’ For, that thread is supposed to give the necessary spiritual capacity
to perform austerities, etc. Before this thread is formally given no one
can perform any’religious rites.
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even like the uprising flame of fire, verily keeps the tuft over
his head,_not those who merely wear the hair in any fashion.
Bvich. Brahmarias and others, as are entitled to certain rites

prescribed in the Veda, should wear this thread alone, for,

that is the badge prescribed to .be worn by those who have
the right to perform these rites. He, who wears the tuft as
well as the thread of Qnosis pure and simple, is declared by
the Knowers of the Brahman to be endowed with the full

franchise of Brahrnanhood. This sacred thread is the highest
resort, the ultimate goal ; the Enlightened Knower is the real
wearer of this, thread ; those who are in the know, recognize
him alone as the real sacrificer.”

Hence, even as there are the “ tuft ” and the “ sacred

thread ” for the Yogin, so also there is the “ daily auster-

ity.” The sense of distinction (between the Paramatman

and the Jlvatman) which is born of Illusion, is entirly

demolished by the knowledge of the oneness of

Paramatman, the theme of the Sastras and of the Jlvat-

man, the “ ego ” of all cphscious acts, brought about from

hearing the Great Text. The impossibility of the further

recurrence of this Illusion is .the special merit of such

demolition. As this knowledge of the oneness of the

two—the Jlvatman and the Paramatman—is brought

about at the point where the two fuse, so to speak, into

each other, this is said to be the x&a\,8amdhya of the

Yogin, even as the performance of austerity, assigned by

the Veda to the time when day and night meet together, is

known as SamdhyaJ It being so>;the Yogin cannot, in any

manner, be insulted by fanatics actuated by blind faith.

^ The word is ** Samdhyd which means “ a joint Ordinarily the

joint is placed at the beginning and the end of day, when night joins with

day/* This is the moment of twilight-worship, interprets it

to mean the point where the individual soul merges into the Supreme Soul

and oneness is realized. Hatha-yoga also has its own interpretation of

Samdhya- The fusion of the Ida and the Hw^a/a—the Sun- and the Moon-
breaths in the Susumna, when both flow together, is the real point of all

formal twilight-worship and, truly enough, such fusion does take place at

both the twilights and at midday and midnight.

27 •
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Thus, the answer to the question,—" What is the

path ? is given in the words beginning with “ This

(person) should renounce his wife, children, etc Having

answered the question,—" What is their condition ?
”

—

briefly in the words “ The MaM-purvsa, etc.” and further

amplified it in the words, “ He is constantly free from,

etc.” the text now proceeds to sum up thus

:

“ Having given up all desire in non-duality (is)

the highest status.”

As Anger, Avarice and the like spring from Desire,

by the giving up of Desire, all these faults of the Mind
disappear. By the Vajasaneyins is chanted the following

with this in mind ;
“ Now they say verily : this Puru^a

is all Desire alone.” (Br. 4, 4, 5.) Hence the uninter-

rupted resting of the Mind of the Yogin, freed from all

non-duality, becomes possible of attainment.

At this stage there arises a point for consideration

:

Vimdi^-sammjasins, yffho are only Seekers who go about

with the prescribed stick in hand and have not yet given

up the Fasan'3 of carrying out Fedic injunctions, would

not recognize the Pam/na-Mmsa carrying no prescribed

stick like them. It has been said with a view to clear

this;

“ He who bears the true stick of G«osfs is called

the bearer of one {Eka-dapditi) •, the bearer of

the wooden stick, who takes his mess indiscriminately

and is void of all true Gnosis, finds his place in the

most terrible hell, called Raurava. He, who is void
of Forbearance, Knowledge, Renunciation, Self-control

and other virtues and sustains himself only by alms,
is the sinner who violates the sacred vow of the real

SamnyUsin. After knowing this difference, he (be-

comes) the Parama-ha'fnsaP
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This “ one stick ” of the Parama-hamsa is of two

kinds: the stick of and the bamboo stick, even as

the “ three sticks” of a are of three kinds

symbolic of his Speech, Mind and Body. These three are

thus described by MaNU :

“ Control (Da^ida) * of Speech, control of the Mind,
control of Action,—^he who has these three constantly in his

mind is said to be the (real) Possessed of these

three kinds of control in his relations to all beings and
having all Desire and Anger well under control, he attains

the highest aim of life.”

Their characteristics are thus described by DAKSA

:

“ Control of Speech, of the Mind, of Action,—whosoever
carries these three constantly about him is spoken of as the

(real) Tri-dan4in. In the case of the first, he should observe

Silence and in the case of the third, complete Abstinence from
Desire. As for the second, the practice of PranayUma i&

prescribed.”

Another Smrti has the reading “ Control of Action

(consists in) moderation in diet.” These marks of the

Tri-dandin have also to be observed by the Parama-hamsa.

Says PiTAMAHA with this view in mind

:

“ The Yogin-Parama-haThsa is the one belonging to the

fourth Order spoken of in the Veda; he is possessed of

Forbearance and Observance ; he is Vi^pu incarnate and the
bearer of the three Dapdas.”

It being so, even as Silence and other virtues are to

be considered to be each a Dap^a, in consequence of their

being useful in controlling Speech, etc., so also should

Qnosis, which dispels Ignorance and its effects, be looked

upon as a Danda. That Parama-hamsa alone who carries

this Danda of pure Qnosis is known as Eka-dandin in the

^ That is to say the word ** Danda ** which means ''stick " as well as
''contror' is made to mear controVof speech, control of mind, control of

body ;—these are the three sticks ordained as the symbol of an ordinary
Samnydsin.
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real sense of the word. It may sometime happen that

this mental Dmia of Gnosis might escape the Mind for

a moment, in consequence of some distraction ; with a

view to obviate such a : contingency, the bamboo-stick is

borne by way of serving as an aid to memory. That

Parama-hamsa who, not knowing this essential hidden

truth of the Veda, should delude himself into the belief,

that he has gained the ; End of Existence, by simply

changing into the garb v^hidix Samnyasa enjoins and,thus

goes about with a bamboo stick in hand—that person

finds his place in the most terrible infernal regions, called

Mahd-raurava, full of various kinds of torments. The

reason for this is as follows : Seeing that one is clad in

the garb of a Parama-hamsa and mistaking him for an

Enlightened Knower of the Truth, all people treat him

with a sumptuous meal at their houses. This fellow,

being intent on satisfying the palate, makes no distinction

whatsoever, as to what he should take and what not,

gorges himself to surfeit and thus commits a sin through

such conduct. “ The Samnyoisin is not (touched) by

polluted food ;

” “ He should beg (alms) of all the four

Vanias ;

”—these and similar texts from the Smrtis,

refer to the Enlightened Knower alone. But, as the one

under consideration is an ignoramus, it is fit and proper

that hell should form his abode. It is because of this

that Manu prescribes the rule about alms, with a view to

regenerate such bogus (ignorant) Samnyasins ;

“ One should never desire to obtain alms, by having
recourse to fore-telling portents or interpreting signs, by
Astrology or Medicine, or by parading his proficiency in

Grammar and Logic. He should go about for alms but once
and never be attached thereto overmuch. For, the Ascetic

attached to alms is thereby attached ( lured) also to objects

of enjoyment.”
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As to the Saihnyoisin who is engaged in the practice

of (jwos^s, it has been said

:

“ The Parama-haThsa may eat either once or twice (as

he likes), but he should, by all means, constantly keep up the

flow of ffraosis within.”
. .. .

It being so, he alone is the Parama-hqmsa in the

right sense of the word, who carries the superior Danda
of Onosis, bearing in mind the obvious difference of

superiority and inferiority respectively between the stick

pf (Gnosis and the bamboo stick. •

Let the Enlightened Parama-havtsa have by all

means this Payda of alone and not be compelled

to carry the bamboo Danda. But then the question arises,

as to how he should regulate himself in other matters

touching his conduct. The text proceeds, to answer this

:

“Clad only in the directions, not obliged
,

to

salute (others), nor take part in rituals for propitiating

the manes of the departed ancestors, affected by
neither slander nor praise, the Mendicant should keep
an open mind (adopt an attitude of non-committal).

No invocation, nor sending away, no incantation, nor

meditation nor devotion, neither connotation nor

denotation, neither the sense of separation nor of

identity, neither meum nor tuum^ nor all, nor (the rest)

^—the Mendicant has not even a residential abode.

He should not at all (gather round him) a set of

disciples, nor even have a look at them.” ,

Clad only in the directions, i.e., having the vacant

space around as covering, in other words, in a state of

nature. What the Bmrti lays down in

:

“ Above the knees and below the navel, should he wear
6ne piece of cloth 'and with a second one to coyer the upper
part of- the body, should he go about for alms ;

”
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refers to such, as are not Yogins. It is with this difference

in mind that it has been said before: “Even that is

absolutely not necessary.”

Even though it has been said in yet another

Smrti :

“Salutation must be made to one who is a prior

SaHinyasin and belongs to the same Order and never to any
one else,”

yet, as it refers to such, as are no Yogins, there is no

necessity for the Parama-hamsd to make any salutation.

Hence has it been said, while defining a BrcLhmana,

“ who has no salutation to offer, nor praise to bestow ”.

Taking part in “ rituals connected with the propitiation

of the manes of departed ancestors ” by offering oblations

at holy places, like the QayQ,, Praydga, etc., through

blind faith, is prohibited (in his case). By the word

“slander” occurring in the previous text “ He (stands),

having given up slander, etc.,” the vexation caused by

one’s being subjected to slander emanating from others

is sought to be warded off, while by the “ slander or

praise ” referred to here is meant what emanates from

the Parama-hamsa himself, directed towards others. The

non-committal attitude refers to the absence of his being

tied down to any conventions or forms in daily life. As

what the Smrti enjoins relating to Divine worship, in

the words:

‘\Going about for alms, telling the beads of the rosary,

cleanliness, bath,f, meditation, tiie worship of the gods—these

six should always be implicitly observed as the mandate of

a Euler,”

relates only to one who is not a Yogin, with this in mind,

the words “ no invocation, etc.,” have been used. The
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difference between “ Meditation ” and “ Devotion ” consists

in the fact that in the case of the former the pondering

over is occasional, while in the case of the latter it is

incessant. As the Yogin has no concern whatever with

temporal intercourse of the nature of praise, slander and

the like, or likewise with spiritual duties enjoined by the

Sastras, such as divine worship and the like, so, he has

nothing to do with what pertain to the philosophy of

6!'wos^s, such as questions connected with connotation

and denotation. Whereas that Supreme Consciousness,

which is the Witness of ail, is the connotation of the

term “ Thou ” in the Great Text “ Thou art That,” the

consciousness which is encased in the body is not, but is

merely its denotation. The latter stands quite apart

from the import of “ That ” in the said text, while the

former is identical with it. The tei’m “ Meum ” is

capable of comprising within its compass and denoting

all activities depending on one’s own body, while those

depending on another’s body are comprised in the term
“ Tuum ”. The two kinds, viz., the connotation and the

denotation of “ Thou ” in the great text, are both endowed

with consciousness and the unconscious world besides this

is what may be comprised in the word “ all ” occurring in

“ nor all ”. These and similar thoughts never trouble the

Yogin’s mind, inasmuch as his mind is for ever resting in

the Brahman.

Hence the Mendicant “has not even a residential

abode ” for, if he acquires any such abode, as a monas-

tery, as his permanent residence, he should thereby

become subject to the sense of Meum in relation to it

and his mind will often be distracted by indulging in

thoughts connected with its loss or improvements to
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be effected to it. Says' GAUpA-fADACAEYA with all

thfein view:' ' ^

That Ascetic who is above praise and salutation,

is beyond the duty of, offering oblations. to the manes of his

ancestors and has his, place of residence, neither changing nor
fixed, is tied down by no conventions.”

Just as he should not take his residence in a

monastery, so also, he should not keep even a single

utensil made of gold, silver or any other metal, for alms

and for use in austerities. So says YaMA :

“ Utensils made of gold or of black iron are not meant
for Ascetics ; hence the Mendicant should have nothing to do
with any of them.”

Also MAHU:
“He may keep unbroken utensils, made of materials

other than metals; their purification with mere clay is

prescribed, even as of the ladle in a sacrifice. The utensil

may be of either the pot-gourd, wood, clay or the bamboo ; for,

these alone are the utensils prescribed to the Ascetic by Manu,
the son of Svayam-bhu. ”

Also BODHAYANA :

“ He should eat of leaves plucked with his own hands,
or sere ones shed ,of their own accord, but never use the leaf
of the Banyan or the holy Fig or the,JTararlia, Even when
reduced to the narrowest straits, should he never eat off a
bronze-plate,—for one eating off a bronze-plate verily eats
filth,—^nor off a plate of gold,, silver, copper, clay, tin or lead.’-’

Further he should not . receive the world,

persons, that is to say, pupils. Says Manu,:

“He should always go* about all alone, seeking no aid

for accomplishing his .purpose in life. Concerned with the
success of himself aloiie, he does not give up (anything) nor is

given up.”

Aso MEDHATITHI :

“A place of residence, non-acquisition of the (pres-

cribed) utensil, laying by a store (for future use), the taking
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of pupils, sleeping by day, idle gossip—these six impede the

Ascetic’s tenour of life. Staying beyond one day in a village

and over five in a city at any time, other than in the rainy
season is what is meant by a ‘ place of residence ‘ Non-
acquisition of the (prescribed) utensil ’ refers to the non-
possession of even a single utensil made of pot-gourd, etc.,

detailed above, by the Mendicant who has to subsist on alms
alone. ‘Laying by a store ’ refers to laying by an odd

stick or the like, for use at some future time, in addition to the

stick, etc., in actual daily use. ‘ Taking of pupils ’ refers to

accepting pupils for the advantage of personal service,

courting the adoration of others or gaining esteem (in other

people’s eyes), but not out of humane considerations. Gnosis

is Day, both being all light ; Ignorance is Night ; Indifference

towards the practice of is ‘ Sleeping by day,’ ‘Idle

gossip ’ consists in pronouncing benediction and making
enquiries along the path, leaving aside matters relating to

the" Atman, going about for alms or adoration of the

celestials.”

Not only should he not take the world, that is to

say, disciples, but he should not, even so much as, see

them, for, even such seeing creates bondage. By the

words “ nor (the rest) ” occurring in the text, it should

be understood that the Ascetic should not commit also

such other things (as are) prohibited in the Smrti. These

(prohibited things) are pointed out by MedHATITHI ;

“ The Ascetic should never touch these six : movables,

immovables, seeds, metals, poisons and arms, even as he
would not, urine and faeces. He should avoid at a distance

Chemistry, Grammar, Astrology, Trade and the various arts

and crafts, even as he would, another’s wife.”

Thus is described the avoidance of all those im-

pediments connected with temporal and scriptural

things, that stand in the way of the Ascetic. Now, the

text proceeds to point out, by way of question and

answer, the greatest impediment in his way and enjoins

its avoidance altogether

;

“ If asked ‘ Is there any great impediment ?
’

the answer is ‘ Surely there is great impediment,’ For
28
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the reason that, should Gold be eyed by the Mendicant
with eagerness, he becomes the killer of the Brahman

;

for the reason that, should Gold be touched by the

Mendicant with eagerness, he becomes a Paulkasa
;

for the reason that, should Gold be taken by the

Mendicant with eagerness, he becomes the killer of

his Self ;—for that very reason should Gold be not

looked at, touched or taken with eagerness by the

Mendicant.”

That impediment that encompasses in its range a

large number of things is, of course, a great impediment.

Having asserted that there is great impediment, the Lord

mentions Gold as such impediment. If Gold is looked at

with eagerness, that is to say, full of keen desire, then,

the Mendicant becomes the killer of the Brahman.

Impelled by this greed for Gold, he always puts forth

effort in the direction of its acquisition and preservation

not only so, but, by way of refutation of such vain

endeavour, he sets about the task of vilifying the teach-

ings of the Vedn,nta, which go to explain the illusory

nature of the phenomenal world and clings strongly to

its reality. In this manner, that secondless Brahman, the

truth of which is so well established by the BdMra is, as

it were, killed by the Mendicant. Hence he verily

becomes the killer of the Brahman. So also says the

Smrti:

“ He who says that there is no Brahman, he who sets

himself against the Knower of the Brahman and he who
cherishes that, which is not really the Brahman, as the real
Brahman, these three are all killers of the Brahman.'"

Also,

“ He should be known as the killer of the Brahman,
who is a renegade beyond the pale of all recognized schools of
thought,”
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If Gold is touched with eagerness, then the Mendi-

cant, who touches it, is degraded to the condition of a

Paulkasa, i.e., a veritable Mleccha. Such a degradation

is thus prescribed in the Smrti :

“That Mendicant verily has his degradation, who is

(guilty) of committing these two (sins), viz., consciously part-

ing with his semen and laying by a store of wealth.”

Nor should Gold be taken with eagerness. If it is

taken, the Mendicant, by this his act, becomes the killer

of the detached Self, which is all Consciousness, and is the

Witness of the body and the senses; for, he thereby

deprives his Self of its natural, detached state and

construes it as the enjoyer of Gold and the like. About

the grossly sinful nature of such an unnatural con-

struing, the Smrti says

:

“ He who construes the Self, which is otherwise by
nature, as other than what it really is—what sin is not
committed by that thief, who is stealing his own Self ?

”

Moreover to the killer of the Self are ascidbed, by

the S'ruti, several worlds, which are devoid of even the

least tinge of happiness and full of a thousand forms of

dire pain and misery

:

“ Those, verily, are the spheres of the demons (Asuryah),

all enveloped in thick darkness. Them, those, i.e., such as

are killers of the Self, reach after death.”

In the looking at and the touching of Gold spoken of

in the text, are respectively implied the hearing about

and the talking about Gold. In the taking o/Gold is

similarly implied dealing with Gold. The meaning

is that everything connected with Gold—whether hearing

about it or describing its merits or dealing with it, such

as by purchasing, etc., with eagerness, is as much sinful

as the looking at, the touching and the taking of it.
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spoken of in the text. As looking at Gold and other

similar acts, with eagerness, are the causes of sin, the

Mendicant should hence avoid looking at Gold or touching

it or taking it, etc. The advantage derived from such

avoidance of Gold is thus set forth

:

“ Whoever has his standby in the Self,—all

desires harboured in his mind altogether turn away

;

he winces not under pain
; he is indifferent to pleasure.

(There is) utter abandonment of attachment (of any
kind)

;
detachment from all things, good or bad

; he
neither hates nor rejoices

;
activity of all his senses

entirely ceases.”

As children, wife, house, property and such other

objects of desire are dependent on Gold {i.e., wealth),

when Gold is abandoned, those desires of every kind

harboured in the Mind, turn away, i.e., do not any more
stay in the Mind. When desires cease, neither sorrow

nor desire is caused by the pain or pleasure arising

from previous Karma. This has been fully explained,

when dealing with the Sthitaprajna. As temporal pain and

pleasure cause distraction, even in the case of desire for

enjoyment in the other world, there should arise a sense

of utter abandonment. For, it is only one, who has desire

for the pleasures of this world, that yearns for enjoy-

ment in the other world, inferred from the example of

the former. Hence, it is but proper, that he, -who is

indifferent to temporal pleasure, should likewise be

indifferent to the pleasure that might await him in the

life after death. It being so, he becomes entirely detached

from all things good or bad, that is to say, agreeable or

disagreeable, everywhere, i.e., in this world, as well as

in the next. This also equally applies to hatred and
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rejoicing, for, such an Enlightened Knower hates not

even his direst enemy, nor does he rejoice at the sight

of any one doiiig good to him. That person, who, thus

devoid of hatred or rejoicing, stands ever in the Atman,

has the activity, i.e., trend of all his senses at an end.

With such cessation of activity of his senses, there will

be no manner of impediment to (his attaining) Ecstatic

Trance.

The question “ What is theii' condition? ” has been

answered before, in brief and at length ; the -same has

been enlarged upon in this place, in connection with

the discourse relating to the avoidance of (all contact

whatever with) gold.

The text then proceeds to conclude the subject of

the Renunciation-of-the-Enlightened

:

“(He) becomes fully satisfied in the complete
discharge of every duty, by realizing: ‘I am that

Brahman which is All Transcendent Bliss and the One
(fountain source of all) Consciousness. ’ ”

This Yogin-Parama-hamsa reaches the delightful

condition of fulfilling all duties whatever, on his ever

realizing “That Brahman described in the Upani^ads

as that Supreme Self which is All Bliss and the One

Consciousness—I am that Brahman ”. So also says the

Srnrti

“Regaling in the nectar of Qnosis to his heart’s

content, fully satisfied in the complete discharge of every
duty, there remains nothing for the Yogin to do : if at all there
is anything which remains, then he cannot be reckoned as
having attained Gwosts.”

May the Lord Vidy^-tlrtha, dispelling the darkness

from the heart, by (the torchlight of) Jivan-mukti-viveka,
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give us the Supreme End of human Existence in its

entirety.

End of the Fifth Chapter on the
“
Renunciation-of-

the-Enlightened.”

Om Tat sat



A GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS

AgNI-HOTRA-G?^HA

—

the house where the sacred fires

are kept,

Adhi-mEtra—excessive.

AnumEna—inference.

Antar-ahga’—intimate ; immediate.

Anvaya—positive aspect.

Abhimana—conceit.

.AbhyEsa—application.

Aloluptva—uncovetousness.

AsamprajnEta-samEdhi—the state of Ecstatic Trance.

Agama—testimony.

AtmEnubhava—self-realization.

Anus'ravika—scriptural.

As'rama—stage of life.

Asana—posture.

Is'vara-prapidhEna—^resignation to Iswara.

Uc-chvEsa—inspiration.

Udita—revived,

1}pasarga—obstacl e.

UpeksE^—indifference.

5-tam-bhara—truth-bearing.

Ekagrata—one-pointedness ; concentration,

KarupE—compassion.
Kaivalya—alone-ness ; liberation.

GupEtita—one beyond the three properties.

Citta—the thinking principle.

Oitta-v^tti—transformation or function of the mind.
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Jala-pavitra—filter-cloth.

JijnEsu—seeker after knowledge.

Jivan-mnkti—liberatfon-in-this-life.

JnEnin—the enlightened.

Tapas—mortification
; penance.

Tamas—grossness.

Tivra-saihvega—one whose feeling is ardent.

Dambha—hypocrisy.

Darpa—arrogance,

Dvandva—^pairs of opposites.

Dvesa*—hate.

DharapE—contemplation.
DhyEna—absorption.
Nih-swasa—expiration

.

Nididhyasana—assimilation.

Niyama—observance.

Nirodha—intercaption

.

Nir-bija—seedless.

Para-vairEgya—supreme renunciation.

Purusa-yatna—free action.

Paurusa—free action.

Prati-samkrama—change.

Pratyaksa—-direct cognition,

PratyEhara—withdrawing.

PrainEpa—aright knowledge.

Prastara—a clump of kus'a-grass.

Pra^a—vital breath.

PrErabdha-karma—the chain of necessity.

Bahir-anga—mediate,

Brahma-carya—continence.

BrEhmai^^a—one who has realized the Brahman.
Madhya--^mo^^d^^

Manana—reflection.
Mano-nEs'a—dissolution of the mind.
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Miidita—complacency.

Mnnitva—^melting in silence.

Mirdu—mild.

Maitri—^friendship.

Moha—delusion.
Rajas—energy.

Raga—love.

Varna—caste. ;

VEsanE—impression ; latent desire.

VEsanE-ksaya—obliteration of latent desire.

Vikalpa—^fancy.

Vijhana—self-^realization.

Videha-mukti—liberation following the dissolution of

the body.

Vidvat-samnyEsa—renunciation-of-the-enlightened.

Viparyaya—wrong knowledge.

Virakti—‘detachment.

VirEma—suspension.

Vividisa-samnyasa—^renunciation-of-the-seeker.

Viveka—discrimination.

Virya—energy.
VairEgya'—detachment.

Vyatireka—negative aspect.

Vyasti—microcosm.

VyutthEna—distraction.

l^Snta

—

^repressed.

remnant.

IS^oka—sorrow.

iSauca—^purity.

' S^ra^ana—study

.

S'ruta—revelation.

SamjhE—consciousness.
Samprajhata-samEdhi—“the state of ordinary concentra-

tion. .

.

, ,
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SaihskSra—^impression.

Sanga—attachment.
Satkara—devotion.

Sattva—placidity.

Sama§ti—macrocosm

.

Samadhi—trance.

Samapatti—^meditation.

Sarvarthata—distraction.

Sthita-prajna—one lost in ecstasy.

Smaya—pride.

Svadhyaya—study.

Hfdaya-granthi—the knot in the heart.
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